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 This study consisted of the development of a module for teaching improvisation to first-

year wind instrumental students. It was conceived as a supplement to the usual program of 

instruction. It presents an arrangement of six traditional melodies, complete with 

accompaniment, scales, arpeggios, and variation exercises and opportunities for students to 

improvise. This study involves the National Standards for the Arts Education content Standards, 

No. 2 and 3, which specify the teaching of a varied repertoire of music and improvisation in the 

middle school grades 5-8. 

 Two middle schools were chosen to test the improvisation module: a rural school, 

population approximately 700 students, and a university city middle school, approximately 900 

students. Seventy-two students from the two band programs took part in the study, of which 34 

were selected for analysis. Four variables were assessed: a pre-test of the melodies in the 

improvisation module, a post-test of the same melodies, a post-test of the harmonic structure in 

the form of arpeggios, and a post-test of each student’s ability to improvise on the melodies in 

the curriculum using a model CD of the harmonic structure.  

 A paired “t” test was used to assess the amount of learning. Almost all the results were 

statistically significant. A one-sample “t” test for the arpeggios and improvisation produced a 
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high mean value of a combined value of 5.09 out of 10 for the arpeggios for all melodies and a 

5.00 out of 10 for the improvisation for all melodies at the rural school. The university city 

school produced a combined mean score in the arpeggio variable of 7.30 and in the 

improvisation variable a combined score of 6.74 in the six melodies tested.  

 Director evaluations of the 21 lesson plans that on a seven –points Likert scale Director A 

responded significantly higher than Director B. Exit interviews for both directors indicated 

general agreement on the quality of the materials. Both agree that the material was too much for 

the amount of time available, but otherwise very positive. They praised the organization, easy to 

use format, and improvisational concepts presented in the module. They found the materials 

useful and appropriate to both the students and the teachers.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

From early music practices to 21st century music manuscripts, improvisation has been an 

integral part of music and performance. Ernest Ferand, a leading researcher in music history, 

believes that improvisation is in every musical composition and performance.  

Every historical study that confines itself exclusively to the practical and theoretical 
sources that have come down to us in writing or print, without taking into account the 
improvisational element in living musical practice, must of necessity present an 
incomplete, indeed a distorted picture. For there is scarcely a single field in music that has 
remained unaffected by improvisation, scarcely a single musical technique or form of 
composition that did not originate in improvisatory practice or was not essentially 
influenced by it (Ferand, 1961). 

Ferand’s argument points out that even in manuscript form, improvisation has always played an 

important role in the trial and error associated with music composition. Charles Hoffer, a leading 

music educator and historian believes composers who were proficient in keyboard ability, such 

as Mozart and Handel, could improvise on any given melody.  

Improvisation was an important feature in Baroque music. An organist was expected to     
be able to improvise intricate and complex music. During their lifetimes Bach, Handel, and 
several other Baroque composers were known as much for their ability to improvise as for 
their compositions (Hoffer, 2007).  

 Even as improvisation began its decline as a practice in Western Europe Art Music, 

American jazz instrumentalists began incorporating improvisation into their performance 

practices.  

 Through the twentieth century, improvisation flourished as American jazz gained a 

foothold in being recognized as a performance medium and later an academic field of study. 

Night clubs and huge concert halls filled with admirers of the genre led to a frenzy of an eager 

public ready to also listen to radios, TVs, and phonograph recordings of professional jazz artists 

such as Count Basie, Fletcher Henderson, and Duke Ellington. From Louis Armstrong and Kid 
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Orey to Charlie Parker and Miles Davis, jazz artists could not play and produce enough jazz 

performances and recordings to please the masses.    

 The art form even gained a foothold in the public and private secondary schools whose 

band programs began to offer the big band ensembles as a part of their curriculums. Major   

colleges and universities such as Berkley, Eastman, and the University of North Texas State 

developed undergraduate performance degrees in jazz. Master’s degrees along with PhDs offered 

for both music education and performance were later added as the academic world also embraced 

the art form.  

 However, currently in the world, jazz teaching and performance may be more accepted 

internationally than in the country of its origin. Chuck Owen, past president of the International 

Association for Jazz Education (IAJE) and a respected jazz educator, believes there is a reason 

for this shift of audience appeal.   

Simply stated, the problem is, with each passing year more and more Americans seem to 
have less and less contact with the music…the nature of …technology, which allows the 
consumer to wrap themselves in a cocoon of their own choosing, actually serves to isolate 
individuals from anything they don’t already know or like (Owen 2007).     

Technology’s invention of the Ipod, Iphone, and other such devices has individualized the 

nation’s listening palette, in effect isolating one from different forms of music including jazz. 

Choice has always been an American trait; however, if one has not been educated in the history, 

performance practices, and artists of certain types of music, including jazz, then the listener may 

not be oriented to jazz music excluding the art form in their MP3 players.  

Owen’s statement is also supported by the fact that over the years conventional jazz outlets 

such as nightclubs, radio stations, and network television channels have diminished their 

coverage of jazz, limiting the casual listener’s ability to be touched by famous jazz and 

improvisation artists of the past, present, and future. As a result, the young music student may 
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never become acquainted with professional artists whose performances can inspire greater 

creative tendencies within the aspiring musician. 

In March of 1994, Congress signed into law the Goals 2000: Educate America Act that 

outlines general educational objectives and standards in music and dance, theatre, and visual arts 

for all students. In Section 102 of the Act, goal No. 3 states, “By the year 2000 all students will 

leave grades 4, 8, and 12, having demonstrated competency over challenging subject matter, 

including …(the) arts.” The Consortium of National Arts Education Associations convened with 

the U.S Department of Education, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the National 

Endowment for the Humanities to develop an achievement criteria defining what a student 

“…should know and be able to do in the arts” (MEJ, 1993).  

The development for the criteria for Goals 2000 led to nine content standards in music for 

grades 5–8. Two of the nine standards for music included teaching and implementing 

improvisation in conjunction with introducing varied musical styles. Standard No. 2 states: The 

student should be able to “perform on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of 

music.” Standard No. 3 includes “improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments” 

(MENC, 1994). 

Initially, the National Standards for Arts Education were (and to some extent still are) 

difficult to place within the traditional music curriculum. Music educators faced major reforms in 

their educational delivery to be able to include all nine standards into their respective 

curriculums. Most music educators and teachers of music in the 1990s were unprepared to teach 

some of the requirements recommended by the act, especially improvisation and composition. 

The teaching of improvisation in America’s schools has traditionally been associated with 

jazz. Jazz and improvisation teaching that uses performance models of great jazz artists, both 
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past and present, has furthered a valuable alliance between the artists and school music teachers. 

In addition global organizations, such as the International Association for Jazz Education provide 

a vehicle for learning and teaching structure to help develop the creative traits of music students 

in America’s music programs.  

Owen believes that every student in American public schools should have the opportunity 

to experience and perform jazz, especially during the formative developmental years of a young 

student’s life. Owen stated: 

Individual educators, as well as music, educational, and arts associations must, therefore, 
renew efforts to make certain that ALL students receive grounding in the concepts, history, 
and artists that define jazz. In addition, they must be given multiple opportunities to 
actively experience and engage with the music throughout their formative years (Owen 
2007). 

Owen’s statement mentioned the formative years of a young developing instrumentalist. 

The first year of band instruction may be the best opportunity for young students to begin 

instruction in improvisation. It is in this time frame, the student is open to instruction that may 

feature teaching all styles and concepts of music.  

Although Congress passed Goals 2000, the actual implementation of all of the nine 

National Standards has gained little acceptance by many music educators. Susan Byo, a past 

music supervisor for Broward County, Florida, conducted a study comparing responses of music 

generalists and music specialists regarding implementation of the nine content standards of Goals 

2000. Even though the state of Florida has based its music curriculum on the nine content 

standards of Goals 2000, Byo’s research found that, in general, both music specialists and 

general music teachers at the elementary level were not prepared to teach improvisation and 

composition to their music students. “Overall, both music teachers and generalists rated the 

composing and improvising standards most difficult to implement” (Byo, 1999). Byo’s research 

also finds that, in general, resources and materials available to guide the teachers with teaching 
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improvisation were lacking going on to say, “Music specialists indicated fewest resources 

available for teaching improvising….”  

Currently, the teaching of improvisation in many large ensemble settings (concert band) is 

considered a by-product of most instrumental band programs and too many directors considered 

it not a worthy concept to include in their classroom curriculums. Christopher Azzara, an 

Associate Professor at the Hartt School of Music, agrees with this premise, stating in an article 

appearing in the Music Educators Journal,  

Although improvisation has been a vital part of music making throughout history, it is 
inexplicably missing from most school music curricula today. With the exception of jazz, 
and some instructional activities in elementary general music classes, improvisation 
occupies a comparatively small space in a comprehensive music education (Azzara, 1999). 

The Problem 

A review of the literature in the method books and materials published for teaching 

beginning instrumental literature uncovered the fact that teaching improvisation is lacking in 

grades 5–8.  

Since Goals 2000 was enacted in 1994, American middle school beginning band programs 

have been slow to embrace and implement content standards No. 2 and 3, regarding teaching 

improvisation. Azzara, believes that the National Standards for the Arts have generated a  

“renewed awareness for the importance for the art of improvisation as a valuable musical skill 

for all music students.”  However, there is still reluctance for directors to implement the teaching 

of improvisation in their curricula. Azzara believes one reason for the lack of teaching 

improvisation lies in the background of the music educator.  

Coming from backgrounds with little or no emphasis on improvisation, many music 
educators find that to incorporate improvisation into their teaching is a challenge. 
Understandably they are reluctant to teach skills with which they have had little prior 
experience or success (Azzara, 1999). 
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Materials to aid one in teaching the concepts and fundamentals of improvisation are found 

in abundance for the individual beginning instrumentalists, but are very limited when it comes to 

teaching beginning band students in large ensemble settings as chapter two points out.  

David Snyder, an associate professor of music education at Illinois State University, argues 

for the inclusion of the fundamentals of improvisation in the beginning band curriculum in an 

article in the Jazz Education Journal. He prefaces his article with a general statement regarding 

teaching improvisation. “Many teachers are hesitant to introduce their students to improvisation, 

even those educators who themselves improvise” (Snyder 2003). He believes one reason for this 

reluctance is the lack of adequate lesson plans for implementing the teaching of improvisation.  

Another factor for not including improvisation Snyder believes is that… “Many educators still 

buy into the belief that improvisation is only acquired through years of playing and/or listening 

to jazz greats.” A search for materials that include the teaching of improvisation in beginning 

band method books finds them lacking, adding support to Snyder’s argument. 

Owen also agrees with Snyder’s and Azzara’s premise. In an article published in the IAJE 

Jazz Educators Journal, Owen states:  

Although educational standards have been revised in recent years to include jazz in the 
curriculum, for most programs and public school teachers, jazz clearly remains an 
afterthought or extracurricular activity if addressed at all (Owen 2006). 

According to Owen, improvisation remains outside of most beginning band curriculums, 

simply because the instructor has not made the genre a key contributor in the development of 

young instrumentalists. Owen agrees that educational standards have been “revised,” however he 

agrees with Azzara in the fact that most instructors do not have the knowledge or background to 

teach improvisation.   
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Owen goes on to state that there are serious omissions in the course content offered to 

undergraduate teachers in the area of jazz pedagogy, which lead to their lack of knowledge about 

teaching and implementing improvisation into their curriculums.  

Clearly, one obvious step to assure the success of this initiative is to require all those 
seeking a Bachelor of Music Education degree or teaching certification (regardless of 
specialty) to take a jazz pedagogy class (Owen 2006).  

One answer to Owen’s requirement of instituting a jazz pedagogy course into the 

undergraduate music program would be to develop a curriculum that includes teaching 

improvisation. This course should include lesson plans that would not only teach the instructor 

jazz concepts and theory, but also show how to teach them. 

Charles Leonard, an author in music education, has been a leading proponent of change in 

many facets of music education. In an article written for the Music Educators Journal, titled “A 

Challenge for Change in Music Education,” he reflects on the past achievements and downfalls 

in efforts to make music education curriculums and theories better. Leonard believes one way 

music educators have hurt themselves in the past is by teaching students in music programs 

largely two styles of music, western art music and folk music. He calls this condition …“ ‘elitist 

virus,’ an attitude that leads conductors to concentrate mainly on difficult music or music 

contests” (Leonard 1999). He goes on to say that this “virus” has infected many music schools’ 

accomplished performers, who do not possess an … “understanding of music that constitutes 

music literacy.”  

To combat this “virus,” Leonard offers several suggestions to broaden the students’ 

knowledge of music. His first suggestion toward improving music education is offered in the 

area of performance.  

The primary goal should be to develop musical literacy in all students by using 
performance, listening, improvisation, and composing as the means to that goal---not, as is 
commonly the case, as ends in themselves (Leonard 1999).   
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Leonard would like to see more students involved in the school music programs. One way 

is to “…broaden the repertoire of the performance program to include African American and 

Hispanic music, urban and popular music, jazz, and contemporary music of all styles” (Leonard 

1999). One of Leonard’s suggestions for recruiting even more students into the classroom states; 

“Keep the jazz program strong by involving the players in improvisation---the heart of jazz.”   

As research, symposiums, and individualized methods regarding the teaching and 

development of improvisation have demonstrated that for the past forty years, integrating 

improvisation into the curriculum of all instrumental classes can yield positive results even in the 

early years of a child’s development (Moorhead and Pond, 1951, Cohen, 1980, Abramson, 1980, 

Munsen, 1986, Brophy, 1998). The most important formative year of the beginning 

instrumentalist is the first year of the traditional band program. The first year of the traditional 

beginning band program could also be an important time to introduce instrumental students to 

the fundamental aspects and practices of improvisation.  Snyder believes that a balance can be 

achieved to teach the traditional structured approach and also allow for the creative side to be 

appeased as well.    

As teachers, we must create situations in our classrooms where students can have this 
freedom to create, and at the same time maximize the number of involved students. 
Beginning instrumentalists want to create music on their instruments (Snyder, 2003).  

A solution to Snyder’s and Owen’s concerns and to Leonard’s suggestions encouraged the 

development of a module that includes the teaching and playing of jazz to beginning 

instrumentalists. The module could facilitate the learning and creation of the art of improvising 

while also learning about the history and performing of different styles. The module could 

encourage instrumental music teachers and their students to both learn the fundamentals and 

concepts of improvisation as a part of their first year experiences. 
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The Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to create and field test a seven-unit improvisation module to 

acquaint beginning instrumentalists with the basic concepts of improvisation and the playing of 

different styles of music. The materials developed for the module were intended to be 

supplementary to the traditional beginning band curriculum. The module uses melodies and 

materials found in current band materials and meets National Standards numbers 2 and 3.  

Factors in the planning of the improvisational curriculum were: 1) consideration of time 

requirements for each lesson, 2) beginning band student ability to play the melodies, and 3) 

participation of all students in the beginning band program. The time allowed to teach the 

objectives for each lesson was of primary concern.  The materials used in the improvisational 

module supplemented the methods and material used in the traditional instrumental band 

curriculums. Melodies that were used in the improvisational module closely paralleled the 

melodies being covered in regular band class, both in range and in technical difficulty. In 

addition, the materials and concepts found in the objectives of the lesson plans allowed for all 

students in the band class to participate in the module.  

 Research Questions 

The research was guided by the following underlying questions: 

1. To what extent will the format and content of this study increase the student’s ability in 
performing the six melodies presented in the module? 

2. Will the ability of the student to play chord tones from the arpeggios of the harmonic 
structure improve through participation in the study?  

3. Will group improvisational instruction result in promoting the development of student 
perception of improvisation and their ability to improvise?  

4. Will the allotted class-time available for most traditional beginning bands permit an 
enrichment module that features improvisation? 
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Limitations 

This study did not include or account for: 

• The effect of the subjects’ other musical experiences, including private lessons. 

• The effect of the subjects’ innate musical ability.  

• The differences among socioeconomic classes of students or schools. 

• Variations of teaching practices, and the background education of each instructor involved 
in administering the curriculum. 

• The demographics of the two schools involved in the study. 

• Various interruptions regarding each respective school’s schedule such as F.C.A.T testing, 
district band festivals, spring break, and end-of-year festivals and concerts.  

Delimitations 

The delimitations of the study design were: 

• Students in the second semester of sixth grade band. 
• First-year beginning instrumentalists. 

 

Definition of Terms 

Chart is an arrangement of a melody or tune set in traditional jazz combo or big band 
instrumentation. 

Chord Structure consists of block chords used to harmonize any melody. The structure usually 
includes one or more chords that contain a minimum of three notes, the root or bass note, 
the third, and the fifth.     

 
Chord Terminology and Symbols such as C dominant 7 (C7) and C minor 7 (C-7) or C 

dominant 7 with an added ninth (C7/9) are referring to the actual notes within that 
particular chord structure. E.g. the symbol C7 is a major triad consisting of three notes, C, 
E, and G, with an added flat seven note Bb. If the symbol were a C-7, the three notes 
would be C, Eb, and G, with an added flat seven, Bb. If the symbol were C7/9 the 
resulting notes in the structure would be C, E, G, Bb, and D. The term dominant refers to 
a triad built on the fifth note of any major scale. The term dominant seven nine then 
refers to a triad built on the fifth degree of any major scale that includes a minor seventh 
and major ninth. In the key of C major the fifth note of the scale is G, resulting in a G, B, 
D, F, A chord or G 7/9.   

Curriculum is a series of goals and objectives that define the course of study within any given 
instrumental program. 
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Guide Tone is a note taken from a specific chord in a harmony of a melody that helps to guide 
the player through a particular chord progression.  

Harmonic Structure includes all chord structures that frame the form of the harmony. The  
form of the harmonic structure takes its shape from the length of the melody, the 
changing pitch of the notes in the melody and rhythmic values associated with the 
melodic pattern. 

 
Harmony is the act of playing two or more notes simultaneously. Sometimes the melody is 

harmonized vertically by block chords or by counterpoint note against note following the 
melody. 

Improvisation is the art of creating a musical work, or the final form of a musical work while it 
is being performed. 

Methodology is a major course of study pertaining to a specific central idea that progresses 
through different levels of development. 

Module is a term used to describe the supplementary materials and exercises of the condensed 
seven-unit improvisation curriculum.  

Rhythm Section is the section of a jazz ensemble that traditionally includes a piano, guitar, bass, 
and drum set.  

Sweet Tone is a note from a chord in the given harmony that is usually the third, seventh, or 
ninth of the extended triad.   

Tune is a melody or song that is placed in a musical setting of a chart or score to use in 
improvising a solo.  

Unit is a term used to describe the goals and objectives for three different, yet connected, lessons 
of study pertaining to the same melody within the module.  
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

Much literature in the form of methodologies and materials has been published recently in 

the area of teaching improvisation, and many publishers of jazz methodology have increased the 

number of publications in the area of jazz studies and improvisational studies—including much 

literature written for the purpose of teaching the basic fundamentals of jazz improvisation.   

Jazz performers and jazz educators have expanded materials and methods of study with 

which to aid today’s music educators in implementing beginning jazz improvisation into their 

core curriculum. But the literature reviewed for this study offers few methodologies or curricula 

with which to introduce the fundamentals of improvisation in any traditional beginning band or 

orchestra ensemble.  

The focus of the literature reviewed centered on the fundamentals of improvisation as 

found in beginning band methods and materials that include the large ensemble, however, 

advanced theory, skills, and techniques needed to further the study in the art of improvisation 

broadened the scope of the review. This writer also further divided the materials and 

methodologies reviewed into three general categories: beginning, intermediate, and advanced.  

 Also included in the review are methodologies that seemingly can be used both in 

teaching one-on-one and in a group environment. One-on-one or individual methodologies differ 

from those for group methods in that their structure in teaching one-on-one jazz improvisation 

traditionally centers on learning solo transcriptions of professional jazz performers and/or jazz 

nuances and phrasing indigenous to a particular instrument. Group methods center on teaching 

the traditional jazz instrumentation, which include: saxophones, trumpets, trombones, and a 

rhythm section (piano, guitar, bass and drum set): while their curricula required intermediate 

technique to manipulate most exercises.  
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 Individual Improvisation Beginning Level 

Dunscomb (1991) presents an improvisatory method for beginners, with the instrument of 

choice being the piano or electronic keyboard. The method teaches young players (three years 

old) by utilizing illustrations (pictures) about the fundamentals of jazz improvisation in the 

format. Verbalization of jazz phrasing and stylistic concepts is also a part of the methodology 

used in the format.  

The 60-page method encompasses 28 exercises or concepts, including jazz patterns and 

phrasing. Each concept appears in the same format: a basic concept is identified, primary goals 

are established, and then future goals are discussed. In addition, there is a suggestion section that 

outlines the activities for incorporating the concept of the unit. Included at the bottom of each 

page is a “Teacher Accompaniment Section” that emphasizes the concept presented in each of 

the units.  

All accompaniment sections correspond with Jamey Aebersold’s CD, which provides the 

teacher with a teaching aide, which is a listening model to help young rhythm sections develop. 

Each unit’s concept includes an illustration that shows a picture of a piano keyboard and a 

rhythm chart. Every new improvisation concept is formatted to appear in the center of a star, 

which helps bring attention to basic music terminology such as tempo markings, note names, and 

rhythm concepts. Dunscomb’s method is truly a starting point for the novice learner. The method 

is geared toward the young student of the keyboard, and the concepts presented in the area of 

jazz pedagogy are very solid and well thought-out.  

Kolar and Ramal (1980) developed a method for teaching jazz to the beginning piano 

student who wants to learn more about jazz improvisation. 22 chapters include concepts on 

teaching jazz chord patterns, basic jazz rhythms and accents, jazz bass lines, and identifying the 

sweet chord tones of a jazz triad. The method also includes ideas on how to develop 
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improvisation for the right hand of the piano, concepts for creating improvisational melodies 

using chord tones, and ideas for improvising a melody that includes the use of left hand (bass) 

improvisation. In addition, the chapter includes concepts of basic rhythm, utilizing jazz voicing; 

concepts for teaching basic melodic improvisation and the concept of a blue note; and 

identification of the third, the flat seven, and then all of the notes of a blues scale.  

Kolar’s method includes five original tunes that incorporate most of the concepts 

discussed. In addition, the format also includes two and three pages of illustrations in large print, 

which allows for easy visualization of each concept presented. This method is geared toward the 

novice learner and player of jazz concepts. It speaks to the basic concepts and fundamentals of 

learning how to improvise while exposing the reader to basic jazz terminology and practices. No 

audio or visual model is included.  

McCurdy’s (1976) study was designed to provide the music educator with a number of 

available jazz improvisational methods and materials and to establish a curriculum of applied 

jazz instruction for the beginning and the intermediate/advanced levels. After a short definition 

of terms, the thesis reviews the literature available up to 1976. McCurdy identifies four methods 

for the elementary level and six for the junior high level, as well as 15 supplemental methods for 

junior high, 32 methods for high school, and 54 supplemental methods for high school 

acceptable for inclusion in his study.  

Following the review of the literature, the author takes excerpts from different levels of the 

methods reviewed and then establishes a curriculum, including 21 lessons interspersed with 

seven exams for the elementary level and 22 lessons containing six exams for the 

intermediate/advanced level. The final chapter of the thesis includes a summary and 

recommendation on how to best use the study in one’s own curriculum.  
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This study, although outdated, does include relevant suggestions on jazz methodologies for 

first-year instrumentalists and beginning band directors. The beginning methodologies suggest 

more one-on-one teaching strategies and limit themselves to individual rather than group 

instruction, although most of the beginning methods are published for all transposing instruments 

except the French horn. 

 Individual Improvisation Intermediate Level 

Aebersold (1967) discusses most aspects of learning to improvise. His work has long been 

considered one of the important methods of teaching all aspects of improvisation to students of 

all ages. Aebersold seems to have considered every conceivable nuance pertinent to the art of 

improvisation. The work includes a play-along CD, parts for all instruments including C-treble, 

Bass clef, Bb- treble only, and Eb-treble only.  

The method explores right and left-brain concepts of thought regarding creativity, and then 

provides a guide for practicing the content of the method along with a guide for using the model 

CD. The method also includes sections on developing creativity, beginning a phrase or melody, 

needed fundamentals for improvisation and scale memorization, and recommendations of how to 

use transcriptions of famous jazz artists to help in learning to improvise.  

Additional concepts include eighth note exercises that include written bebop scales, the use 

of ear training and written pentatonic scales, the concept of the blues and written blues scales and 

seventh chords, using time and feeling as it relates to jazz, and tips on melodic development.  

Also included are extensive explanations of concepts of tension and release, how to 

develop proper jazz articulations, recognizing and understanding jazz nomenclature, and a 

complete scale syllabus for use in jazz chord–scale relationships. This work also discusses how 

to learn actual jazz tunes and includes a song list made for beginners. A standard jazz tune list 

appears at the end of the method along with a complete section that includes jazz scales and 
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patterns that develop technique through the use of said scales. The method ends with a section on 

jazz scales written in the circle of fourths that leads to a section with exercises in eighth notes 

implementing the concept of playing in fourths. Finally, Aebersold includes written charts to 

play with the prepared recordings.  

The information given in this publication covers all of the rules for learning to improvise 

instrumentally and vocally. The reader must be at the level of an intermediate to advanced player 

to be able to perform the exercises written in the study in this book. 

Keeping in the same format as Aebersold, yet breaking ground for exploration of a specific 

medium within the vast number of materials published in the jazz instructional world, Baker 

(1987) publishes a method to help define and teach all aspects of Bebop jazz. His method is 

divided into two parts: the first part described the Bebop style, while the second defined the 

Bebop scale through a series of exercises.  

Exercises, appearing in eighth note patterns and configurations including ascending, 

descending, stepwise, and arpeggios that help articulate the Bebop scale in all twelve major keys, 

fill the first section. The second section exposes the reader to other scales used in Bebop, such as 

the whole-tone (a scale played in whole steps), the diminished (a scale played in whole step 

followed by half steps and the blues scales (root, flat third, fourth, flat five, fifth, and seventh, 

and octave).    

Baker also includes a set of original compositions that allow the student to implement the 

exercises found in his method, a list of tunes based on the exercises used in the method, and a list 

of familiar tunes used as standards in the performance world.  

Also included in the method are suggestions for a practice regimen to incorporate all of the 

exercises developed in the method. In all, there are three volumes that assimilate an excellent 
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collection of exercises designed to further the development of technique needed to perform 

Bebop. A level of intermediate to advanced proficiency in technique and the players’ ability to 

play his instrument is required to be able to negotiate all of the exercises developed within 

Baker’s methodology.  

Mantooth (1996) wrote a manuscript that appears to be a true improvisational method that 

speaks to the student and band director with limited skills and experience in teaching jazz. The 

aim of Mantooth’s beginning improvisational method is for the student to progress rapidly in 

many musical disciplines such as sight-reading, aural awareness of chord progressions, theory, 

intervallic relationships, chord/scale relationships, various forms used in jazz style, and many 

concepts related to improvisation. There is an accompanying rhythm track CD with all of the 

exercises written in straight eighth-note groove, not swing. He does this to avoid being 

preoccupied with the stylistic concept of the swing feel, allowing for development of technique 

in both the legitimate and swing world.  

In the forward, Mantooth asserts that the development of the young jazz student should 

include exercises that help to define certain harmonic and melodic motives one can use in an 

improvised solo. The 49 pages of eighth-note patterns divide into nine chapters. To provide a 

model for the exercises, patterns, and configurations written for the method, a corresponding CD 

track accompanies the method.  

The nine chapters include exercises based on defining the tonic chord of any tune; 

exercises concerning rhythmic displacement; exercises that outline other scale degrees such as 

the second, third, fourth, and fifth; and patterns of other scale steps (flat second, flat fifth). The 

last three chapters include exercises that string all of the previous patterns used in the method 

together, exercises using minor scales and a minor scale workout.  
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This method is an excellent choice for the beginning jazz musician who has command of 

his/her own instrument. The exercises progress from simple to complex, leaving the 

unaccomplished musician behind rather quickly. While Mantooth’s method requires the 

technique of an intermediate to advanced player, the beginning teacher of jazz will find the 

content of the method full of concepts and ideas s/he can use to help the budding improvisational 

player develop.  

Keeping with the concept of developing guides and concepts through exercises, Niehaus 

(1981) wrote a method that helps define specific chord choices and accidentals used in jazz 

harmony. The method includes twenty exercises arranged in different rhythmic configurations 

that cover a variety of key centers and chord changes. The method concludes with 25 etudes 

notated in all 12 major and minor keys. The etudes, written with harmonic accompaniment 

(chord changes provided), allow for study of chord–scale relationships. The work does not 

include a CD or tape cassette.  

The material in this method favors individual instruction, as all the etudes are written out 

and transposed for C instruments in treble and bass clef, and Bb and Eb instruments in treble 

only. The method did not include transposition of the etudes into “F instruments.” The difficulty 

of the etudes require the student to have developed technique of intermediate to advanced ability 

to play through the method, moving this method into the third or fourth year of the curriculum. 

A method that develops a systematic approach in learning and teaching improvisation was 

published by Yoder (1996). Yoder breaks down fundamental jazz concepts and puts them in 

exercise format, then divides the exercises into four units. Concepts include exercises that define 

basic seventh chords, the major 7th, dominant 7th, minor 7th, flat 7th, and flat 3rd. Also included are 

exercises that introduce the pentatonic scale and the blue pentatonic scale. In addition, eighth-note 
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exercises designed to explore harmonic boundaries define the ii7-V7, ii7-V7-I maj7 progressions 

and half-diminished chords, as well as various rhythm changes. Finally, Yoder’s method 

concludes with progressive concepts of jazz improvisation and includes exercises defining guide 

tones, substitution and augmented chords, the whole tone scale, and diminished scales and chords. 

The author also provides tips on improvising while playing ballads and double timing.  

Each chapter also includes solo transcriptions of famous jazz artist such as Louis 

Armstrong, Miles Davis, Charlie Parker, Clifford Brown, Lester Young, Thelonious Monk, and 

Dizzy Gillespie, which demonstrate the application of many of the jazz fundamentals and 

concepts presented as exercises in Yoder’s study. A play-along cassette is included, which also 

correlates with Jamey Aebersold’s published methodologies, such as A New Approach to Jazz 

Improvisation.  

Five appendices follow: the first being a bibliography then discography; the second an 

Aebersold correlation; the third a pentatonic chart for major, minor, and dominant 7th chords; the 

fourth a short discussion on how to play in swing style; and the fifth, the author’s own thoughts 

about how to practice improvisation. 

The reader must have a thorough understanding of theory and have the technical ability to 

handle the full range of his/her instrument. This book claims to be for beginning jazz 

improvisation; however, one must incorporate enough technique to allow for the technical 

demands of the material provided in this book. Without adequate technique, the concepts 

provided can only be interpreted visually, categorizing this method in the mature intermediate 

section of the curriculum study. 

Zwick (1987) wrote a dissertation that attempts to organize a format of instruction into a 

curriculum on how to learn jazz improvisation using previously published materials. Many areas 
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of research were discussed in this study, including the history of jazz, fundamentals of jazz 

improvisation, ear training techniques, different jazz styles, and an analysis of form and structure 

in jazz music. Also included are exercises that outline and define melodic improvisation and jazz 

harmonic chord progressions, a section discussing the intricacies of the rhythm section, and a 

section that introduces one to jazz substitution chords within any harmonic structure. 

Additionally, the research discussed actual transcriptions of jazz solos and improvisation on jazz 

music, and includes exercises that outline major scales, defines non-harmonic tones, and presents 

the blues.  

Data gleaned from a questionnaire that sought to define all of the areas alluded to in the 

study helped to assimilate many published methodologies into a recommended sequential format. 

The sequential format was then organized into a pattern of study that attempts to provide a 

supplemental curriculum to aid in teaching jazz improvisation.  

Zwick’s research serves as an excellent guide for developing the individual player. The 

methods used in the study all favor one-on-one teaching instead of a group setting. This study 

does help to determine methods that can guide any teacher in determining the path of 

development for the inexperienced student and/or instructor of jazz improvisation. The method 

requires the instrumentalist to have developed technique of intermediate to advanced level before 

attempting to play the exercises found in this study. 

 Individual Improvisation Advanced Level 

 Baker (1983) published a method of study covering 20 chapters on the art of jazz 

improvisation. Chapters feature topics such as nomenclature, exercises in jazz fundamentals and 

dramatic devices, improvisation on tunes, the II-V7 progression, chord–scale relationships, the 

cycle of fourths, turnbacks, development of the swing feel and the aural aspect of jazz translation 

through listening without reading music. Chapters also include the concept of the blues, basic 
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melodic construction, techniques for development of an improvised solo, thoughts on 

constructing a jazz chorus, and identification of chord substitutions. Also included is information 

regarding how to use one’s rhythm section, a chapter on the psychological approach to 

improvising jazz, and another chapter on the advanced concepts of jazz performance.  

This book is one of the first of many published on the art of improvisation. The examples 

are in notational form and require an instrumentalist of advanced technique to negotiate the 

exercises and changes of the methodology. The novice will find pertinent information pertaining 

to the study of jazz. Audio recordings of the work’s exercises and patterns are not included in the 

method. 

 Babad (1999) devised a method that discusses the various ways of building interesting 

improvisational solos. The author researches four main areas of study in the method: melodic 

embellishment, the arpeggio method, the scale/mode approach, and the pattern method. This 

study concentrates on how one may establish content that helps to define a good jazz 

improvisational solo. Excerpts of transcriptions from improvisational solos from professional 

jazz giants that include Coleman Hawkins, Wynton Marsalis, Quinn Davis, Benny Goodman, 

and Cannonball Adderly are used as the basis for the author’s research.  

Badad summarizes the artful ways a musician responds to and participates in the music. 

When a performer practices the essential patterns for jazz improvisation provided in this 

particular method, that musician is then free to connect with a technical level that is limitless in 

the creation of a jazz improvised solo. A student with advanced technical ability should be able 

to negotiate the solo transcriptions used as a basis for study in this methodology. 

Benward and Wildman’s method (1984) is written for use in teaching beginning, 

intermediate, and advanced students who want to study jazz improvisation in a sequential 
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curriculum. The book divides into three sections arranged by ability level. Section one provides 

the reader with an introduction to jazz notation and melodic patterns; scale and chord formations 

and their relationships to one another; and concepts of key centers, harmonic structure, jazz 

rhythm, and articulation. Section two continues with sections on altered harmonic patterns, tetra 

chords, chord extensions, substitution chords, and beat placement, concluding with a 

transcription of a Charlie Parker solo. Section three continues with chapters on topics such as 

stylistic alterations, more scale substitutions, harmonic voicing, and more jazz scales. It 

concludes with a study of the concepts pertaining to jazz form.  

The examples are clear and precise. The method includes a cassette for easier 

comprehension of the exercises provided in the three sections. The examples require a 

proficiency level above that of the intermediate instrumentalist to be able to negotiate the 

exercises and technical nuances of the methodology. 

Beginning to Improvise from the Jazz Improvisation Made Easy series for violin (volume 

one) by Blake and Harmon (1993) is yet another method pertaining excellent content on learning 

how to improvise jazz for the string family. The method encompasses 52 pages, divided into four 

chapters, and includes an introduction and an explanation on how to use the method, a glossary, 

and a section on expressive techniques. The author incorporates the technique of call and 

response in teaching one how to negotiate the exercises provided.  

Each chapter includes patterns for use in improvisation including warm-ups, scale patterns 

in the key of G major in which one may choose to play along with the included CD. An 

improvised jazz solo notated in jazz style is also included on the same CD, allowing for use in 

teaching or for the purposes of imitation through modeling. There are suggestions on how to play 
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with the proper bowing techniques and fingerings, listen for jazz phrasing and style, and play 

along with the recording to learn the stated melody.  

The melody used in this method, “Main Street,” is written with accompanying chord 

progressions so that the student and teacher can have an understanding of the suggested 

harmonic progression. Following this section, the method instructs the student and teacher on 

how to proceed in playing their own improvisational solo after first learning to play the melody 

of the piece. A chapter offering suggestions on how to improvise and how to practice 

improvisation concludes the method. The author indicates that the supplement is published for 

music majors, professionals, music teachers, and adult amateurs, with no mention of beginners.  

This researcher finds that this methodology is of the level of an intermediate to advanced 

player and is designed for use with the individual in a one-on-one teaching environment. For the 

violinist, this means being able to play in first through third positions and to have command of 

all major scales of a minimum of two octaves or higher. Being proficient in playing exercises 

through book IV of the Suzuki method and beyond is a requirement of the methodology.  

Bouchard’s (2001) method features the study of several harmonic structures used in jazz 

improvisation. Bouchard’s method is for teaching jazz improvisation to students of intermediate 

ability and is published in two parts. The work covers essays such as the importance of thinking 

through a solo while focusing on the elements of music.  

Part one includes eight areas of study featuring notated exercises which include chromatic 

scales, diatonic scales, pentatonic scales, half-diminished and altered dominant chords, melodic 

connecting and major and minor cadences, cycles, turnarounds, substitutions, and symmetrical 

scales. Part one concludes by notating 18 standards of traditional jazz literature, such as Take the 

A Train, Perdido, Lady Bird, Sweet Georgia Brown, Satin Doll, All the Things You Are, Freddie 
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Freeloader, Just Friends, Girl from Ipanema, On Green Dolphin Street, and may others. Each 

jazz standard is discussed in an essay regarding the originality of the tunes, where to find the 

original performance or recording with the artist that performed the piece, a discussion on the 

scales used in the improvisational model, and a paragraph on the rhythmic style of the tune.  

Part two includes instruction on how to use the CD and all of the tracks written for use for 

instruments in C, Bb, Eb, and bass clef. The compilation of exercises, chord changes, essays, and 

transcriptions that accompany the CD is quite expansive in an effort to bring all of the elements 

together needed to learn how to improvise.  

This work requires that the reader have a background in music theory and be at an 

advanced level technically on his/her instrument to play the exercises and transcriptions provided 

by the writer. The method is generally written for teaching the individual not for use in teaching 

an ensemble. 

 A more serious approach to jazz improvisation appears in a method published by Dean 

(1989). This book provided exercises in conventional notation and is accompanied by a cassette 

tape the reader could choose to use as a model. The exercises are arranged primarily for the 

classical instrumentalist who wants to learn more about classical and jazz improvisation. 

Exercises that cross both genres of classical and jazz seemingly have little benefit to the aspiring 

jazz improvisationalist.  

It is not until the eleventh chapter that the reader finds any material relating to jazz 

improvisation. The methods in the book guide the reader through melodic and motivic materials, 

harmonic considerations, improvising on rhythms, and many timbres and textures used for 

improvising with group interaction and group improvisation. The method also included 
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recommendations of other texts for further study, suggestions on improvising on selected 

twentieth-century compositions, and selected compositions in the jazz idiom.  

While this method contains many exercises relating to improvisation within the classical 

realm, the thought process regarding a logical streamlined approach with which to use in 

teaching jazz improvisation finds the method lacking in its ability to impart a logical and concise 

direction. This manual is for musicians who already have achieved mastery of their instrument, 

both individually and for small ensemble. 

 DiBlasio (1987) offers a method on Bebop. The 37-page paperback divides into twelve 

chapters about beginning and continuing improvisation. Each chapter offers different concepts 

about learning to improvise jazz. Chapter content includes exercises defining the blues, basic 

chord scale relationships, II/V chord progressions, twelve-bar blues form, diminished scales and 

their extensions, a scale syllabus, and the benefits and drawbacks of solo transcriptions.  

Additional content includes ear development and patterns for practicing the jazz concepts. 

Patterns provided in the study include learning short jazz phrasings, tunes for playing and 

learning jazz tunes. The method also includes an epilogue followed by a chapter listing books 

from which to learn more about jazz and a list of players from which to model and listen. The 

method offers some good tips for the advanced instrumentalist, and the patterns provide some 

material for improving technique. 

A method book focusing on the blues is the second in the series written by Mantooth 

(1996). The method encompasses 14 units or sections that contain exercises outlining the blues 

scales and twelve-bar blues form. Chapter content includes a review of major and minor scales in 

different rhythmic patterns and blues tunes in major and minor keys including blues in C major, A 
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minor, F major, D minor, Bb major, G minor, Eb major, C minor, G major, E minor, Ab, and F 

minor. A play-along CD is provided.  

Mantooth’s method is for the advanced technical artist who has command of his/her own 

instrument. The method provides material for the student to practice and offers choruses with 

accompanying rhythm sections recorded on the CD that allow the student to improvise using the 

material learned in each unit. This method is an excellent choice to continue one’s development 

through a structured curriculum of study.  

 Reeves (1989) published a method in 19 chapters on creating solos for jazz improvisation. 

Chapter content includes: exercises and etudes written for all major scales; all modes such as 

Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, Aeolian, and Locrian; diminished, harmonic, and 

melodic minor scales; altered scales such as the Bebop, diminished whole tone, Lydian 

augmented, and Lydian dominant and the pentatonic scale in four-note patterns. Also included 

are the twelve II-V7-I progressions both major and minor; jazz rhythms; the blues scale form;  

substitution chords, sectional forms including the harmonic changes, harmonic structures and 

Coltrane substitutions; free forms; and intervallic improvisation.  

The book is a well-laid-out sequence for understanding jazz improvisation. No audiotapes 

are included. The method favors individualistic instruction and can be used as a self-taught 

method; however, the instrumentalist must be an accomplished technician before using this book, 

moving the method into the advanced section of the curriculum study. 

Snidero’s (1996) method uses imitation in the form of a professional model to play through 

the 21 solo studies and etudes found in the study. The etudes range from very easy to difficult 

and are performed by a professional tenor sax player, Walt Weiskopf. Wieskopf emphasizes 

concepts like jazz style, jazz phrasing, excellent tone, and time when one listens to the 
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recordings. The etudes are excellent for developing technique and melodic and harmonic ideas 

specific to each etude. 

The technique of the participant must be on the more mature intermediate to advanced 

level to negotiate the difficulty of the etudes and to match the technique of the model, relegating 

this method into the advanced stage of the curriculum study. 

Spera (1983) published a method designed to be compatible with other current jazz 

improvisation methods and materials. The book is a part of an improvisation series that can be 

used to teach in many different settings, e.g., as a group improvisational text; a practice book for 

a class, combo, or jazz ensemble; for individual study/practice; or for private studio teaching.  

Chapter one gives six hints on how to incorporate jazz feel and tempo into practice. The 

second chapter presents exercises that utilize the ascending major scales and modes of the major 

and altered scales, organized in fourths for all twelve keys. The exercises include the chord 

symbols associated with each scale, a helpful reference to chord–scale relationships. The third 

chapter incorporates nineteen different practice patterns that use material from the preceding 

chapters. The fourth chapter introduces the II minor 7th, the V dominate 7th, and the I-major 

chord progression with exercises designed to help in expanding technique. 

In the fifth chapter, the standard blues progression, or twelve-bar blues is shown written in 

Bb concert and F concert. Guide tones, pentatonic blues scale, blues scales, Bebop scales, 

substitution chords, cycle of fourths, and tri-tone blues are all incorporated into exercise patterns 

or short etudes found in the fifth chapter. The final chapter of the book utilizes six original tunes 

written in six different jazz styles and forms which the student can use to incorporate all of the 

patterns found in the previous chapters.  
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The reader must have advanced knowledge of the understanding of music nomenclature 

and the player must be an advanced technician to be able to negotiate all medium to advanced 

patterns found in the chapters of this technical study. Teaching improvisation using this method 

would require an individualistic approach with advanced technique and concepts from the 

student, which puts this method in the advanced category for the curriculum study. 

Ed Tomassi, the current director of Jazz Studies at the Berklee School of Music in Boston, 

developed a session on DVD in 2003, which addresses beginning college level students who are 

seeking to understand how to develop a jazz solo. The professor’s concepts include using short 

two-, three-, and four-note diatonic motives that can be manipulated through harmonic changes 

of several different simple forms such as twelve-bar blues, binary, and rounded binary forms. 

The instructor uses the alto saxophone as the performance medium accompanied by a jazz piano 

player.  

In this particular session, Professor Tomassi begins by explaining that in order to grasp the 

concept of motivic development one must start with short two-, three-, and four-note motives set 

to a sequential pattern using diatonic modes and scales to practice improvisational ideas. He 

believes that one can use these short motives over an A, A, B, A form where the first two 

sections of the form will be motivic development, and then the B section will be “through 

composed”—meaning longer ideas connected to one another, which links to the returning A 

section.  

The session was excellent for the advanced individual player and for use in small ensemble 

playing, such as a jazz combo. Concepts discussed transfer to the beginning level such as three- 

and four-note motive development and progression of these motives through chord changes. The 

methods discussed require that the student be able to play proficiently, especially when dealing 
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with “through composed material.” The material presented is an advanced methodology for the 

curriculum study.  

 Improvisation in an Ensemble Setting Beginning Level 

Fitzgerald, McCord, and Berg (2003) designed a curriculum for grades three through six 

for the purposes of teaching the jazz language in an elementary setting in general music classes. 

The handbook comes with two CDs and reproducible worksheets for teaching aides. The 

authors’ introduction states specifically, “You don’t need to have any personal jazz experience to 

use this book. All of the modeling is done for you by leading jazz musicians.”  

The curriculum is designed for the general music class that meets once a week for thirty 

minutes over six weeks. Following a short introduction, there is a short page that discusses 

definitions of basic jazz terms and then asks the question, “What makes jazz sound like Jazz?” 

Subsequent pages are devoted to teaching the rhythmic concept of jazz phrasing and style, jazz 

rhythms, jazz etiquette (which includes paragraphs on how to cue soloists), counting off tunes, 

conducting, and the timing of applauding a soloist. Also included are short sections about 

reflective listening, how to use the publication, what the essence of a “jam session” is, and 

suggestions for the use of percussion instruments along with the lessons. In addition the author 

includes notes about the call and response recordings, how to use the reproducible worksheet 

masters, discussions on how to arrange all rhythm instruments for performance, and a short 

reference section about the history of some of the great jazz masters.   

The method divides into three units, rhythm in jazz, heart of jazz, and soul of jazz. Each 

unit breaks down into three subunits teaching jazz concepts and rhythms through call and 

response; and jazz vocabulary found in familiar, traditional jazz tunes such as “Take the A-

Train,” “How High the Moon,” and “Summertime.” 
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The work is a comprehensive method designed for the serious general classroom teacher to 

impart the fundamentals of jazz style through using jazz vocabulary. The method incorporates 

using jazz vocabulary such as doo for long tones (quarter notes) and dit for short tones (eighth 

notes) to help instill jazz groove. The swing vocabulary included in the method aides in teaching 

jazz rhythms allowing for vocalization of jazz phrasing and jazz style to be easily learned and 

then internalized by each student.  

The second and third units use Orff instruments to incorporate keyboard work, requiring 

students to gain adequate technique and music reading skills to master the exercises. The method 

also requires listening to famous historic artists as they demonstrate the jazz vocabulary used in 

the method. The students gain insight about the vocabulary, first as a reference by a professional 

model and then by transferring the style demonstrated by the model into the exercises provided 

in the method. 

The author recommends that all students in general music classes become associated with 

this methodology at an early stage. The book instructs grades three through five, reaching out to 

the youngest jazz musicians, and then progresses through to the fifth-grade level. Students who 

matriculate through an elementary curriculum using Fitzgerald, McCord, and Berg’s 

methodology and then joining an instrumental ensemble in their fifth or sixth year of school may 

have the benefit of transferring jazz vocabulary and some of its stylistic nuances into the playing 

of their instrument. 

Marcus (2004) conducted a study on jazz improvisation where teachers used transcriptions 

of solos from known jazz artists coupled with the aural imitative method for the basis of teaching 

jazz improvisation. Marcus wrote twelve questions in the form of a questionnaire, with each 

question referencing the question of how advanced jazz players learned to improvise. These 
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questions, conceived from an interview format with known jazz artists, are centered on the 

question “Can transcribing and then learning famous improvisational solos of professional jazz 

artists really help music educators teach their students how to improvise jazz?”  

The argument raised two issues for the use of transcriptions.  On the “con” side, three 

points were raised: 1) inaccuracies in transcribing the actual solo (which have slight deficiencies 

in notational detail); 2) it is almost impossible to capture the inflections the performer uses in an 

actual jazz solo; and 3) one’s inherent creative input may be lost when one copies a transcription 

of a professional soloist. The last point is usually noticeable when the student begins performing 

his/her own improvisational solo over the same harmonic chord structure: Whose solo did they 

study? Who do they sound like?  

On the “pro” side, there were also three reasons given for using transcriptions in teaching 

improvisation: 1) the student may gain in the area of ear training through hearing and visualizing 

solos of jazz professionals; 2) the use of transcriptions helps define and outline the underlying 

harmonic structure of the melody; and 3) it can be educationally beneficial, in four areas of 

understanding jazz concepts (through comprehension of jazz stylistic concepts, jazz rhythms, 

jazz articulations and jazz phrasing).  

Marcus concluded that, out of those interviewed, many educators felt strongly about using 

transcriptions as an educational tool. The findings were significant enough that the researcher 

thought that the use of artists’ transcribed solos should be used as a basis for teaching 

improvisation. 

For the beginning instrumentalist, the results of this study are significant due to the fact 

that young developing instrumentalists who are seriously studying jazz need to listen with 

specific intent to an established professional jazz model to gain insight as to the proper phrasing, 
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style, and nuances professional artists exhibit in their solos. Using easier solos, transcriptions that 

a beginner can use as a foundation from which to depart on their own improvisational path could 

allow the young instrumentalist an opportunity for instant success. Short two- and three- note 

motives learned from a stylistically correct model and stored in the student’s memory may serve 

to help develop creativity in more intermediate students’ improvised solos. 

 Improvisation in an Ensemble Setting Intermediate Level 

Beach and Shutack (2003) published a method which includes four jazz charts composed 

in different jazz styles designed for use in a group setting. Instrumentation includes alto, tenor 

and baritone sax, trumpet, and trombone, with extra parts written for flute, clarinet, French horn, 

and bass clef instruments. The instrumental parts are scored Horn 1, Horn 2, Horn 3, and Horn 4, 

allowing for harmonization with as little as three instrumentalists. Parts can be matched to 

achieve a balance in whatever instrumentation is available.  

The teacher’s edition includes a full score that consists of the four instrumental parts and 

piano, guitar, bass, and drums for each of the four tunes included in the workout. The 

compositions are arranged in skill order, each more technically demanding than the first, to help 

navigate the different improvisational concepts presented. There is an accompanying CD for the 

purposes of modeling. Each song includes three tracks. The first is a full performance of the 

piece complete with improvisational solos; the second deletes the solo but keeps the rhythm 

section intact for rehearsal considerations, while the third track is the rhythm section alone. Bass 

is recorded on the left track, and piano on the right, allowing for the balance lever to enhance or 

delete either of these two rhythm instruments.   

The Improvisation Workout is a method that says the difficulty level is easy, but not for the 

beginning instrumentalist. There are technical difficulties in all four melodies, while the 

improvisation exercises require that the student who participates in the method have at least an 
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intermediate ability of technique, not only to play the melody with the proper articulation, but 

also to be able to negotiate the exercises provided in the actual “workshop” of the methodology.  

Berg (1998) writes a method that relies on listening skills and written music in an equal 

balance to help in development. The writer incorporates vocalization as well as hand signs to 

help visualize certain scales and melodic patterns. Solo transcriptions that help train the ear for 

melodic and harmonic concepts in the music are included in Berg’s method. The publication also 

incorporates the use of transparencies to aide in visualization of the concepts presented, a CD for 

an aural aide that corresponds to the written exercises, and teaching suggestions that break down 

each new concept presented. 

 Goals of the method contain improvisational concepts and tips on preparation for lesson 

plans for the teacher. The method also includes hand signs, which coincide with each note of the 

melodic line. These hand signs act as an aide in teaching the melody in Berg’s methodology. 

 Concepts found in Berg’s method include creating melodies from chords used in the 

harmony, major and minor seventh chord changes, dominant seventh chords, the four-seven and 

five-seven chords, chromatic notes used as color tones in the melody, blues progressions, and 

tips regarding ensemble playing for the rhythm section.  

This work is extensive and detailed, incorporating a lesson plan for every new concept and 

requiring the reader to have intermediate ability to play through the lessons. The method is 

written for a small ensemble that uses traditional jazz instrumentation. 

Blair (2004) wrote a method to stress jazz basics and the fundamentals of improvisation for 

young musicians. The seven-unit methodology begins with a brief introduction in which the 

author states the purpose of each unit, pedagogical aspects on the presentation, and thoughts on 

teaching the method’s objectives. Objectives include teaching tonality, teaching the aural “echo” 
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exercises, found in the accompanying score and the accompanying CD, and ways to model the 

exercises in the method. Additional objectives include development of phrases using written 

rhythmic and melodic variations by using the model from the CD. In addition, review sections 

assess each student’s comprehension of the units’ objectives.  

The method incorporates six different original jazz tunes (one for each unit), presented in 

various jazz rhythms and styles. Each of the six tunes aides in demonstrating comprehension of 

the units’ objectives and allows for individuals to attempt their own improvised solo. In addition, 

the author includes student books that contain a chapter on the rhythm section, another chapter 

that provides teaching tools that could aide in teaching improvisation, and a guide on how to 

improve student’s technique on their respective instruments. The author concludes the 

introduction by providing sequential exercises that aide in developing the concepts presented in 

the method. The author then references Aebersold’s play-along book and CD, How to Play Jazz 

and Improvise, as a logical sequence to this method for a more in-depth study of the art of 

improvisation.  

Each unit presents a list of goals for the horn and rhythm section, sections that show the 

teacher how the student material is presented in the student books, pedagogical issues for each 

instrument featured in the method, and suggestions that pertain exclusively to the inner workings 

of the rhythm section and its role in the ensemble. The score for each tune used in the method 

shows the following parts found in the student books: one trumpet, one alto sax, one tenor sax, 

one trombone, piano, guitar, bass, and drums.    

This extensive methodology presents an excellent guide for the beginning teacher in 

teaching jazz methods and for the intermediate to mature intermediate instrumentalist who has 

completed at least one to one-and-one half years of formal training in a traditional band program. 
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References to materials that the student may progress into after completing the exercises and 

techniques are presented in this methodology placing Jazz Basics into the intermediate to mature 

intermediate categories in this curriculum study.          

Coy (1989) developed a study for middle school band students regarding teaching jazz 

improvisation in a traditional ensemble setting. The purpose of the six-week study was to see if 

younger students between the ages of twelve and thirteen could develop fundamental skills in 

jazz improvisation outside the classroom without the aid of an instructor. All students had two or 

three years of instrumental training in their schools’ band programs.  

Jazz instruction used the twelve-bar blues format as a basis for teaching the ensemble jazz 

harmony and melody. Short melodies written in the blues format in the key of F Mixolydian 

along with the use of rhythm cards and tapes to aide in aural and visual identification of the 

material were included. A practice card was used to record rehearsal time.   

Two groups participated in the study, with the experimental group showing more gain in 

improvisatory skills than the control group. The improvement suggests that this method was 

effective for its age group in learning how to improvise jazz.   

The concepts used here will transfer to the large ensemble; however, this was an 

individualistic approach utilized to experiment with the aspects of learning fundamental jazz 

concepts at an early age without benefit of outside intervention. 

Keeping with the theme of group improvisation, Price and Sheppard (1999) developed a 

method for jazz ensembles using commissioned jazz tunes as a basis for instruction. The 

collection of commissioned pieces were divided into three different levels, each containing eight 

tunes written in four individual parts for flexible instrumentation.  
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Part one is arranged in C concert, part two in Bb concert, part three in Eb concert, and part 

four in bass clef. The rhythm section includes parts for piano, guitar, bass, and drums.  

The method includes a teacher’s book, an accompanying CD provided for modeling, and 

parts for every instrument in the jazz ensemble of the methodology. Also included is a 

supplementary book that presents performance notes for each of the eight tunes. Discussions of 

the different improvisational concepts include each tune’s background and stylistic 

considerations, a quick description of the music, suggested instrumentation, notes on the form of 

the piece, hints regarding the correct style for the rhythm section of each piece, suggestions on 

instrumentation, and a section that helps the teacher understand and then describe the solo 

section to the student.  

The teacher’s book is informative and thorough. This book divides into two parts, with the 

first chapter of the first part focusing on improvising. The whole method revolves around the 

concept of learning to improvise within the structured form provided in each tune, suggesting 

transcriptions as a way to start an arsenal of jazz licks for use in an improvised solo. The book 

suggests that listening to other accomplished early jazz artists gives the student an understanding 

for how jazz was first learned and communicated. A parallel is drawn between a jazz solo and 

how the English language in its basic form utilizes improvisation. This section ends with general 

questions and answers about surviving one’s first improvised solo. 

The student who reads the method may have a limited education in jazz background; 

however, he/she needs be able to successfully negotiate the instrument to be able to play the 

pieces and the exercises provided in the method. While most of the material presented in the 

horn parts of the pieces provided in the method are not technically demanding, the 
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instrumentalist still needs to be able to successfully manipulate his/her instrument well enough to 

play through the pieces and exercises with the jazz stylistic concepts provided. 

A method by Price and Sheppard featured a collection of commissioned melodies for the 

flexible jazz ensemble. The collection was divided into three different levels with each level 

containing eight tunes. Each melody was arranged for four individual parts for flexible use of 

instrumentation.  

Part one was arranged in C concert, part two in Bb concert, part three in Eb concert, and 

part four in bass clef. The rhythm section includes parts for piano, guitar, bass, and drums. The 

method includes a teacher’s book, an accompanying CD for modeling, and individual parts for 

every instrument in the jazz ensemble. Also included was a supplementary book that contained 

performance notes for each of the eight tunes. Discussions of the different improvisational 

concepts included each melody’s background and stylistic considerations, a description of the 

music, suggested instrumentation, notes on the form of the piece, hints regarding the correct style 

for the rhythm section of each piece, and a section that provided instruction in improvisational 

soloing.  

The teacher’s book was informative and thorough. The method book divided into two 

parts. The first chapter of the first part focused on improvisation. The whole method revolved 

around the concept of one learning to improvise within a given structured form. Discussions 

regarding the use of transcriptions of great jazz artists from which to learn theory and acquire 

practice patterns and ideas were also a part of the method. The method goes on to state that 

listening to other accomplished early jazz artists gives one an understanding and a historic 

reference for how jazz was first learned and communicated. A parallel was then drawn between 

an improvised jazz solo and the English language which, in its basic form, is also improvisatory. 
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This section ends with general questions and answers provided in regard to surviving one’s first 

improvised solo. 

Price and Sheppard’s work was a comprehensive methodology for use in teaching 

improvisation for interchangeable instrumentation in a small ensemble. The title “Initial Level” 

in all actuality means that the student may have had a limited education in jazz background, 

however, he/she needs be able to successfully negotiate his/her instrument to be able to play the 

pieces and the exercises provided in the method. Price and Shepard’s method was placed into the 

intermediate level category due to technical demands required of the reader in negotiating the 

methods and articles found in this study. While most of the music arranged in the instrumental 

parts for the jazz melodies provided in the method are not technically demanding, the 

instrumentalist still needs to be able to successfully manipulate the instrument well enough to 

play through the pieces and exercises within the concepts of jazz style. 

Sharp (2004) publishes a warm-up method consisting of six short compositions arranged 

for a traditional jazz ensemble. The method also includes alternate parts for C flute, F horn, and 

baritone treble clef. Optional parts are written for each section to allow for schools where 

instrumentation is limited. The rhythm section does include parts for piano, guitar (complete 

with a guitar chord guide), bass, and drum set. A full score is provided for each composition 

featured in the warm-up. There is no accompanying CD. 

The method is designed to provide the student of concert literature an avenue for exploring 

new harmonies, phrasing, balance, chord voicing, and stylistic rhythms in both melodic and 

harmonic aspects of tunes written in jazz style. The design of the method features a different 

aspect(s) of basic jazz concepts and jazz styles found in experiencing jazz “feels,” styles, and 

rhythms.   
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Sharp’s method is an excellent “drop-in” for one to use in order to teach the basic 

articulations and swing style of the blues for the traditional ensemble. As the student progresses 

through the method, the compositions allow the student to gain an insight for jazz traditions and 

articulations. The exercises and concepts discussed in Sharp’s method require technique 

demonstrated by most intermediate instrumentalists. 

A method written for a traditional jazz combo that includes transposed parts for all 

traditional jazz band instruments (alto, tenor, baritone sax, trumpet, trombone, and rhythm 

section) and string instruments (violin, viola, cello, and double bass) was published recently by 

Sorenson, (2002). There are also published transposed books for guitar, piano, electric bass, 

drums, and vibes. The method includes a brief introduction by the author detailing the 

configuration of a jazz combo and the rhythm section, followed by a statement regarding 

placement of the “jazz combo” in one’s curriculum.  

Sorenson’s method is teacher-friendly, including sections on descriptions and hints for 

teachers on workings, layout and format of the students’ book and score, a section on the 

accompanied CD format and its use, and another on defining the ensemble. In addition, there are 

sections on how to read jazz notation, the use of different jazz concepts for guitar, piano, bass, 

drums, vibes and strings, and how to setup a combo for both small and large ensembles. 

Furthermore, the method includes chapters that discuss audio reinforcement, state the jazz combo 

director’s role both in teaching and administrative duties, and speak to the enhancement in the 

area of performance for the violin, viola, and cello in the jazz medium.  

The method also includes eleven original tunes written for the small jazz ensemble. The 

tunes cover three stylistic genres, four tunes in rock style (the last one is in the funk style), five 

tunes in swing style (including a shuffle and jazz waltz), and two in Latin style (one in Bossa 
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nova and the other reggae). Each tune featured in the teacher’s edition is presented in full score 

notation which includes melody, harmony, treble and bass instruments in C concert, 

accompaniment, guitar, piano, bass, and drums. Information pertaining to the correct use of style, 

the format of the tune, and the harmonic progression accompanying each song is contained in an 

outline included in the lesson plan.  

In addition, informative facts and hints are included for the teacher’s benefit, covering 

pertinent topics like reading chord symbols, hints to the rhythm section on specifics regarding 

their particular instrument, and the stylistic approach needed for each particular tune. Also 

included in this outline are rehearsal suggestions and activities for teaching internalization of the 

style and characteristic jazz rhythms, appropriate use of jazz syllables, jazz terminology, and 

how to engage beginning jazz students in an improvisation solo.   

Additional sections regarding traditional jazz guitar and piano chord voicing for each tune 

are included in the method: the development of the jazz bass line, stylistic suggestions for the 

drummer, hints on guitar, piano and bass specifics, and a jazz articulation and notation glossary 

for every tune in the method. A selected artist and ensemble listing for listening enhancement, 

suggestions on instrumental modeling, an extensive chord glossary, plus the accompaniment CD 

complete the material presented in the method.  

Students who use this method should have completed book two of any traditional band 

method on their particular instrument and incorporate technique that will allow one to play in 

concert keys up to four flats. Previous jazz experience or understanding of jazz harmony is not a 

requirement to be able to negotiate the exercises found in Sorenson’s method.  

The improvisational opportunities featured in the method require an advanced knowledge 

and ability past that of a beginning instrumentalist, thus placing Sorenson’s method in the mature 
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intermediate group classification of the curriculum study. Sorenson states that his method is an 

“ideal supplement to any beginning jazz method or stand-alone jazz performance literature and is 

a valuable tool for any intermediate player wishing to sharpen his/her jazz performance skills 

particularly in the arena of jazz improvisation.” 

Sorenson and Pearson (1998) published a method for teaching the large ensemble for use 

in individual instruction. The method includes student books, each arranged and transposed in 

the style of the traditional sections in the big band jazz ensemble. Individual books include the 

complete sax section, trumpet, and trombone sections in four parts, and the traditional big band 

rhythm section including guitar, piano, bass, and drums. In addition, the method also includes 

student books for vibes and auxiliary percussion, flute, clarinet, French horn, and tuba.  

The table of contents lists an introduction section with a jazz articulation and notation 

glossary, a title page, table of contents, and a forward from the authors. Chapters on the notation 

for guitar, piano, bass, and drum along with vibes and auxiliary specifics are included with 

sections on chord notation, activities for excellence, a director’s reference section, and 

supplemental student materials.  

Subsequent chapters include thirteen original jazz melodies organized in three stylistic 

concepts: rock, swing, and Latin. There are five “rock” tunes, six “swing” tunes, and two “Latin” 

tunes. The director’s manual divides each tune into five categories, providing suggestions in 

teaching specific concepts, such as developing the rhythm section, rhythm studies that define the 

rhythmic “feel” of each tune, and improvisation studies. In addition, a listening worksheet 

provides an educational guide for the accompanying CD, along with the full jazz ensemble score, 

including all transposed instrumental parts. A glossary, an index, and the two CDs used for 

modeling are found in the back of the method book. 
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Following the thirteen tunes, the method’s format provides exercises, a “Jazz History 

Resource,” a discography for every instrument included in the method, and a “Director’s 

Reference” which includes extensive sections that address ensemble set-up, music selection, tips 

about rehearsing the ensemble, programming, and tips regarding the audio set-up and placement 

for performance. The manual also includes information on how to count off and then end a chart, 

solo passages and tutti sections, and a rationale for including jazz instruction in a school’s 

curriculum.  

In addition, the method includes illustrations pertaining to proper hand positioning of 

percussion mallets, guitar chords, and selected piano voicing. An extensive chapter follows 

offering information on ensemble auditions, tips on assigning parts and suggestions for the 

young teacher on preparing for the first rehearsal, a form for evaluating ensemble auditions, and 

an audition sheet for each instrument of the jazz ensemble. 

This method clearly states that the student who uses the exercises should have a technical 

ability far past the beginning sixth-grade musician. However, Sorenson’s method is a great 

resource for the beginning band director. This method is an excellent choice for the mature 

intermediate musician who has a technical proficiency and ability to handle all of the exercises 

required of this method.  

A comprehensive method incorporating the basics of jazz improvisation for the jazz 

ensemble was recently released by Mike Steinel (2000). The method is designed for classroom 

use with ensembles that use flexible instrumentation. Steinel’s method includes minimum 

instrumentation featuring trumpet, alto sax, tenor sax, and trombone with three rhythm 

instruments: piano/guitar, bass, and drums.  
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The sequence of the exercises allows the students to work from the basics to advanced 

technique. The method also allows for the student to improvise by enlisting the aide of a 

historical view of jazz solos, such as those by Louis Armstrong. The preface includes a 

suggested listening guide, complete with artists representing the big band and each specific 

instrument used in the methodology.  

 Steinel includes sections defining jazz, the jazz ensemble, and jazz improvisation, the 

inner workings of the rhythm section as it relates to the horn section, and short visual images of 

jazz bass and drum basics in his method. The work establishes a jazz vocabulary and then 

integrates the verbalization of jazz syllables into the written exercises. The method divides into 

16 headings that encompass the basic concepts of early jazz improvisation. In addition to the 

headings (chapters), the method includes a play-along or “modeling” CD that allows the 

performer to hear a scale, melody, or even an improvisatory riff in the suggested jazz style.  

The author’s intent is that the student who uses this book have either an eighth- or ninth-

grade technical ability to manipulate the exercises presented even in the beginning chapters of 

this method. In the preface, the author states that the “method is written for students who have a 

basic command of their instrument, an understanding of scales and key signatures, but no 

experience with jazz performance.” The material presented is pertinent to developing the 

intermediate student and enables the student to progress smoothly through the exercises while 

learning the basics of jazz improvisation.  

 Tory (1991) developed a study centered on teaching jazz at the elementary or intermediate 

level, which led to writing this methodology. The method used the chronological approach to 

teaching jazz from the historical jazz improvisational viewpoint. The thesis was not subject to 
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adequate testing; however, the material covered presented a workable method for teaching jazz 

style and history.  

Tory’s study begins with exposure to Dixieland jazz and then progresses through the blues, 

swing style, bebop, cool and Latin jazz, modal jazz, and finally rock and fusion. The text 

includes excerpts of the melodies studied, historic implications of each era, and traditional 

standards printed in the text.  

The organization of the method book is set up for teaching jazz improvisation in a class 

setting. The materials used are not for the beginning instrumentalist, but rather a second-year 

player with some command of fundamental technique. The work is an excellent choice for the 

second-year curriculum. 

 Improvisation in an Ensemble Setting Advanced Level 

Coker (1964) published an advanced method for teaching improvisation within a group, 

which includes eleven chapters on jazz improvisation. Information regarding the tools one needs 

for improvisation, ideas on how to incorporate the melody with the rhythm section, and 

suggestions for the first playing session with the ensemble begin the method. Additional ideas on 

how to better develop the ear, types of jazz chords, and concepts of swing make up the meat of 

the method’s content. Chapters defining diminished scales, the analysis and development of a 

jazz melody, chord superimposition, and functional jazz harmony complete the method. 

 Written examples of functional jazz improvisational solos are interspersed and clearly 

stated throughout the book. Excerpts from Coker’s own improvisational ideas are transcribed and 

included, along with appendices with the author’s ideas concerning chord voicing, chord changes 

for the blues, and suggestions offered to help any jazz artist.   
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The material in the book requires the reader to have advanced playing technique and music 

theory background. Coker writes to assist in the development of the individual player, although 

most concepts about melodic development can be used in a small ensemble setting. 

Three jazz education giants, Hearle, Peterson, and Matteson (1981), combine in an effort to 

accumulate jazz tunes specifically written for jazz study at the advanced level of learning. 

Written in four sections, the work includes 68 melodies for use in the study of jazz. Each section 

explores harmony with melody using chord–scale relationships.  The tunes written for each 

section fit into certain modes or scales that progressively increase in difficulty level both in the 

mastery of the scales, in the harmonic structure, and in the melody written. The book has no 

accompaniment tape.  

A methodology was composed for the individual player, although the authors published 

copies of the original for C instruments in both bass and treble clefs, Bb instruments in treble 

clef, and Eb instruments in treble clef, allowing for group teaching. In transposing the method (F 

concert instruments were not published), teaching of improvisation can occur individually or in a 

jazz combo medium using transposing instrumentation. The participant must have a mastery of 

his/her instrument and a thorough knowledge of jazz theory, which places this methodology in 

the advanced curriculum category of this study. 

Summary 

 The subsequent pages of research in the area of jazz methodologies used to teach 

improvisation indicate that: methodologies containing teaching improvisation to a traditional 

large ensemble are limited. While many comprehensive methodologies have been published for 

the purposes of teaching jazz improvisation to the traditional jazz ensemble, only Fitzgerald, 

McCord, and Berg (2003) speak to teaching to large groups of students using jazz terminology 

and syllables. Their method was specifically written for the general music classroom and seems 
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to help instill a sense of rhythmic substance and basic jazz theory that can be used to launch a 

sequential curriculum in the medium of improvisation.  

 While Marcus’s study of 2004 uses actual transcriptions of improvisational solos at all 

levels of comprehension, it is lacking in providing actual short motives, both rhythmic and 

melodic, and basic harmonic theory concepts to help implement the exercises provided in the 

study. A large separation of difficulty separates the beginning methodologies for group practice 

and the intermediate materials reviewed for the study.  

 The curriculum that was developed for the purposes of this study seems to make an 

attempt to provide simple short motivic ideas that are written to be within reach of most 

beginners after they have completed one semester of beginning band exercises and concepts. The 

materials provided for the study were written to be sensitive to the limited technical demands of 

the beginner, and also attempt to provide a theoretical basis for the continued success in the area 

of improvisation.   
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD AND PROCEDURES 

The methods and materials currently available for teaching jazz improvisation to the 

individual and small jazz ensembles, but are limited to the traditional jazz instrumentation. 

Methods books that introduce the basics of improvisation to beginning instrumentalists in a large 

traditional concert band setting, are few in number.  

The National Standards for Arts Educators within the Study 

The National Standards for the Arts, specifically Numbers 2 and 3, suggest the teaching of 

improvisation and various accompaniments for all students by grade eight. Most public and 

private schools offer beginning instrumental programs in the fifth or sixth grade.  

A module was developed that meets the National Standards for the Arts Numbers 2 and 3. 

It also included 1) a history of different styles and melodies to explore the style presented, 2) 

various accompaniments with which to harmonize the different melodies in the module, and 3) 

opportunities for beginning band students to improvise alone or with others. 

An Improvisation Module for Beginners 

The improvisation module was designed to supplement most traditional band curriculums 

in the second semester of the student’s sixth-grade year. Seven units, each consisting of three 

separate lesson plans were designed to teach beginning instrumental students the fundamentals   

of improvisation. The lesson plans included six different melodic styles: Bossa Nova, soft rock, 

jazz waltz, folk rock, calypso, and jazz swing. Each unit presented a different style, complete 

with exercises that introduced improvisational concepts such as theme and variations; the 

development of short three-, four-, and five-note motives; chord–scale relationships; chord 

progressions; and melodic and harmonic form. The second and third lesson of every unit allowed  
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the students to play an improvised solo alone with the ensemble accompaniment, within their 

same instrument section, or in mixed groups of instruments.  

 The improvisation module featured six melodies: Hot Cross Buns, Lightly Row, Mary 

Ann, Down in the Valley, Kum Ba Yah, and Freddie Freeloader. Units 1 through 5 are a staple in 

beginning band methods. The same melodies have traditionally been included in the first 

semester curricula of most beginning band programs. They are also and were also public domain, 

and therefore free of copyright limitations. These melodies are also found arranged for beginning 

band instrumentation in Pearson’s, Standard of Excellence: Enhanced Comprehensive Band 

Method.  Pearson’s arrangements of Hot Cross Buns, Lightly Row, Mary Ann, Down in the 

Valley and Kum Ba Yah served as guides for arrangements of the same melodies in the 

improvisation module. The last melody, a traditional blues tune by Miles Davis entitled Freddie 

Freeloader, was found in the The Real Book, sixth edition, compiled and published by Hal 

Leonard, which was purchased for use in the module. 

 The criteria for selecting the melodies were: a) length in measures and range for each 

instrument, b) simple form, c) ease of the technical ability needed to play the melody, and d) 

only a few chords in the supporting harmonic form. In addition, the six melodies arranged for the 

study appear in succession from easy to a more difficult technical level.  

Objectives of the Improvisational Module 

The student shall be able to: 

1) recognize and play the melody presented, 
a) perform on at least one instrument (alone and in groups); demonstrating 

appropriate tone, articulation, and note recognition. 
b) knew the historic background of each stylistic arrangement. 
c) learn about the composer who developed the style for each of the six 

arrangements.  
  
2) perform on instruments different music styles including Bossa Nova, jazz waltz, soft 

rock, folk rock, calypso, and swing,  
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a) demonstrating the proper articulations and rhythms inherent to each musical 
style.  

 
3) perform the arpeggios of the chords used in the chord structure.  

4) perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her instrument using one or all of 
the options listed below: 

a) use single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the chord structure set 
to short rhythmic motives; 

b) use variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises 
from each unit of the module; 

c) use short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that 
relate to the chord progressions; 

d) and create his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas.  
 

Content of the Module 

The six melodies were arranged to fit the instrumentation of most typical beginning bands. 

They were then harmonized, and varied harmonically and melodically.  The variations included 

two exercises, which served to outline the harmonic form, and two, three, and occasionally even 

four more exercises that borrowed melodic fragments of each melody. Each exercise also 

included short harmonic and melodic rhythmic motives and chord–scale relationships that form 

the chord structure.    

A seventh unit reviewed the previous material. The lessons for each unit were each 

designed to last no longer than twenty minutes in order to prevent taking too much time from the 

band’s usual program of study.   

Each of the six melodies appeared in unison for all band instruments, with the 

percussionists playing mallet instruments. Next, an easy four-part harmony outlining the chord 

progression of each melody was developed and then arranged. Exercises that were designed to 

define the form and vary the melody followed.  

The first exercise outlined the form of the melody by using just the root note of each chord 

as a guide tone. The second exercise used the same root notes of the first exercise in the same 
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chord progression and then presented them in different rhythmic patterns by using short  

rhythmic motives.  

The third exercise of the study included rhythms and melodic fragments that presented 

small rhythmic and melodic variations of the original melody. The fourth exercise was designed 

to outline and connect the “sweet tones” (thirds, fifths, sevenths, and ninths in the harmony). It 

then presented these “sweet tones” in short melodic motives. Three of the seven units contained 

added exercises, 5 and 6, which expanded the concept of melodic variations used in the third and 

fourth exercises. The added exercises increased in difficulty level. These short motives then 

acted as a resource of material for the students’ use in their improvised solos.    

A plan for each melody provided the director with various ways of teaching the exercises 

featured in the module. One such way was call-and-response, in which a question/answer 

concept was used to learn a given melodic motive. The teacher could demonstrate playing the 

correct rhythmic or melodic idea on his/her own instrument, and then have the student play it 

back.  

Another way was for the student to hear a professional artist featured on the CD provided 

with the module. A teacher could choose to present a given exercise on the CD, and then have 

the students follow along either by listening or trying to imitate the CD.  

A third way that the students could learn the material was by imitating one another. Once 

the exercises were learned, the teacher could ask for volunteers to try to play the melody. 

Students could then choose to improvise using the given variations or his/her own musical 

creativity while the rest of the band played the harmony. In this way the students playing the 

harmony could hear and then learn from the soloist.  
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Outstanding performers that modeled each style utilized in the module were also included 

in Lesson 1. The teacher would begin the lesson by playing a recording of a professional artist 

demonstrating a melody in the particular musical style that was going to be presented in that 

lesson plan. The recording helped the students to listen to a professional performer play 

articulations and phrasing in the style presented in the lesson.      

Each melody was arranged to acquaint the students with different musical styles. While 

learning the melody, students also learned to properly articulate their instrument in the rhythmic 

and melodic style of the tune. For example, Hot Cross Buns was presented in a slow Bossa Nova 

feel, while Lightly Row appeared in a light rock beat. The teacher was provided with a lesson 

plan that discussed information on how to articulate each style, as well as the appropriate 

nuances and phrasing for each melody. The complete improvisation module appears in Appendix 

A.  

Sample 

Two middle school band programs, one rural and one within the city limits of a large 

university city, were selected to provide a field test of the improvisation module. Both of the 

schools started instrumental students in the sixth grade. The rural school was located within 

thirty miles of a large university city. The population of the rural community was approximately 

14, 332 with over 700 students in the middle school grades six through eight. Two separate 

beginning bands consisted of a 45 student population in which both classes met in a 50 session 

five days a week. The classes were heterogeneous in instrumentation. The first class met at 8:00 

A.M. and included 14 students: three flutes, one clarinet, three trumpets, two trombones, two 

baritones, one tuba, and two percussionists. The second class met daily from 2:00–2:50 P.M. It 

included 31 students: nine clarinets, two alto saxophones, eight trumpets, four trombones, three 

baritones, two tubas and three percussionists. All students began in the summer prior to their 
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sixth-grade year. The instructor had 20 years of teaching experience, with ten years at the present 

middle school. 

Recent accolades for the rural band program include superior ratings at the middle school 

concert band festival in its particular district for the last ten years. The program also sends 

numerous students to the regional solo and ensemble festival, earning over 60 percent superior 

ratings on adjudication. The program does not offer jazz ensemble instruction.  

The population of the university city was 100,879, with the number of students enrolled in 

the middle school that at about 900. There were two classes of beginning band students. The first 

met at 1:45 P.M. and the second met at 2:40 P.M. for 50 minutes. Each class was heterogeneous 

in instrumentation. The 1:45 P.M. class enrollment included 43 instrumentalists: eight flutes, one 

oboe, eight clarinets, one bassoon, two alto saxophones, eight trumpets, three French horns, five 

trombones, two baritones, and five percussionists. The 2:40 P.M. class enrollment had 41 

beginners: four flutes, three oboes, nine clarinets, five alto saxophones, four trumpets, two 

French horns, three trombones, five baritones, and six percussionists. The instructor has been 

teaching more than 30 years, the last ten at the present middle school. 

Recent accolades for the city band program include superior ratings for the symphonic 

band for the last ten years, while also achieving high marks in area band competitions both in 

state and in the regional competitions. The curriculum included a traditional jazz ensemble that 

has a history of consistent high ratings at all competitions.   

The method of instruction for teaching the improvisation module required that all subjects 

be in their second semester of a sixth-grade beginning band program with at least one-half year 

of instruction. Techniques taught and developed during the first semester of instrumental 

instruction of a traditional beginning band program were required to negotiate prescribed 
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exercises used in the module. These concepts included appropriate tone production; key center 

recognition (up to three flats and two sharps); and rhythmic exercises, including quarter and 

eighth notes both found written consecutively and in syncopated patterns. In addition, the 

playing ranges of the arrangements in the module required at least an octave to one-and-a-half 

octaves for all instruments in order to negotiate the exercises in the improvisation module. The 

module also utilized articulation concepts such as legato, staccato, marcato, basic swing, and soft 

and folk-rock styles.  

The four bands in the two middle schools yielded a combined volunteer sample pool of 

seventy-two beginning sixth grade students. Each student recorded an audio sample that 

contained 22 digital music tracks. The audio sample included:  

1) A pre-test that audiotaped the student’s initial effort to play each of the six melodies 
     in the improvisation module.  
2) A post-test that audiotaped the student’s effort to play each of the six melodies after 
     the completion of the improvisation module.   
3)  A post-test, which audio taped the student’s effort to play the arpeggios of the triads in 
     the harmonic form of all six melodies in the improvisation module.  

 4)  A post-test, which audio taped the student’s effort to play an improvisation solo over 
      the chord structure of the each melody in the improvisation module. 
 
The module included a model CD, which was prepared by the researcher and recorded by 

eighteen experienced musicians. The CD included a recording of all six melodies; the harmonic 

form for every melody; and every exercise, scale, and arpeggio of the chord progressions. The 

recordings of each melody’s harmonic form included on the model CD were also used for 

accompaniment for the performance of each student’s improvisation solo.  

Procedures 

To establish a baseline for each subject’s ability to improvise tendencies, a cross sectional 

study of subjects were tested to assess each subject’s ability to improvise. The testing took place 

the week before and during the first week of the study.  
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 Care was taken to ensure that there were no outside interferences. In the suburban facility 

a separate practice/storage room away from the band room was utilized, while in the rural facility 

an instrument storage/library that was located closer to the band room was used. The data from 

the pre-tests and post-tests were collected through the use of two separate Sony MP3 recorders, 

which helped to enhance the audio aspect of the recordings. The pre-test also used a Likert scale 

in which the number “1” represented low ability and the number “10” represented high ability. In 

assessing recordings from the post-test, the same Likert scale was used for evaluating how well 

each student played the melody on completing the module and for the evaluation of the 

arpeggios of the chord progressions in the harmonic form. The post-test also included the 

evaluation using the same Likert scale on how well each student could improvise over each 

melody’s harmonic form.    

  Three qualified professional evaluators then graded each individual student’s 

performance of the pre-test and post-tests. The evaluators consisted of:  a) a recently retired 

director of bands with over 30 years of experience, who holds a master’s degree in music 

education and taught in a well-respected band and jazz program in a large suburban school 

district; and b) a director of jazz who also has a master’s in jazz performance and has taught jazz 

ensembles for over 30 years at a major university on the east coast, and c) a music teacher who 

holds a PhD in music education with over 13 years of experience as a band director and a music 

teacher of special education students. Criteria in evaluation of the recorded audio samples 

included four areas of performance and are listed below: 

1) How well could the student play each melody presented in each unit of the improvisation 
module in a pre-test format? 

 
2) How well could the student play each melody presented in each unit of the improvisation 

module in a post-test format on completion of the module? 
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3) How well could the student play the arpeggios of the chords in the harmonic progression 
of each melody in the module in a post-test format? 

 
4) How well could the student play an improvised solo by using each melody’s harmonic 

format as the accompaniment?  
 

 Data from the audio taped pre-tests and post-tests were then treated as matched variables 

and then analyzed through using a dependent “t” test where the same sample was tested twice 

(repeated measures). These gains were then correlated with the mean distribution of the samples’ 

scores on each student’s ability to play the arpeggios of the harmonic form. The same format was 

repeated with the mean distribution of the samples’ scores on the student’s ability to improvise 

for each melody in the module.  

 In addition, each of the two band directors from the respective schools was asked to 

evaluate the strategies used in each lesson. Three questions were asked:  

1)  Were each lesson’s objectives attainable? 
2)  Was enough time allowed to teach the materials presented in each lesson?  
3)  Was the student’s playing ability adequate to perform the activities of each lesson? 

 
 The responses from the directors used a seven-point Likert scale, which the number “1” 

represented strong disagreement and the number “7” represented strong agreement. The 

information from the director’s questionnaire authenticated the reliability of the lesson plans of 

the study.   

  The results from the questions asked of the directors were then placed in a table, which 

correlated each unit’s lessons with each director’s score. A figure was used to plot each 

director’s results response, per questions asked on the Likert scale. In addition, each director was 

asked to comment on each lesson. These comments are compiled in Appendix B. Lastly, both 

directors provided the researcher with a taped interview upon the conclusion of the module 

within their program. Questions asked were: 
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1) How did you and your students respond to the twenty-one lessons of the seven-unit 
module? Was the material too difficult? Was there too much material? 

 
2) If you were to teach this module again, what, if anything, would you change?  

 
3) Is there room in your beginning band curriculum for a module that teaches 

improvisation? 
 

4) Is it important for the students to learn improvisation? 

5) Did the organization of the module enable you to teach it? 
 

6) Did the improvisation module present any obstacles in teaching the lesson plans? 
 

7) What were the positive experiences that you and your students had with the 
improvisational module? 

 
8) Are the National Standards for music or the Sunshine State Standards included in the 

teaching of your band curriculum? 
 

Content of Lessons for Each Unit 

Teaching strategies were added in the form of lesson plans for each day of the 

improvisational module. These strategies were intended to guide and assist the instructor in 

teaching each aspect of the concepts presented in the improvisational module. The method of the 

study included a step-by-step teaching approach for all six melodies in the curriculum. The 

lesson plans for all seven units appear in Appendix A. 

Table1 features a visual representation of each of the goals and objectives of the module. 

The table features the content of the entire three-lesson format and includes the objectives and 

goals for all twenty-one lessons.  Each week presents a different melody and content pertinent to 

that melody.  The style model refers to the professional artist featured to  

“model” each style, while the CD refers to the actual CD used in the teaching module. 

Unit 1 

A short synopsis of the first week’s lesson of Unit 1 follows. Lesson 1 introduces the 

melody for the unit along with the style in which the melody was arranged. The first melody was 
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Hot Cross Buns, a melody traditionally introduced in the beginning of the first semester of band 

class. The module presents this melody arranged in the style of a Bossa Nova. The CD The Best 

of Antonio Carlos Jobim, which was included in the module, included one of Jobim’s early 

compositions “The Girl from Impanema,” (Jobim, 2005, track 1) which was written in the Bossa 

Nova style. The prompt for lesson 1 instructed the director to play Jobim’s melody for the class 

and then had the director play the module’s arrangement of Hot Cross Buns, Track 7a. 

The style of music was explained as per the lesson plans and the melody Hot Cross Buns 

was introduced. Lesson 1 then instructed the director to read all the salient points about the 

arrangement and the variations that follow.  A step-by-step teaching prompt accompanied each 

lesson. At the beginning of the prompt for Unit 1were stated goals used in each lesson for the 

benefit of the teacher.  

 Lesson 1 also included a list of concepts such as: an introduction of the concert key center 

of the melody (Bb); the melody’s meter (4/4); scales and modes (concert Bb scale and F 

Mixolydian mode) associated with the chord progression developed for the arrangement of the 

melody in the module; and a list of triads. The concepts also included identification of the 

melody’s form, it’s rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic concepts, and tips regarding teaching all of 

the rhythms used in the variation exercises.  

After the historic aspects of the style were introduced, lesson 1 provided the director with 

more practical concepts, such as teaching harmonic form. First, the director was instructed to 

define the form of the eight measure melody; second, to identify the harmonic structure (tonic Bb 

major triad and dominant seven F7/9) that supported the melody; and then third, to identify each 

chord tone of the Bb tonic chord (concert Bb, D, and F) and the dominant seven-nine chord 

(concert F, A, C, Eb, and G) of the harmonic structure. The instrumental chord voicing for each 
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instrument in the ensemble were defined. The lesson concluded with the students playing 

through the melody Hot Cross Buns, redefining the form of the melody.  

Next, the students played through the harmonic progression with the assigned chord tones 

in the accompaniment, reinforcing the harmonic structure and instrumental voicing arranged 

within the ensemble. Finally, the students played through the first exercise, which identified the 

root movement of the harmonic structure in the chord progression.  

Lesson 2 reinforced all of the concepts taught from the first day’s lesson and then moved 

on to present rhythmic variations of the root movement of the chord progression and rhythmic 

and melodic variations of the melody. The arrangement of the variations included exercises 

incorporating easy concepts of rhythmic and melodic motives that progressed in difficulty, both 

technically and melodically. As the ensemble learned the variations using call-and-response from 

the director, or by playing the model CD, the director was prompted to select a section of the 

ensemble that had gained enough technique to play one of the variations. The large ensemble 

then accompanied the section(s) by playing the chord progression arranged for the harmonization 

of the melody.   

 The improvisation module centered on performance as one of the key elements in playing 

an improvised melody. The improvisation module began by using unison concepts, where the 

melody and variation exercises were played over the harmonic progression, in unison, for the 

purpose of achieving success within a group first, and then later the variations were played 

individually, as in a solo. The design of the harmonic form allowed the ensemble to repeat the 

chord progression within the form enough times for all sections of the ensemble to play one 

variation in unison while the rest of the members provided the harmonic accompaniment. When 
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all sections selected to play their variation completed their respective musical excerpt, the 

melody was once again repeated in unison to conclude the session.  

Lesson 3 included a reminder of what the students had learned in the previous two lessons 

and then allowed for individual students to improvise a solo. Material for the construction of this 

solo came from the variations of the root movement, the melodic variations provided in the 

study, and the students’ own original ideas. 

Unit 2 

Each unit reviewed a different melodic style. Unit 2 revealed a song played in the style of 

soft rock, a melody called Lightly Row, arranged for the module in the same key as the melody in 

unit 1. The voicing of the chords in the harmonic form, the Bb major triad and the F dominant 

seven-nine chord, were an exact duplicate of those in unit 1. The melody was a short eight-

measure simple tune, similar to Hot Cross Buns from the previous week.  

Familiar exercises from the first week were used again, reinforcing similar harmonic chord 

progressions, chord–scale relationships, root movement of the chords, and exercises that outlined 

the melody. In addition, the melody was emphasized in variation exercises that center on 

rhythms indicative of soft rock, such as dotted quarter notes to eighth-note figures using long–

short articulations coinciding with the rhythmic style of soft-rock rhythms.  

The artist featured on the album Love Me Tender (Presley, 2005, track 5) was Elvis 

Presley, who sang the title song for the movie with the same name in 1956. The CD that was 

purchased with this recording of Love Me Tender was entitled Love Elvis.  

Lesson 2 followed the prompt for unit 1, where the director was asked to assign certain 

sections of the ensemble different eight-measure variations to perform while the ensemble 

performed the chord structure provided in the module for accompaniment. Lesson 3 followed the 

format as the third lesson of unit 1 and continued with the same theme of performance. 
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Unit 3 

Lesson 1 presented a longer melody, Down In the Valley. The melody consisted of twenty-

four measures written in a jazz waltz style. The key also changed from concert Bb to concert Eb, 

and utilized the tonic chord (Eb) and the dominant seven-nine chord (Bb 7/9) in the chord 

progression. The professional model from the album Someday My Prince Will Come (Davis, 

1999, track 8) featured Miles Davis. The featured melody was also the title tune written in jazz 

waltz style.    

Unit 3’s lesson plans were centered on the familiar concepts outlined in the previous two 

weeks: identification of the melody, the form of the melody, the suggested harmony to the 

melody, and the style in which the melody was to be played and also improvised. Chord–scale 

relationships for the two chords used in the melody were different from unit 1, in the fact that the 

melody had switched to Eb major. The root movement of the two chords used in the harmony 

was emphasized as in the first two units.  

Lesson 2 followed a similar trend of teaching strategies found in the prior two units, where 

the students were provided harmonic and melodic variations that could be played over the 

ensemble accompaniment. The directors were instructed to use call-and-response to help learn 

the different variations, where the instructor became the leader and the students responded to 

what they heard their instructor play, using their own instruments. In addition, the use of the 

model CD was made available to the students to listen to while they fingered and articulated 

through using jazz articulation, the various notes in the exercises.  

 Verbalization of the rhythms of the variations using jazz syllables to help internalize the 

proper style and rhythmic articulations were offered as yet another teaching style to help teach 

the variations of unit 3 of the module. Lesson 3 was set aside for performance, utilizing the 

strategies and concepts of the first two units as a guide.   
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Unit 4 

Unit 4’s objective was to work on a calypso style of rhythm and articulations. The module 

presented the CD Harry Belafonte, Island in the Sun, Twenty Golden Songs, which included 

Banana Boat Song (Belafonte, 2002, CD 3, track 10) to model stylistically. Unit 4 features the 

calypso melody, Mary Ann.  Mary Ann arranged for the module in the same key, Bb concert, as 

the first two melodies. The harmonic form used the tonic triad, Bb, and dominant triad, the F 

dominant seven-nine chords. 

The form of the melody was in a sixteen-measure double binary, ABAB. The melody’s 

exercises included presenting the sixteen-measure melody in unison and then in harmony. The 

exercises included six variations, three that utilized the root movement of the harmony and three 

that utilized fragments and short motives derived from the melody. The rhythm pattern of the 

variations began with easy quarter note, half-note patterns that followed the root movement of 

the form. The melodic variations used the rhythmic pattern of a combined dotted quarter note 

eighth-note grouping and then borrowed rhythms from the melody in its three variations.  

Concepts learned in lesson 1 included the style of the calypso beat and its historic roots. 

The melody Banana Boat Song, was the style model. Lesson 1 instructed the director to compare 

the style of the Banana Boat Song to the model CD arrangement of Mary Ann. Also included on 

the model CD and the arrangement of the melody featured in the module for unit four was the 

harmony of the melody. The arrangement of the harmony identified the chord tones of the Bb 

triad and the F dominant seven-nine chords. 

Lesson 2 reinforced all of the material presented in lesson 1, and then preceded through all 

six variations. The lesson ended with selected sections of the band playing a variation while the 

rest of the ensemble accompanied making use of the arrangement of the chord progression 

provided. The students were taught each variation using the same teaching strategies in the 
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previous lessons: call-and-response, listening to the model CD, and also by fingering their notes 

on their instruments while verbalizing the rhythms for each variation.  

All members began each exercise by first playing the melody and then playing the 

harmony. Next the lesson plan asked the director to select a section to perform a variation while 

the rest of the ensemble played the chord structure to accompany. This format continued until all 

sections had a chance to perform then the full ensemble repeated the melody again, completing 

the exercise.  

Lesson 3 objectives centered on performance, either in a group setting (by section), or in 

an individual setting (solo improvisation). The same performance format of lesson 2 was 

utilized, where one section could play a variation while the ensemble accompanied by playing 

the chord structure. This format was repeated for individual improvisational performance.. 

Again, those students who were not involved in the performance of an improvised solo 

participated by performing the chord structure as accompaniment.  

Unit 5 

Unit 5 followed the same three-lesson format as the previous four weeks. The melody Kum 

Ba Yah, a traditional American folk song, was arranged in the style of early folk-rock. Dylan’s 

Mr. Tambourine Man, (Dylan, 2005, track 3) from the Best of Bob Dylan CD acted as the model 

for the folk-rock style.  

The key center was Bb major. The harmony and exercises utilized the same scales, modes 

and triads used in the chord structure of units 1, 2, and 4. These scales and modes included the 

Bb Ionian scale, the Bb triad, the F Mixolydian mode, and the F dominant seven-nine chords. 

However unit 5 adds the Eb Lydian mode and the Eb triad in its chord structure.  

The melody was written in sixteen measures in binary ABAB form. Lesson 1 introduced 

the harmonic chord structure after the melody was presented in the same manner as in the 
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previous four units, and then moved into emphasizing the root movement of the three triads in 

the chord structure. Two variations were written to emphasize root movement, which utilized 

short rhythmic motives to outline the three-chords used in the harmonic form. Four exercises that 

varied and expanded the elements of the melody followed. Each of the last four exercises 

increased in difficulty and range.     

 Rhythmic concepts of lesson 2 included the dotted quarter note eighth-note and the 

syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth-note combinations. These rhythmic concepts were also 

integrated into the melodic variations by using three-, four-, and five-note melodic motives. 

Melodic concepts in the exercises included fragments of the melody and ascending and 

descending scales, modes, and triads borrowed from the chord structures.  

 Rhythmic accompaniment was arranged to mimic a soft rock ballad. The bass drum 

played quarter note rhythms on beats one and three, the snare of beats two and four, and the 

cymbals were arranged in a ride cymbal manner playing straight eighth notes.  

 Improvisational concepts in lesson 2 included identification of the melodic style and 

origin of the melody and an introduction to three chords in harmonic form, the Bb triad, the Eb 

triad, and the F dominant seven-nine. Improvisational concepts also included identification of the 

root movement of each chord in the harmonic progression; three chord–scale relationships; tonic 

triad, Bb, subdominant triad, Eb, and the dominant chord, F 7; and four rhythmic and melodic 

variations. Lesson 3 stressed performance concepts utilizing performance ideas from the 

previous four units.  

Unit 6 

 Unit 6 introduced the melody Freddie Freeloader (Davis, 1959, track 2) from the album 

Kind of Blue, a jazz melody written and recorded by Miles Davis in 1959.  Key center was in Bb 

major, following four out of five previous melodies in the study. The chord structure of the 
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melody centered around four dominant seven chords: Bb7, Eb7, F7, and Ab7. The chord–scale 

relationships were all Mixolydian modes that related to each dominant seventh chord: Bb, Eb, F, 

and Ab. The exercises then focused on the flat seven triads and also added ninth extensions.  

 The form of the melody was a twelve-bar blues that repeated, with first and second 

endings. The chord structure utilizes all four dominant seven chords in the structure. The 

exercises included one variation of the root movement of the harmonic form and two variations 

that utilize notes borrowed from the melody. Each exercise changed to a different variation on 

the repeat of the twelve bars. The last repeat featured a transcribed solo by Miles Davis as it was 

heard on the model CD.  

     Lesson 1 asked the director to play the professional recording first and then the model CD of 

the arrangement in the module second. The director was asked to stress the rhythmic concepts 

that were of a slow jazz-swing feel. After the introduction of the tune from both the professional 

recording and the model CD, the students were asked to play the melody, with the repeat. 

Duplicating the jazz swing/eighth-note feel was the key to performing the melody.  

 Next, the ensemble was introduced to the four-chord harmony that accompanied the 

melody by first listening to the model CD and then by playing through the harmonic progression. 

The last part of lesson 1 included playing the first variation, which emphasized the root 

movement of the form.   

 Lesson 2 reviewed lesson 1 and then moved on to the rest of the variations provided in 

the module. The review included the first root movement variation, which consisted of repeated 

four-quarter notes per measure on the root note of each chord in the harmonic form. On the 

repeat of the form, the second variation used short two and three eighth-note swing style 

rhythmic patterns.  
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 The third variation took the same two- and three-note rhythmic motives and then added 

different pitches, including the root, the ninth, and the seventh borrowed from the Mixolydian 

scale of each chord in the harmonic form. On the repeat of the form, the next variation expanded 

the material to three, four, and five eighth-note melodic motives.  

 The last variation included a transcription of Miles Davis’ solo on Freddie Freeloader. 

The four exercises also allowed the students to learn about and then experience jazz phrasing and 

jazz articulations. Lesson 3 was reserved for performance, using the same techniques and ideas 

presented in the preceding units.  

Unit 7 

 Unit 7 was designed to review all of the previous units’ melodies and exercises. 

Lesson 1 included a review of the melodies in unit one and two along with accompaniment and 

the improvisational exercises and solo opportunities. Lessons 2 and 3 reviewed units 3 and 4 and 

then units 5 and 6 respectively in the same format as lesson 1. The emphasis for unit 7 was 

performance of any variation by small groups and also by performance of individual students 

improvising. All performances either by group or individual were accompanied using the chords 

in the harmonic form by other students in the beginning band.  

Audio Samples 

 Audio samples of the 72 subjects that participated in the module measured 26 gigabytes 

of sound on 1500 tracks of audio recordings. Each audio recording was then edited using a 

Macintosh computer with a Quick Time editing format and a Media 100 non-linear editing 

system. Editing was limited to eliminate restarts, intermittent talking, and pauses between cuts to 

allow for more efficiency in judging each audio sample. The audio samples were not altered 

further.  
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All 1500 audio samples were then downloaded into a Macintosh desktop and stored in a 

Sibelius music file. Each folder for the two schools was referenced by school name in which the 

audios files were organized. The random samples were then organized into a format where 

melody one pre-test, melody one pos-test, melody one chord arpeggios, and melody one 

improvisation appeared in order one after the other. The same was done for melodies two thru 

six for each subject.  

Audio tracks for each subject included six tracks of the pre-test melody, six post-tests of 

the same melodies, four tracks of the arpeggios of the chords used in each melody’s harmonic 

form (melody one and two and four and five shared the same arpeggios in each melody’s 

harmony), and six tracks of improvisational solos, one for each melody.   

The audio samples from the rural school were recorded with a different type of Sony 

digital recorder than the suburban college city. The audio samples from the rural school were 

collected in a continuous audio stream and later had to be separated into individual tracks using a 

Media 100 non-linear editing system.    

 The audio samples were then organized into a vertical list of six pre-test melody tracks 

and another list of six post-test melody tracks, four arpeggio tracks, and six improvisational solo 

tracks for each of the 72 subjects. The audio samples were then assimilated into a DVD format 

using a “Toast” CD writer.  

 Organization of the audio samples onto the DVD formatter followed a specific order for 

ease in evaluation by the three judges. First, each melody’s pre-test was produced; second, each 

melody’s post-test was installed; third, the arpeggios of each chord in the accompanying 

harmonic form were inserted; and fourth each subject’s audio track of his/her improvisational 

solo completed the format.  
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 The tracks were arranged one after the other appearing as:  

Melody #1 Pre-test   Melody #3 Pre-test  Melody #5 Pre-test 
Melody #1 Post-test   Melody #3 Post-test  Melody #5 Post-test 
Arpeggio #1 Post-Test  Arpeggio #3 Post-test  Arpeggio #5 Post-test 
Solo #1 Post-test   Solo #3 Post-test  Solo #5 Post-test 
Melody #2 Pre-test   Melody #4 Post-test  Melody #6 Pre-test 
Melody #2 Post-test   Melody # 4 Post-test  Melody #6 Post-test  
Arpeggio #2 Post-test   Arpeggio #4 Post-test  Arpeggio #6 Post-test 
Solo #2 Post-test   Solo #4 Post-test  Solo #6 Post-test 
 
 The two arpeggios that outlined the harmony for melody number 1 and 2 were identical. 

The same could be said of arpeggio number 4 and 5, yielding four separate audio tracks for the 

arpeggios. In all each subject produced twenty-two tracks of audio samples. The 72 subjects that 

participated in the study yielded a total audio sample pool of 1585 tracks of audio samples.  

 The audio samples were then loaded onto a blank CD. The maximum of audio tracks per 

CD was limited to 88, which meant that each CD contained four different participants complete 

audio sample. This organization of the audio samples from all 72 participants in the study in the 

format set by the researcher produced 19 CDs. 

 The CDs were then packaged and sent out to three judges for evaluation as to each 

participant’s ability to play each melody for both the pre-test and post-test, each subject’s ability 

to play the arpeggio’s of the triads used in the harmonic form of the melody, and each subject’s 

ability to improvise. Each judge was also given a copy of the model CD, a copy of each of the 

arrangements of all of the melodies in the improvisation module, and copies of each melody’s 

scale sheets and arpeggios of the chords used in the harmony. In addition, an evaluation template 

for each audio track, and a database that included the audio track format, and one copy of the 

nineteen CDs that contained each participant’s audio sample were sent to the evaluators. 

 To help orient and prepare each subject mentally and visually, the researcher began 

playing the model CD at the beginning of the continuous track. The student would hear and 
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watch the written melody as the band on the model CD played through the audio track. The 

continuous track was arranged so that the melody section would flow directly into the harmonic 

form section without pausing.  

 Starting the CD from the beginning of the continuous track allowed all subjects a short 

time to prepare, listen, and hear the tempo set by the model band on the CD. All subjects played 

their improvisational solo at the tempo set by the band on the model CD. In addition, to further 

help the student prepare and help grasp the tempo for the improvisational solo, each subject was 

lead into each solo section by the researcher verbally counting in time with the recording and 

stating “one, two, ready, play” for melodies that were written in common time and “one, two, 

three, ready, set, play” for melodies in three four time.  

 To record each subject’s attempt at performing each melody and arpeggio of the chords 

in each melody’s harmonic form, no accompaniment was used. Unfortunately, limited time in 

harvesting the audio samples of all 72 participants before the end of the school year did not allow 

for any rehearsal time or advanced teaching as to the format used to collect the audiotape of each 

improvisational solo. Retaping any part of the testing sequence was extremely rare, although 

instrument failures and interruptions did occur on an irregular basis.   

For each audio sample evaluated, a Likert scale was used to measure the student’s ability 

to perform each melody, arpeggio, and improvised solo. A template was developed that included 

the Likert scale and also acted as a visual aid for each of the three judges to use in evaluating 

each participant’s audio sample. The template for melody one included a seven-inch horizontal 

line with the numbers 1 through 10 spaced evenly and progressing successively from left to right.  

The left end of the line where numbers 1, 2, and 3 were placed, defined “low ability.” The 

numbers 4, 5, and 6 in the middle of the line, defined “medium ability.” The numbers and 7, 8, 9, 
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and 10 at the right end of the line defined “high ability.” The same template was formatted for 

each participant’s performance of the post-test melody, the performance of each of the arpeggios 

of the chords used in the harmonic form, and the performance of each improvisational solo.  

 The student’s ability to play through the arpeggios of the harmonic form and the student’s 

ability to improvise were performed one time in the post-test. There was no attempt made to pre-

test either due to the inexperience of the subject and the time limit involved in the life of the 

study.  

 Significance was measured as to the student’s ability to recognize and perform each 

harmony. The track of harmony 1 also served as the score for harmony 2 as the two melodies 

carried the exact same harmony. The same held true for the harmony of melody 4 and 5.  

Statistical Analysis 

 The data collected from the judge panel regarding the pre-test, post-test, arpeggios, and 

improvisation of all six melodies in the study were calculated in the statistical analysis displayed 

in Chapter 4. Four different programs were selected to calculate the results of the data in a 

statistical analysis using the electronic program “Mini-tab.”  

 To calculate the significant differences in the pre-test, post-test judge scores, a paired “t” 

test was selected. To calculate arpeggio and improvisation scores harvested only in the post-test, 

a one-sample “t” interval was selected. To calculate the mean, standard deviation, and median, 

the display basic statistics format was selected. Finally to calculate interjudge reliability a two-

way ANOVA format was selected. 

Results from all four statistical tests are placed in tables and discussed in Chapter 4.  
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Table 3-1. A synopsis of the lesson plans in the improvisation module 
Improvisation Module   

Goals and Objectives of lesson plans 
Unit 1 

Lesson  Objective 

Style  Bossa Nova 

Melody Hot Cross Buns 
Key Center Bb Major 

Meter 4/4 

1 Teach history of style melody, harmony, and 
root movement of chords 

Scale(s) Bb Major 

Mode(s) F Mixolydian 

Triad(s) Bb Triad 

2 Review lesson one, teach variations of form 
and harmony. Perform 
variations by group with ensemble 
accompaniment. 

Chord(s) F 7/9 
Rhythms Dotted quarter-eighth note, eighth, 

quarter, half, and 
whole, notes. 

Articulations Legato style 

Artist Antonio Carlos Jobim 

Style Model “Girl from Impanema” 
CD 

The Best of Antonio Carlos Jobim 

 
 

3 

 
 
Review of lesson two. Perform variations by 
group and also perform improvisational 
solos individually both accompanied by the 
ensemble. 

 
Table 3-1.  Continued 

Goals and Objectives of lesson plans 
Unit 2 

Lesson  Objective 

Style  Soft-rock 

Melody Lightly Row 

Key Center Bb Major 

Meter 4//4 

1 Teach history of style melody, harmony, and 
root movement of chords 

Scale(s) Bb major 

Mode(s) F Mixolydian 

Triad(s) Bb triad 

2 Review lesson one, teach variations of form 
and harmony. Perform 
variations by group with ensemble 
accompaniment. 

Chord(s) F 7/9 
Rhythms Dotted quarter-eighth note 

combinations, two, three, and four 
eighth-note combinations. Quarter, 
half, and whole notes 

Articulations Legato but also light, detached 

Artist Elvis Presley 

Style Model “Love Me Tender” 
CD Love Elvis 

 
 

3 

 
 
Review of lesson two. Perform variations by 
group and also perform improvisational 
solos individually both accompanied by the 
ensemble. 
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Table 3-1.  Continued 
Goals and Objectives of lesson plans 

Unit 3 
Lesson  Objective 

Style  Jazz Waltz 

Melody Down in the Valley 
Key Center Eb Major 

Meter ¾ 

1 Teach history of style melody, harmony, and 
root movement of chords 

Scale(s) Bb Major 

Mode(s) F Mixolydian 

Triad(s) Bb Triad 

2 Review lesson one, teach variations of form 
and harmony. Perform 
variations by group with ensemble 
accompaniment. 

Chord(s) F 7/9 
Rhythms Eighth note swing two, three 

and four-eighth note 
combinations also quarter note 
to half note and dotted half note 
 

Articulations Legato style 

Artist Miles Davis 
Style Model 
and CD 

“Some Day My Prince Will Come” 

 
 

3 

 
 
Review of lesson two. Perform variations by 
group and also perform improvisational 
solos individually both accompanied by the 
ensemble. 

 
Table 3-1.  Continued 

 
 

Goals and Objectives of lesson plans 
Unit 4 

Lesson  Objective 

Style  Calypso 

Melody Mary Ann 

Key Center Bb Major 

Meter 4//4 

1 Teach history of style melody, harmony, and 
root movement of chords 

Scale(s) Bb major 

Mode(s) F Mixolydian 

Triad(s) Bb triad 

2 Review lesson one, teach variations of form 
and harmony. Perform 
variations by group with ensemble 
accompaniment. 

Chord(s) F 7/9 
Rhythms Dotted quarter-eighth note 

combinations, two, three, and four 
eighth-note combinations. Quarter, 
half, and whole notes 

Articulations Light and detached-staccato 

Artist Harry Belafonte 

Style Model Banana Boat Song 
CD Island in the Sun 

 
 

3 

 
 
Review of lesson two. Perform variations by 
group and also perform improvisational 
solos individually both accompanied by the 
ensemble. 
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Table 3-1.  Continued 
             Goals and objectives of lesson plan 

Unit 5 
Lesson  Objective 

Style  Folk Rock 

Melody Kum Ba Yah 
Key Center Bb Major 

Meter 4/4 

1 Teach history of style melody, harmony, and 
root movement of chords 

Scale(s) Bb Major 

Modes(s) F Mixolydian 

Triad(s) Bb Triad 

2 Review lesson one, teach variations of form 
and harmony. Perform 
variations by group with ensemble 
accompaniment. 

Chord(s) F 7/9 
Rhythms Dotted quarter-eighth note combos, 

scale like eighth note patterns, 4 -5 
note melodic motives, 1/4, 1/2, dotted 
1/2 notes. 

Articulations Legato and light, detached 

Artist Bob Dylan 

Style Model “Mr. Tambourine Man” 
CD Best of Bob Dylan 

 
 

3 

 
 
Review of lesson two. Perform variations by 
group and also perform improvisational 
solos individually both accompanied by the 
ensemble. 

 
Table 3-1.  Continued 

Goals and Objectives of lesson plans 
Unit 6   

Lesson  Objective 

Style  Easy Swing 

Melody Freddie Freeloader 

Key Center Bb Major 

Meter 4//4 

1 Teach history of style melody, harmony, and 
root movement of chords 

Modes Bb Mixolydian 

 Eb Mixolydian 

 F & Ab Mixolydian 

2 Review lesson one, teach variations of form 
and harmony. Perform 
variations by group with ensemble 
accompaniment. 

Chord(s) Bb, Eb, F, & Ab 7/9 chords. 
Rhythms                  First learn swing quarter notes 

in short two, three, and four note 
rhythmic motives. A short 
transcribed solo by the artist is            
included in the exercises.

Articulations           Swing quarters emphasis on beat 
                                two and four, then swing eighths 
                                long-short, legato to staccato tonguing. 

Artist Miles Davis 

Style Model Freddie Freeloader 

CD Kind of Blue 

    3 Review of lesson two. Perform              
variations by group and also perform    
improvisational solos individually      
both accompanied by the ensemble. 
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Table 3-1. Continued 
Goals and Objectives of lesson plans 

Unit 7 
Lesson  Objective 

Review   

each lesson   
three from all   
six units.  

1 Review lesson three of units one and two. 

  
  
  

2 Review lesson three of units three and four.  

  
  

3 Review lesson three of units five and six. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Pre-test, Post-test Formatting 

 The design of the study was such that a pre-test, post-test format would yield data in 

which to assess the validity and reliability of the improvisation module. The pre-test results 

established a baseline of raw data scores for the study. 

 A Likert scale was used to evaluate each participant’s pre-test, post-test melody 

performances where consecutive numbers 1 through 10 were used to assess student ability. 

Numbers 1 through 3 were associated with student performances equaling low ability, numbers 4 

through 6 were associated with medium ability, and numbers 7 through 10 were associated with  

high ability.  

  A positive number above 0.0 was selected to assess the gain between pre-test and post-

test scores so the “alternative” option was set at “greater than” 0.0. Each option setting was 

retained for all combined judge scores for the pre-test, post-test paired “t” entry. All melodies 

tested from the improvisation module were analyzed using the same format.  

  The 55 participants at the university city school yielded 48 complete sets of data, while 

all 17 participants at the rural school had complete data. For the purposes of comparison, the data 

from the first 17 participants recorded on the evaluator’s CDs from the university city school and 

all 17 participants from the rural were selected for analysis. The two groups of participants 

selected for analysis totaled 34, which was 52 percent of the sample base that had complete data 

sets.  

 The data of the samples selected for analysis were entered into a paired “t” test. The post-

test combined judge’s scores from all participants were then entered into the statistical program 
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as the “first sample,” while the combined judge scores from the data of the pre-test results were 

entered as the “second sample.”  

 There were three options or variables included in the paired “t” test: a confidence level, 

the test mean, and the alternative setting. These options affected each result of the data in their 

variety of settings. The number “95.0” was entered for the “confidence level” option setting. 

This number helped to bolster the reliability of each paired “t” test. A mean score of “0.0” was 

entered for the “test mean” option. The alternative option had three variables from which to 

choose: less than 0.0, not equal to 0.0, and greater than 0.0.  Greater than 0.0 was selected and 

then entered for the alternative option.   

 The statistical format yielded scores in addition to a “t” value. The program provided 

mean scores for both pre-test and post tests, the standard deviation of the mean scores, 95% 

lower bound for mean difference, a t-value, and a “p” value. In addition, the researcher added 

another product of the paired “t” test, the mean difference score, which showed gains between 

pre-test and post-test.  Table 4-1, on page 103 at the end of this chapter, contains the mean score 

of each pre-test, post-test, the mean difference of the two, the standard deviation (S.D.) for each 

pre-test, post-test, the 95% lower bound score, and the “p” value for the difference in the pre-test, 

post-test comparisons.  

 For the purposes of entering pre-test, post-test data into the statistical program for the 

paired “t” test, references to the melody featured in unit one “Hot Cross Buns” became melody 1, 

the melody featured in unit two “Lightly Row” became melody 2, and so on through all six units. 

Pre-test, Post-test Analysis 

     The rural and university city schools’ pre-test, post-test paired “t” results for melodies 1 

through 6 in table 4-1, on page 103 at the end of this chapter, show 12 sets of results in which 11 

sets of data for the rural and university city school show a significant “p” value of *0.00. The 
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only melody that did not show significant gains was melody 1 of the rural school, with a high 

“p” value of .283.  Significant “p” values of *0.00 suggest eleven out of twelve post-test scores 

were higher than pre-test scores for all participants.  

 The rural schools’ highest pre-test, post-test combined mean score of 7.19 to 7.35 was for 

melody 1 while the lowest mean value, a score of 3.84 to a 5.00 was melody 6 (“Freddie 

Freeloader”). The range of mean values for the pre-test began at a score of 3.84 for melody 6 to a 

7.19 for melody 1 while post-test mean scores began at a score of 5.00 for melody 5 to a score of 

7.35 for melody 1. The highest mean difference was a sum of 1.87 for melody 4 (“Mary Ann”). 

The smallest mean gain was a sum of .16 for melody 1, which also showed the highest overall 

“p” value of a .283. The 95% lower bound  (L.B.) for melody 1 was a negative score -0.29 while 

all other 95% L.B. scores were positive with the strongest being a 1.49 for melody 4. 

 The university city’s highest pre-test, post-test mean scores were from two different 

melodies. The high mean score was a value of 7.39 for melody 5 (“Kum-Ba-Yah”) and the 

highest post-test score was a mean score value of 8.78 for melody 2 for the university city 

school. The lowest pre-test mean value was a score of 6.33 for melody 6 while the highest post-

test mean value was a score of 8.78 for melody 2. The range of mean values for the pre-test 

began at a score of 6.25 for melody 4 to a value of 7.39 for melody 5, while post-test mean 

scores ranged from a value of 7.19 for melody 6 to a high score of 8.78 for melody 2. The 

highest mean difference was a sum of 1.55 for melody 3 (“Down in the Valley”), while the 

smallest mean gain was a sum of .86 for melody 6. The lowest 95% L.B. was melody 2 a .84 

while the highest was also melody 4 a 2.98. 

 The combined range of mean scores for the post-test for all participants was a score of 

5.00  (melody 5 at the rural school) to a score of 8.78 (melody 2 at the university city school). 
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All mean differences resulted in positive gain scores. Also, with one exception, all lower bound 

scores were positive suggesting improved ability in pre-test, post-test melody performance for 

participants in both schools   

 Formatting of Arpeggio and Improvisation Scores  

 The one-sample “t” interval was used to calculate the data yielded from the arpeggio and 

improvisation judge scores. The one-sample “t” interval revealed several descriptors from the 

calculation of the data, namely the mean of all of the data from the judge panel, the standard 

deviation (S.D.) of the data, and a 95% Confidence Interval (CI) factor. The mean and standard 

deviation factor featured in the paired “t” test were the same factors produced in the one-sample 

“t” interval.  

 The 95% CI confirmed the average score for all students who participated in both band 

programs, regardless of whether or not the students participated in the study. The confidence 

interval would act as a median score to which students underachieved, met, or overachieved for 

both the arpeggio and the improvisation performances harvested in the post-test audio samples.  

 The same Likert scale formulated for use with the pre-test, post-test evaluations was also 

used to assess each participant’s arpeggio and improvisation performances. All arpeggios were 

constructed with a root, third, fifth, seventh, and ninth extensions.  Melodies 1 and 2 used the 

same key center, Bb concert, and the Bb tonic and F dominant 7/9 chords in the chord structure 

so the arpeggios of the chords in these three melodies were exactly the same. Melody 3 was 

arranged in the key of Eb concert and used the arpeggios of the Eb 7/9 tonic and Bb 7/9 

dominant chords. Melody 4 used the same key signature and chord structure as melody 1 and 2, 

but then added the subdominant 7/9 chord, Eb 7/9 to the harmony. Melody 5 was also arranged 

in the key of Bb concert and used the same subdominant arpeggio, Eb 7/9 along with the Bb 

tonic and F dominant 7/9 arpeggios as melody 4. Melody 6 was arranged in the key of Eb 
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concert and used the arpeggios of the Bb 7/9 dominant chord, the Eb 7/9 dominant chord, F 7/9 

dominant chord and the Ab dominant 7/9 chord for performance.      

Analysis of Arpeggio Scores 

 Table 4-2, on page 104 at the end of this chapter, contains the one-sample “t” combined 

interval scores for all melodies for both arpeggios and improvisation performances for both 

schools. The combined mean score for the arpeggio performances from participants at the rural 

school was of average ability, a score of 5.00. The 95% CI for the rural school resulted in a score 

of 4.95 for the low 95% CI while the high 95% CI was a 5.51. The combined mean score for the 

arpeggio performances from participants at the university city school were higher with a score of 

7.30, while the low 95% CI was a 7.10 and the high 95% CI was a 7.50. These numbers suggest 

that the university city school participants performed higher overall on arpeggio performance 

than the rural school.  

The results of arpeggio scores by melody for each school presented in table 4-3, also on 

page 104 at the end of this chapter, confirm the results of table 4-2.  Mean scores for each 

melody’s arpeggio performance by all participants at the rural school range from a score of 4.373 

for melody 6 to a score of 5.437 for melody 2. The low 95% CI score was also in melody 6, a 

score of 3.916, while the highest 95% CI was in melody 2, a score of 6.002.   

The results of mean scores for arpeggio performance for the university city school are 

higher. The lowest mean score was a value of 6.824 for melody 4, while the highest mean score  

found for melody 5 was a value of 7.843. The low 95% CI score was also in melody 4, a score of 

6.102, while the highest 95% CI was for melody 5, a score of 8.242. 

An analysis of the pre-test, post-test evaluations on the Likert scale developed for 

assessment of each participant’s arpeggio performance placed the range of all mean scores for all 

participants in a medium to high ability level.  
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Analysis of Improvisation Scores 

 Table 4-2 also contains the results of the one-sample “t” test for the improvisation scores 

for all melodies for both schools. The combined mean score for the improvisation performances 

from participants at the rural school was of average ability, a 5.00 value. The combined 95% low 

CI for improvisation scores was a value of 4.76, the high 95% CI was a value of 5.25. The same 

mean score for the university city school was close to two full points higher, a 7.00 value. The 

low 95% CI was a value of 6.67 while the high CI was a 7.06. While the results show that the 

participants at the university city scored higher overall on their improvisation scores, the 

performance range of the means of both schools fall into medium to high ability level on the 10 

point Likert scale used for assessment.  

 The results of the one sample “t” test CI interval calculations for improvisation scores for 

participants at both schools are arranged by melody in table 4-4, also on page 104 at the end of 

this chapter. Mean scores for each melody’s improvisation performance by all participants at the 

rural school range from a low value of 4.255 for melody 6 to a higher mean score of 5.745 for 

melody 2. The lower 95% CI interval was 4.811 for melody 6, while the higher 95% CI interval 

was a 6.371 for melody 2.  

 The data yielded by the results of the improvisation evaluations at the university city 

school, however, are higher. The lowest mean score was a 6.647 for melody 3 (“Down in the 

Valley”), while the highest mean score was for melody 5, a 7.529. The lower 95% CI was found 

in melody 4 of 6.102, while the higher 95% CI was for melody 2, a value of 7.797.  

When placed on the same Likert scale that was used for assessing the arpeggio 

performance, all mean scores for all participants range from a medium to high ability level for 

each improvisation performance. The combined lower to higher 95% CI for all participants was a 
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3.698 to a 7.797, expanding the range of improvisation performance ability level from low 

ability to  a higher ability level using the same assessment tool.  

Analysis of Interjudge Reliability 

 A two-way ANOVA was used to calculate the reliability of the results of each judge’s 

evaluation for all student performances. There were two ways the ANOVA could compare 

reliability of judge scores. The first way determined how each judge evaluated the four variables, 

pre-test, post-test, arpeggio, and improvisation performances by melody number. The second 

comparison determined how each judge evaluated the performance of each variable by student 

number.   

 The two-way analysis of variance required that two “factor” entries and a “response” 

entry be entered into the ANOVA equation. The “response” variable was the actual variable to 

measure for reliability. The first factor, named ”row,” used the judge number for measuring 

reliability of the melody scores, while the second factor, named “column,” identified each 

performance by melody number or by student number. The two-way ANOVA formula yielded 

two “p” values, one for all sets of data representing responses from the judge panel regarding 

student performance of each variable and one for each set of data representing Reponses for the 

interaction of the judges scores regarding the same four variables.  

 Table 4-5, on page 105 at the end of this chapter shows interjudge reliability calculations 

for the rural school. The table shows results first by melody number and then by the student 

number. All  “p” values for each variable regarding ANOVA results by melody number and by 

student number displayed a significant *0.000 value with two exceptions, the arpeggio variable-

melody score, a .017 value and an even lower value of a .002 for the arpeggio variable-student 

score. When “p” values are 0.00 or close to 0.00, there is significant evidence that there was a 
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difference between the judges in the scoring of the four variables, but each judge was consistent 

in his scoring.  

 The interaction “p” values, however, were high (over .269) for every variable for both 

melody and student tests of the ANOVA with the exception of the arpeggio-student result, a .001 

value.  The high interaction scores for all four variables for both melody number and student 

number ANOVA tests suggests there is no significant interaction between the judges. The 

scoring differences by the judges did not depend on each melody or student’s specific number. 

Rather each judge was being consistent with their scores for all variables and for all students. 

Each judge evaluated each student in virtually the same way in both tests run by the ANOVA. 

The low result for the arpeggio variable-student score signified that, in general, the judges were 

evaluating consistently by performance, but from student to student, they may be scoring 

differently.    

 The data in Table 4-6, also appearing on page 105 at the end of this chapter contains the 

interjudge reliability scores for both the melody and student two-way ANOVA tests for the 

participants in the university city school. Results of both ANOVA tests regarding the judge “p” 

values for all variables were low, ranging from a 0.000 to a .100. There was a difference between 

the judges in the scoring of the four variables, but each judge was consistent in his scoring of 

each melody and every student.   

 The interaction “p” values for the university city school, while high for most of the 

variables, show differences in the interaction of the judges. The ANOVA test using melody 

number and the four variables resulted in high values ranging from a value of .677 to a value of 

.826 for the pre-test, post-test and arpeggio variables. The results regarding the improvisation 

value, however, were lower, a score of .089. The ANOVA test using student number and the four 
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variables were different in the fact that only the post-test and arpeggio scores were high number 

values of a .797 and a .698 respectively, while the pre-test and improvisation score were lower, 

resulting in values of .056 and .029 respectively. The low scores in the interaction “p” values for 

the pre-test arpeggio variable- student score and the improvisation variable-student score suggest 

that the judges were evaluating consistently, but from student to student they may be scoring 

differently. 

 The low judge “p” values for both schools’ ANOVA melody and student scores show 

that each judge is scoring each audio sample differently yet consistently, while the interaction 

“p” values are high in twelve out of sixteen variable categories, suggesting there is no significant 

interaction between judges scores, each judge is treating each piece of music the same. The low 

interaction “p” values in four of the sixteen variable categories suggest that for the most part the 

judges are scoring the same way, but using different numbers to do so.  

 The rural and university city school combination of the two way ANOVA tests judge “p” 

values and interaction “p” values yield sixteen different variable categories. When the results of 

all thirty-two variable categories are compared, there is evidence to suggest that interjudge 

reliability is strong between the judges panel in each of their evaluations of every performance of 

all participants analyzed in the sample.  

Director Responses and Evaluations of the Lessons 

The two directors that taught the study’s seven-unit module in their respective band 

programs also assessed the effectiveness of each of the three lessons for each unit. Three 

questions were asked of the two directors in an effort to evaluate all twenty-one lessons included 

in the module. Question 1: Were the objectives appropriate for this class? Question 2: Were the 

learning activities appropriate for the time allowed? Question 3:  Were the students able to 

perform the activities in this lesson?  
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A Likert scale was formulated to gather the responses of the three questions from both 

directors. The Likert scale utilized a continuum of numbers 1 through 7, where number 1 

represented a response of  “disagree” and 7 represented a response of “agree” to each of the 

questions regarding each lesson. The three figures, on page 101 and 102 appearing at the end of 

this chapter, depict each director’s response to each of the three questions for all 21 lessons of 

the improvisation module. The (y) numbers, found vertically on each figure represented the 

seven numbers associated with the Likert scale graph, while the (x) numbers, located 

horizontally on each figure represented each lesson from all seven units. Each unit included three 

lessons. Director A did not have time to finish unit 7, the review; therefore, his scores for all 

three figures indicate a zero response for lessons 19, 20, and 21. 

 Figure 1, Evaluations of Objectives, contained responses from the two directors of the 

two programs that participated in the field test of the module for question 1: Were the objectives 

appropriate for this class? Director A responses for question 1 were from the university city 

school director and match the black lines associated with question 1A. Director B responses for 

question 1 were from the rural middle school director and match the red line associated with 

question 1B.  

 In general, Director A gave more favorable responses for each lesson of the 

improvisation module for question 1, than did Director B, except for the last three responses, 19, 

20, and 21 of Director A. Comments about the objectives included statements about the fact that 

there was too much material presented to cover the objectives thoroughly in the short time 

allotted per lesson. 

 Figure 2, Evaluations of Learning Activities, indicated responses for question 2: “Were 

the learning activities appropriate for the time allowed? Figure 2 indicates that Director B’s 
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responses (in red) to lessons 1 through 8 initially appeared to be more favorable than Director A. 

This trend reversed for lessons 9 through 18, where Director A gave higher marks than Director 

B. Again lessons 19 through 21 were not responded to for Director A.  

 Figure 3, Performance of Activities, referred to the responses plotted for question 3: 

Were the students able to perform the activities in this lesson? Director A clearly agreed that his 

students could perform all of the activities in each lesson except for lessons 19, 20, and 21 in 

which he did not have the opportunity to teach his class. Director B did not agree or was 

indifferent as to his students being able to perform the activities provided in lessons 1 through 10 

lessons; however, as the students became more comfortable with the material in each lesson he 

began to see improvements in the performance category of the lesson plans.  

 Appendix B includes 21 tables that show both director A and B score’s for each of the 

three questions asked in evaluating all the lessons of the improvisation module. The tables also 

included comments from both directors regarding each lesson. Overall comments about the 

lessons were for the most part favorable, except for the amount of time allowed per day for the 

teaching of the material for each lesson. Both directors seemed to agree strongly on the limited 

time allotment per lesson. 

 Director A and B Interviews 

 Both directors that taught the improvisation module gave exit interviews regarding their 

own and the students’ experiences teaching and playing through the study. Eight questions were 

asked that were pertinent to the implementation of the module in each director’s curriculum. The 

answers were audio taped by the researcher and later transcribed by the researcher with the 

directors’ answers appearing here in this chapter. All answers were unedited and appear in their 

original form. 
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Exit Interview with Director A 

1) How did you and your students respond to all twenty-one lessons of the seven-unit 
module?  

I was excited about what the goal of the module was trying to do. There were 
definitely some lessons where we got a little bogged down. I’m not sure if that 
was the students’ fault or I. I felt like the material was doable, probably needed to 
be broken down into a little bit smaller bites, but as far as what the overall goal of 
the study was, I thought it was a good thing and I thought my students benefited 
from it! 

  Was the material over their heads?  

Oh maybe a little bit, but it’s amazing what they (the students) are able to grasp, 
once they you know- I didn’t think anything was beyond what they could really 
get it may be some of the verbiage, could have been a little different, but I didn’t 
really think anything was beyond their ability to get it. It (the material) was a little 
bit beyond my ability to explain it sometimes. 

  Was there too much material? 

That would be the thing, that there was too much material, the lessons could be a 
bit shorter and then you would need more lessons probably so I don’t know that 
you could really get exactly what you wanted to do in twenty one lessons, but if 
the lessons were a little bit smaller bites, then I think it would probably be better 
(for both teacher and student comprehension). 

 
2) If you were to teach this module again, what would you change and what would you 

keep the same? 

Well I think that what I have already alluded to would be for the lessons to be 
shorter. I thought it (the module) was interesting and probably good teaching the 
kids about jazz scales being built off of a major scale, I think they understood 
that, adding the seventh and the ninth in there and how the ninth is really a 
second. Those kinds of things, I think those were good. Sometimes they didn’t 
quite understand exactly what I was talking about when I said that. Is there a way 
to get more visual type clues or materials for (black) board’s things like that if 
you were producing this module professionally for consumers or something like 
that.  That would be good. 

3) Is there room in the beginning band curriculum for a module that teaches 
improvisation? 

Boy that’s the big question, I would say there is, but there is so much you are 
trying to get done in that first year, that it’s awful hard to get it (improvisation) 
squeezed in without cutting something else in the curriculum. So, yes I think 
that’s probably one of the biggest reasons that I would say, in fact it would really 
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be good because it would give them something fun to do, but if you could make it 
just a little bit smaller in terms of bite sizes that could be done in a ten to fifteen 
minute section with the class, that would be the ideal thing. 

4) Is it important for the students to learn improvisation? 

I think it’s good, because I think it gives them confidence. I think it adds a bigger 
dimension to their playing and makes it fun for them and one of the reasons we 
lose kids a lot of the time is because they don’t… so much of what we are doing is 
so structured that often times they lose the fun and if they can get a chance to ‘hey 
this is chance for me to shine, for me to make my own thing,’ I think it’s good. 
And I think it’s also good for those kids who go on that to have actually done a 
little improvisation early in band it becomes a little bit like second nature. Instead 
of getting to the point where they’re fifty years old teaching jazz band for the first 
time and they have never improved in their life and they are kinda like me, scared 
to death to stand up in front of my middle school jazz band and improv. 

 

5) Did the organization of the module enable you to understand and then teach it? 

Yes, it probably took me a little more study and if I studied a little bit more I 
would have been able to do a better job with it. It was a little confusing in the way 
it was laid out sometimes, but I think it’s because I didn’t spend as much time 
studying and preparing to teach it. It wasn’t one of those things where I felt like 
you could just pick it up and if you haven’t looked at it say ‘okay I’m going to 
read right down here and teach it.’ You either had to know a little bit about what 
you were doing or you had to have studied the module enough to know exactly 
where the material was going. I think that was probably the biggest thing. 

 
6) Did the improvisation module present any obstacles in teaching the lesson plans? 
 

I can’t really think of any major obstacles other than just not having enough time 
to work my other things in during the course of the day. I pretty much had to set 
up a schedule where ‘okay Tuesdays we’re doing…these two days of the week 
we’re doing the module and the other  three days of the week we’re doing other 
stuff, our ‘Winning Rhythms’ and our ‘Standard of Excellence’ our scale work, all 
of that ‘other’ curriculum. I guess the other obstacle would be us getting a little bit 
confused when we would teach the Bb concert scale in our normal playing of the 
Bb concert scale we don’t add that ninth in there and then when you’re teaching 
the improv module you do add the ninth in the scale and so then the students are 
kind of confused. For example we are going to warm up with the Bb concert 
scale, and you had to be very careful that you explained the ninth and that ‘oh, by 
the way this is the one that goes, you remember, all the way this far’ because they 
would get confused which scale would be played at which time! They would get 
confused easily on that kind of thing! 
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7) What were the positive experiences that you the teacher and your students had with 
the improvisational module? 

First of all for me the positive experience would be that not being a jazzer myself, 
gaining a little more insight into jazz terminology and a little more insight into 
improvisational skills and those kinds of things. How things are built off of scales. 
And that was a good thing for me. The other thing is that when the students 
actually got down to business doing improv. It was nice for them to learn the 
melodies, but then when they understood that ‘okay, now it’s your turn to make 
up your own solo, that was fun for most of them. Some of them were scared to 
death to perform in front of their peers. 

8) Are the National Standards for music or the Sunshine State Standards for music 
included in the teaching of your band curriculum? 

To one degree or another, probably not all of them are addressed as thoroughly as 
they should be. And that was probably one of the other things that was good about 
this particular module.  It does teach kids to be creative and to learn to play and 
make up their own solos. Most band directors, myself included, don’t give kids a 
whole lot of time for something like that. And the module gave us an entire 
framework in which to do it. 

Exit Interview with Director B 

1) How did you and your students respond to all twenty-one lessons of the seven-unit 
module?  
 

In the beginning they were a little tentative, this was a lot of new material, 
especially in the scales. And they were, as most students are, a little afraid of the 
improv part of it. But as they went through it, the students got to the point to 
where they enjoyed it better and they had a lot of fun with it. They really enjoyed 
the example tracks that we played for them. 

   
       Was the material in the module over their heads? 
 
  As I said originally the material was a little over their heads especially with some 
                        of the different scales that had the students learn some new notes, but once they  
  learned them, most of the material was in the same key, so they got more   
  comfortable with the scales and more comfortable with playing the module. 
 
       Was there too much material?  
 
  There was too much material for 10 minutes a day. I think if we had a jazz class 
  this would be a great way to actually teach beginning students how to play jazz 
                        from ‘scratch.’ We really needed 20, 25, 30 minutes a day on some of the   
             lessons to really cover them completely. 
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        Why was there a limitation on the amount of time allotted to teach the module? 
 
  Part of what happened this year, we had to move from our middle school band  
  room to the high school’s band suite while the air conditioning ducts and ceiling  
  was being redone. So, we had to spend 10 to 15 minutes each period walking  
  back and forth from the two schools. And that cut my band period drastically 
  so my 50-minute class went down to about a 35-minute class. So I was pressed 
                        to get all of material in the short amount of time.  
  

2) If you were to teach this module again, what would you change and what would you 
keep the same? 

 
  Terminology, to get them more comfortable to what I was talking about, but 
                        I would just like to spend a little more time with it and the order in which   
             everything was introduced was really good, I just needed to spend a little  
                 more time in studying the module.  

 
3) Is there room in the beginning band curriculum for a module that teaches 

improvisation? 
 
  Absolutely, I think it’s important to teach improvisation, because it’s 
                        ear training, teaches the students tonality, and when they learn tonality 
                        the right notes become a lot more automatic. It’s a lot easier. 
 

4) Is it important for the students to learn improvisation? 

   It’s important for them to learn it, it’s hard to get them to take 
                            the chance at it. The students are tentative, afraid they are going to do it  
              wrong, which I can relate to, but it’s important that they have a safe  
   environment in which to take the chances and learn in a structured  
                                  environment. 

 
5) Did the organization of the module enable you to understand and then teach it? 
 
  Yes. I am not a jazz guy, played Dixieland in college and so I learned 
  as much about jazz as the students did, and so the organization of the   

  lessons, and the way it introduced all of the terminology, and so forth 
  helped me learn it and it was very easy for me to teach it to the students. 
 
6) Did the improvisation module present any obstacles in teaching the lesson plans? 
 

  The biggest problem with the improvisation module was the students  
  not being able to play some of the notes on the scale and so they weren’t   
             as likely to improv in the beginning because they were still trying to just 
  figure out what the scale was. So, that took a little while for them to get  
                        comfortable that of course they were scared to play something different.  
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7) What were the positive experiences that you the teacher, and your students had with 
the improvisational module? 

 
  Once we got into it the students started having fun with it and they  
  would actually clap when someone played an interesting solo, something 
                        that was different and ‘kinda cool.’ They would applauded each other  
             and so it was good comrade, they had a good time with it, so it was 
                        a lot of fun! 

 
8) Are the National Standards for music or the Sunshine State Standards for music   

included in the teaching of your band curriculum? 
   

Absolutely, our entire curriculum is based on those. We include them in our  
lesson plans, we cover them daily and jazz is definitely part of teaching students 
to play as an ensemble, understand the way music is organized and a history of           
music, so it definitely ties in directly. 

 
 Chapter 5 will discuss the statistical analysis of the paired “t,” one-sample “t” and both 

two-way ANOVA tests, plus the directors’ evaluations of the lessons and the exit interviews 

regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of the improvisation module. Overall conclusions 

regarding the theories and concepts of the improvisation module will be reviewed along with the 

researcher’s comments on what should be changed, what concepts worked, what did not, and 

what positive results can be derived from this study. 
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Figure 4-1. Evaluations of Objectives: Responses for Director A are black straight lines; Director 
B  are red dashes. Question 1: Were the objectives appropriate for this class? 

 

 
 
Figure 4-2. Evaluations of Learning Activities: Responses for Director A are black straight lines; 

Director B are red dashes. Question 2: Were the learning activities appropriate for the 
time allowed? 
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Figure 4-3. Performance of Activities: Responses for Director A are black straight lines; Director 

B  are red dashes. Question 3: Were the students able to perform the activities in this 
lesson? 
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Table 4-1. Paired “t” test results for both Schools 

        

Rural School University City School 

Pre-Post Melody Mean Mean 
Difference S.D. 95% 

L.B 
P 

Value  Melody Mean Mean 
Difference S.D. 95% 

L.B. P Value 

Pre-test 
1 7.19  1.86   1 7.11  1.76   

Post-test 
1 7.35 .16 1.75 -0.29 .283 1 8.62 1.51 1.26 1.15 0.00 

Pre-test 
2 5.92  2.04   2 7.29  1.82   

Post-test 
2 7.13 1.21 2.11 .726 .000 2 8.78 1.49 1.30 1.14 0.00 

Pre-test 
3 4.37  2.00   3 6.90  1.60   

Post-test 
3 5.80 1.43 2.10 1.08 0.00 3 8.45 1.55 1.31 1.19 0.00 

Pre-test 
4 4.60  1.88   4 6.25  1.50   

Post-test 
4 6.47 1.87 1.72 1.49 0.00 4 7.70 1.45 1.31 1.12 0.00 

Pre-test 
5 5.15  1.99   5 7.39  1.32   

Post-test 
5 6.96 1.81 2.05 1.24 .000 5 8.74 1.35 1.01 1.02 0.00 

Pre-test 
6 3.84  1.61   6 6.33  1.81   

Post-test 
6 5.00 1.16 1.49 .792 .000 6 7.19 .86 1.82 .62 0.00 
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 Table 4-2. Confidence Interval results for the arpeggios and improvisation for both schools 
Rural School University City School 

Combined Judge 
Totals Per 

School 
Mean S.D. 

95% 
CI 

Low 

95% 
CI 

High 
Mean S.D. 

95% 
CI 

Low 

95% 
CI  

High 
Arpeggio 
Scores 5.09 1.88 4.87 5.30 7.30 1.78 7.10 7.50 

Improvisation 
Scores 5.00 2.16 4.76 5.25 7.00 2.24 6.74 7.25 

 
Table 4-3.  One-sample “t” CI interval arpeggio scores for both schools by melody 

Rural School University City 
Arpeggio 
Melody 

 

Mean 
 S.D. 

95% 
CI 

Lower

95% 
CI 

Higher

Arpeggio 
Melody 

 
Mean S.D. 

95% 
CI 

Lower 

95% 
CI 

Higher 

1 5.353 1.93 4.808 5.898 1 7.020 2.131 6.420 7.619 

2 5.437 1.89 4.939 6.002 2 7.392 1.563 6.953 7.832 

3 4.843 1.84 4.323 5.363 3 7.176 1.977 6.620 7.732 

4 5.196 1.93 4.65 5.742 4 6.824 2.567 6.102 7.545 

5 5.314 1.93 4.770 5.858 5 7.843 1.419 7.444 8.242 

6 4.373 1.62 3.916 4.829 6 7.059 1.678 6.587 7.531 

 
  Table 4-4.  One-sample “t” CI Interval improvisation scores for both schools by melody 

Rural School University City 
 

Melody 
 

 
Mean 

 
S.D. 

95% 
CI 

Lower

95% 
CI 

Higher

 
Melody 

 
Mean S.D. 

95% 
CI 

Lower 

95% 
CI 

Higher 

1 5.373 2.154 4.767 5.978 1 6.882 2.438 6.197 7.568 

2  5.745 2.226 5.119 6.371 2 7.196 2.136 6.595 7.797 

3 4.529 2.802 3.944 5.115 3 6.647 2.171 6.036 7.258 

4 5.373 2.107 4.780 5.965 4 6.824 2.567 6.102 7.545 

5 4.765 2.141 4.163 5.367 5 7.529 1.983 6.972 8.087 

6 4.255 1.978 3.698 4.811 6 6.922 2.087 6.335 7.508 
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 Table 4-5. Rural school two-way ANOVA interjudge reliability scores for melody/student 
ANOVA Melody Score   ANOVA Student Score 

 Pre- 
Test 

Post-
test Arpeggio Improv Pre-

test 
Post-
test Arpeggio Improv 

Judge “P” 
Value .000 .000 .017 .000 .000 .000 .002 .000 

Interaction “P” 
Value .378 .353 .941 .889 .890 .269 .001 .756 

   
Table 4-6. University city school two-way ANOVA interjudge reliability scores for 

melody/student 
ANOVA Melody Score   ANOVA Student Score 

 Pre- 
Test 

Post-
test Arpeggio Improv Pre-

test 
Post-
test Arpeggio Improv 

Judge “P” 
Value .001 .000 .100 .000 .001 .000 .043 .000 

Interaction “P” 
Value .826 .822 .677 .089 .056 .797 .698 .029 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 An improvisation module was designed involving content standards 2 and 3 of the 

National Standards for Arts Education as an enrichment module to benefit middle school band 

directors who did not teach improvisation in their schools. Melodies were chosen from method 

books and materials already in place in most middle school band programs. Six melodies were 

then arranged for teaching improvisation for beginning band students. The six melodies were 

then divided into seven units, one unit for each melody with the seventh reserved for review. 

Each unit included three lessons, for a total of 21 lessons.   

The lessons first instructed the directors regarding fundamental improvisation concepts 

that they were asked to teach so, in turn, they could teach their beginning band students. Lesson 

1 for each unit introduced the melody, historic concepts about the style setting for each melody, 

and the melody’s chord structure. Lesson 2 focused on harmonic and melodic variations of the 

melody, group performances, and ensemble accompaniment of the harmony. Lesson 3 focused 

on individual performance featuring improvised solo attempts from volunteer students, as the 

ensemble accompanied the student.  

The same format continued for the remaining five units, 2 through 6. The last unit, number 

7, was reserved for performance. It included three lessons in which two melodies per lesson were 

reviewed.  

The improvisation enrichment module was then field tested in two different schools, a 

rural school with approximately 700 students and a university city school with approximately 

900 students. The rural school included two separate beginning band classes with a combined 

enrollment of 44 students. The university city school also included two separate band classes 

with a combined enrollment of 84 students. All students who were enrolled in beginning band 
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classes in both schools had the opportunity to learn the improvisation exercises and lessons in the 

improvisation module.  

All participants chosen for the purposes of evaluating the effectiveness of the lessons in the 

module were band students who had turned in a signed parental permission form. A pre-test 

conducted before the study’s inception served as the first evaluation in which participants 

demonstrated their playing abilities by performing all six melodies presented in the module. A 

post-test was conducted at the conclusion of the study and consisted of each participant’s ability 

to play the melodies used in the pre-test, the performances of the arpeggios of each melody’s 

harmonic structure, and a performance of an improvised solo for each melody. Audio samples 

were recorded using a digital recorder for both the pre-test and post-test.  

Four questions or objectives as to the learning outcomes of the improvisation module 

guided the research of the study. First, did the study’s format actually improve all participants’ 

ability to play the six melodies presented in the study? Each student played a pre-test and post-

test audio taped unaccompanied performance of all six melodies.  

 The second objective measured each student’s comprehension of the harmonic form of 

each melody. Participants were recorded without accompaniment in a single performance during 

the post-test of each arpeggio from every chord used in the harmonic form of the melody. 

 The third objective measured the module’s effect on the student’s ability to improvise. 

Audio samples of each participant playing an improvised solo for the melodies provided in the 

study were recorded one time during the post-test. A pre-recorded CD that contained an 

arrangement of each melody’s chord structure played by a semi-professional ensemble 

accompanied each improvised solo. The variation exercises, scales, and arpeggios of the chord 
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tones presented in the module and each student’s own creative ability were all concepts allowed 

for the student’s improvised solo.  

 Editing of the audio samples eliminated excess talking and restarts. Starting an example 

over again was rare as were replays of each participant’s attempt to play the material selected for 

the recorded audio samples.  The audio samples were formatted so each melody’s pre-test track 

was followed by its post-test track, the arpeggio audio tracks, and then the improvised solo track. 

Each participant yielded 22 digital tracks of audio samples.  

 The audio samples were then downloaded to CDs for the purposes of evaluating the pre-

tests and post-tests. The CDs were copied and sent to three evaluators: 1) a retired band director 

with a master’s degree and 30 years of public school teaching experience in a program that 

emphasized jazz, 2) a public school music teacher with a PhD and ten years of experience in 

directing bands, and 3) a professor of jazz studies and ensembles with a master’s degree and over 

30 years of teaching experience at a major university.  

 The evaluation of all audio samples used a ten-point Likert scale of consecutive numbers. 

The number 1 was associated with the statement “strongly disagree” or low performance of the 

student ability to play each variable. Each consecutive number signified an increased 

performance ability level until reaching the number 10, which was associated with the highest 

statement of performance ability or “strongly agree.” The harvested data was then entered into a 

database.  

     Conclusions 

 The first research question that helped to guide the study asked: to what extent will the 

format and content of this study increase the student’s ability in performing the six melodies 

presented in the module? To answer this question a paired “t” test was used that measures gains 

between a pre-test and post-test of all six melody performances of each participant. Results from 
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the paired “t” test yielded “p” values of **0.000 for 5 out of 6 of the melodies performed by 

participants at the rural school and a  “p” value of *0.000 for every melody performed by 

participants at the university city school. Low “p” values derived from the paired “t” test indicate 

significant improvement in performance ability from pre-test to post-test for 11 out of 12 of the 

melodies and small gains for melody1 at the rural school.   

 The second objective asked: will the ability of the student to play chord tones from the 

arpeggios of the harmonic structure improve through participation in the study?  To answer this 

question the sample was recorded playing the arpeggios of the chord structure from the harmony 

for each melody in a single post-test performance. A one-sample “t” test was used to analyze the 

data from the judge evaluations. The combined judge totals for all participants in the rural school 

yielded a mean of 5. 09 out of 10.  The combined judge totals for the participants at the 

university city school yielded a mean of 7.10 out of 10. Placing these two mean scores on the 

Likert scale used for assessment demonstrated that all participants could perform the chord 

structure of the melody at an above average ability to high ability level.  

  The third objective asked: will group improvisational instruction result in promoting the 

development of student perception of improvisation and their ability to improvise? To determine 

whether or not the sample would develop a perception and an ability to improvise, a single post-

test performance of the sample playing an improvised solo for each melody presented in the 

module was recorded for evaluation. The results of the judge data were again placed in the same 

one-sample “t” test used in determining the results for the arpeggio performances. The 

participants at the rural school yielded combined judge total of a mean of 5.00 out of 10. The 

participants at the university city school yielded an even higher mean of 7.00 out of 10 for the 

same combined judge scores. Placing these two mean scores on the Likert scale used for 
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assessment demonstrated that all participants could improvise a solo for all melodies at an above 

average ability to high ability level. 

 Two different two-way ANOVA tests were calculated for interjudge reliability for 

participants in each school. The first ANOVA test compared judge scores of the four variables, 

the pre-test, the post-test, arpeggio scores, and improvisation scores per melody number, and the 

second ANOVA test used the same variables but now compared the judge scores against each 

student’s number.  

 The rural school results of the ANOVA tests calculated by melody number and student 

number indicates that the judge “p” values for all four variables were a significant value of 

*0.000, with the exception of the arpeggio variable for both melody and student scores, 

indicating that the judges were scoring each performance differently, yet were consistent with 

their scores. The interaction “p” values of the ANOVA melody scores for all variables were high 

indicating there was no significant interaction between the judges. The judges were consistent 

with each other because each judge was scoring each performance the same.  

 The interaction “p” values for the ANOVA student score were similar for the interaction 

melody values. Pre-test, post-test and improvisation variables were high, while the arpeggio 

variable “p” value was lower. The results of the judge “p” values indicate consistency within 

judge scoring and each judge was scoring each performance the same, with no significant 

interaction between the judges panel with the exception of the arpeggio variable.  

 For the university city two-way ANOVA melody and student scores, all judge “p” values 

were significant for the four variables, however, the interaction “p” values for the ANOVA 

melody pre-test, post-test, and arpeggio variables were high signifying no interaction between 

the judges panel. The interaction “p” value for the improvisation variable was lower. The 
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interaction “p” values for the ANOVA student scores were high for the post-test and arpeggio 

variables, while the pre-test and improvisation variables were lower scores.   

 The rural and university city school combination of the two way ANOVA tests judge “p” 

values and interaction “p” values yielded sixteen different variable categories. When the results 

of all thirty-two variable categories were compared, there was evidence to suggest that interjudge 

reliability was strong between the judges panel in each of their evaluations of every performance 

of all participants analyzed in the sample.    

Objective four of the module asked both directors that participated in the study this 

question: will the allotted class-time available for most traditional beginning bands permit an 

enrichment module that features improvisation? Each school’s director was asked to answer 

three questions pertaining to objective four. Question topics included was each of the lesson’s 

objectives attainable, was adequate time allowed for teaching the materials for each lesson, and 

was the student’s playing ability adequate to perform activities presented in the lesson?  

Exit interviews were administered for each director. Topics for all questions included both 

directors’ and students’ responses to teaching all twenty-one lessons, strengths and weaknesses 

of the lessons, what changes can be made for improvement, could class objectives expand to 

include teaching improvisation to beginners, and were the objectives presented in the module 

organized and presentable? Additional questions asked: did teaching the lesson plans present any 

obstacles, what were the positives of the module, and did each director include the National 

Standards as a part of each of their respective curriculums? 

Summarized answers of the content of the Reponses from both directors included: the 

shortness of time to conduct each lesson, the presenting of each lesson in smaller segments, and 

the allowance for some teaching of each unit every day. The directors felt that all lessons were 
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explained thoroughly, that most students enjoyed creating, and that both teachers learned about 

improvisation.  Suggestions for improvement included using more visual aids and computer 

enhanced technology to enhance the teaching of the lessons. Both directors did perceive that the 

lessons in the module were effective in teaching participants the art of improvisation. 

Major Conclusions 

 The paired “t” and one-sample “t” revealed the following conclusions to the four research 

questions. 

1)  To what extent will the format and content of this study increase the student   
 ability in performing the six melodies presented in the module? 

 To answer this question the 17 participants at the rural school were compared to 17 

participants at the university city school.  The combined group of 34 participants represented 52 

percent of the total sample. In 11 of the pre-test, post-test scores the “p” value results indicated 

significant findings of *0.00 or in one case within three hundredths of a point of 0.00. The one 

exception was melody 1 of the rural school in which the “p” value was not significant. 

 The significance of these findings mean that in 11 of 12 melodies presented in the 

module all participants improved their playing ability for each melody during the life of the 

study. The exercises and variations of the improvisation module reinforced and included the 

melody either in its entirety or in rhythmic and melodic fragments in all three lessons per unit 

allowing the participants to hear, see, and play each melody multiple times. Outside of melody 1, 

the highest post-test mean score for both the rural and university city schools was melody 2, 

“Lightly Row,” while the lowest post-test mean for both schools was melody 6, “Freddie 

Freeloader.”     

2)  Will the ability of the student to play chord tones from the arpeggios of the harmonic 
 structure improve through participation in the study?  
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 Results of the one-sample “t” test for the arpeggio mean scores fell between a 4.373 and a 

7.843 for combined scores all participants. The improvisation module did help the student to 

understand theoretical practices in harmonic form. The students not only improved, but also 

performed the arpeggios of the harmonic form at a high ability and on a consistent basis.   

3) Will group improvisational instruction result in promoting the development of student   
 perception of improvisation and their ability to improvise?  

 The data resulting from the one-sample “t” test of the improvisation variable fell between 

4.255 and a 7.529. The resulting action confirmed a strong significance that the improvisation 

module was effective in not only furthering the development of students’ perceptions of 

improvisation and it also offered a format in which the participants could perform an improvised 

solo. 

4)  Will the allotted class-time available for most traditional beginning band permit an 
 enrichment module that features improvisation? 
 
 Two directors participated in the study. They worked closely with the students and the 

researcher as to the aspects of implementing the module. The one sensitive issue this study tried 

to maintain was that of a complementary relationship between the improvisation module and the 

existing traditional beginning band curriculum. The three figures at the end of chapter four 

represented answers to three questions meant to not only evaluate each lesson, but also to be 

sensitive to the time limitations of implementing something new in each director’s curriculum.  

 The results of the questions asked of each director regarding the lessons yielded 

interesting comments, such as: “…make the scale sheets so that the scale the lesson is 

referencing is easier to find in the scale sheets…”,  “…make sure ranges of the brass instruments 

are within abilities of beginning band students…” , and “…not enough time during class to get to 

all objectives in the lesson for the day….” Both directors felt that all of the materials presented in 

the module were excellent for teaching the objectives in the module, but that there was simply 
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too much of it offered in each lesson. Both directors felt that the materials could be broken down 

into shorter more accessible lessons. Both directors also felt strongly about teaching 

improvisation and thought the format of the module was an excellent way to achieve teaching 

improvisation.  

 Director B became frustrated with the time and too much material aspect of the module, 

as did his students at first. However, as the students moved ahead into the units, some concepts 

repeated themselves and the students began to enjoy the experience. Both directors felt like they 

also learned about improvisational concepts, style, and the basic theory that was included as 

objectives in the lesson.  

    Director B (in red on line graph 1, 2, and 3, pages 101 and 102) at the rural school, as 

stated in the exit interview, was already limited in the area of time. The air conditioning system 

had shut down and was under repair. This shutdown affected the whole ceiling, walls, air ducts, 

and general storage areas of the facility. To complicate matters, the students’ only other 

alternative to no band class, was to make the walk to the high school and use a large room in that 

facility. The two schools were connected somewhat; however, the students did make a five to 

seven minute walk one-way to the high school band facility. This took time away from teaching 

the traditional curriculum, much less a module designed to receive at least twenty minutes three 

days a week. With a limited schedule, the rural school students still participated in both the 

traditional curriculum and improvisational module, although not to the extent that the university 

city students did.  

 The university city school program was a more traditional beginning band program where 

the students could spend up to six weeks of summer band preparation before they began their 

sixth grade year. The rural school did not provide this option. There were no unordinary 
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restraints or obstacles Director A had to account for, except for the occasional student teacher 

that took time to learn about teaching in the real world. Unfortunately for the researcher, student 

teacher time was during both beginning band classes in which the improvisation module was 

being run. So, here too, at the university school, time became a problem. Director A did say in 

his exit interview that shorter more succinct lessons covering less ground might be one way for 

the module to provide greater benefits to both participants and teachers.  

  All students in each band program participated in the learning of the module. Not all 

who participated in the learning volunteered in the collecting of the audio samples. However, 17 

of the 42 students who were still in band at the exit of the improvisation module were audio 

taped at the rural school, and 55 of the 88 students who were still in band at the end of the 

module were audio taped.     

    Researcher Observations and Conclusions 

 Positive comments regarding the model CD and its use to further the learning of the 

concepts were useful to the researcher along with comments regarding the future implementation 

of the module. Adding computerized software, larger displays, MP3 files for the purposes of 

individual listening to the model CD and all professional models that accompanied the study 

were of special interest to the researcher. All were excellent suggestions for improving the study, 

including the computer enhancements and individual MP3 files for the music.  

 In addition, adding computerized blackboards would enable the instructor to demonstrate 

chord scale relationships by highlighting the notes of all triads used in the harmony from within 

each scale or mode that the triad originates. An enlarged computer screen would also be a benefit 

to the teacher in visually demonstrating articulations and in highlighting short rhythmic motives 

within the exercises. A computer that included a large screen could also be used to enhance 
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teaching a given phrase, rhythmic selection, or individual part by providing a cursor that 

followed the written notes as they moved through the music.  

The overall effectiveness of the lesson plans and improvisation concepts presented in the 

module were demonstrated through performance testing and analysis of the resulting data. 

However, outcome-based observations from the researcher, evaluators, and directors that were 

not intended or a part of the objectives that were developed for the module were also just as 

influential for the inclusion of the module in any beginning band program. 

 First, the directors stated in their exit interviews that the students had fun participating in 

the lessons and performance concepts presented in the module. Fun as defined in learning is 

experiencing new ideas and being able to be creative in doing so. The creative aspect of teaching 

and then performing an improvised solo turned into being a learning activity that allowed the 

students the freedom to explore their own creative abilities while still in the development stage 

of their journey through music. Students learning and having fun may lead to staying power for 

the student to remain in band and experience the ability to not only learn traditionally, but also 

creatively.  

 Second, the directors also alluded in their exit interviews that they learned more about 

teaching jazz and the what’s, whys and haws on teaching improvisation. They actually had to 

prepare for each lesson, which for experienced directors may have pushed both of them out of 

their comfort zone in teaching beginners. They were challenged and had to work at teaching 

concepts that they themselves previously were not exposed to or did not feel comfortable in 

teaching.   

 Third, the recording sessions for the pre-tests for all students were a definite motivational 

factor in the later post-test recordings due to the fact that students did not want to be recorded 
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performing less than their best abilities. As the students were being recorded individually there 

was a certain sense of fellowship that developed among the participants, those that came out of 

the recording session. They felt good about their performance were genuinely pleased with their 

ability to play a improvised solo and took pride in their performance. Those that did not do as 

well were also patted on the back, as all students at both schools felt the need to achieve and do 

their best for the recording sessions.  

 Fourth, the majority of the students who volunteered to participate in the study were 

female. They were also the ones who seemed to be more driven to achieve higher in 

performance. The males were not as concerned with perfection as the females and were less 

pretentious in the recording sessions that which may have allowed the males to be more relaxed 

during the audio taping. 

 Fifth, the results of the one-sample “t” test suggest that the module significantly 

improved students’ ability to play melodies. The melodies selected seemed to be well suited for 

the age group of the study. Observations from one of the evaluators, who is currently the 

Director of Jazz Studies at a major university on the east coast, included the following statements 

about the project as a curricular tool referring to the teaching effectiveness of the melody as a 

whole.   

1) Students performed more accurately during the post-melodic test. 

2) Most students executed the post-test at a faster tempo than the pre-test (technique 

improved.)  

3) The tone quality in wind players improved (deeper breathing, perhaps more relaxed 

air flow, and greater authority of tone production) in the post-melodic assessment. 
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4) On both woodwind and brass instruments, articulation was often improved in the 

post-melodic test. In some cases the students moved from a less mature, detached 

style of tonguing to a more sophisticated and musical legato approach.  

5) Time organization as evidenced by stricter subdivision of the beat and heightened 

rhythmic placement of pitches improved from pre-to post melodic tests. (Jim Ketch, 

personal communication, November 18, 2007)  

 Sixth, learning to play the melody may be the single most important concept the student 

can learn in their early developmental years. Results from the pre-test, post-test, and paired “t” 

tests indicate a significant improvement in every melody featured in the module. Add in the fact 

that one evaluator’s observations included increased accuracy, increased confidence in tempo, 

better tone production, more sophisticated articulation, and definition of time organization in the 

post-test of the melody sample are all by-products of the study’s effectiveness of the objectives.  

 Seventh, the module seemed to be somewhat successful in introducing triads and chords. 

Suggestions from one evaluator included having the students begin with triads and their 

inversions and then adding the extensions like the sevenths and ninths as the students became 

comfortable with the three note arpeggios. However, high mean scores and confidence intervals 

indicate that the students were able to play chord tones accurately that included their extensions 

up to the ninth in the structure of the harmony with a high level of consistency and ability. The 

high mean scores from the results of the one-sample “t” test for the improvisation performances 

suggest a high degree of ability and understanding of the lessons.  

 Eighth, the improvisation module did, in fact, accomplish the goal of acquainting 

beginning band students with the fundamental concepts of improvisation. It also provided a 

format that allowed students to create an improvisation solo in a structured environment. 
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Comments from the evaluators as they listened included statements along with their evaluation 

sheets that were descriptors of the improvisation performances. These comments included; 

“…rhythmic inventiveness, (students played with) good time!, (this student) placed flat 3rd over 

the progression, bluesy effect, awareness of harmonic motion, superb-scales/chords, great 

subdivision, wonderful resolutions, great solo-descending arpeggio, nice use of neighbor 

tones….” (Jim Ketch, personal communication, November 18th, 2007).    

 Ninth, the one limitation was finding time to teach the improvisation module in an 

already busy beginning band schedule. Even though the results of this study show that teaching 

the module yields a high degree of performance and that the conclusions of the two directors’ 

evaluations concurred that the teaching of improvisation is a good enrichment tool for beginners, 

there was still the problem with the limitation of time needed to fully teach the concepts 

presented in the study. To offset the time allotment problem, this study can become even more 

concise and the lessons more frequently administered.   

 In conclusion, the field test of the improvisation module did produce positive results in 

the areas of performance and teaching improvisation concepts. As a result of using the module, 

all participants in the study had fun learning improvisation and demonstrated positive gains in 

performance. The two directors also learned more about teaching jazz concepts and for the most 

part, had positive comments about the lesson plans in the module. 

Discussion 

 Jazz, as an art form, can be taught in America’s public schools to all instrumental 

students. The concepts and techniques presented in this improvisation module are one way to 

influence the youth of America, and guide them, or at least orient all young instrumentalists to 

the creativity that is inherent in improvisation through learning the jazz style. “All of these 

activities are serving to more thoroughly immerse students in the study of melody, melodic 
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development, repetition, sequence, harmony, chord progressions, rhythm, time, melodic 

paraphrase, and reconstruction” (Jim Ketch, personal communication, November 18th, 2007). 

 Presenting improvisational concepts during the formative years of a student’s 

instrumental development would accomplish three fundamentals students would use throughout 

their years of musical performance. The first fundamental, recognition of the melody both 

visually and aurally, is basic to any ensemble. The ability not only to recognize and play the 

melody, but to realize which instruments carry the melody, the style in which the melody is 

presented, and the rhythmic nuances associated with the performance of the melody are all 

concepts perpetuated in the improvisation module.  

 Ketch also states the following regarding the effectiveness of the study as a whole;   

I feel this is important work with the potential to influence educational objectives and 
teaching strategies in the middle and high school music program. Further, the value of the 
exposure to improvisational directives (interpret a melody, arpeggiate chord structures, 
improvise over a standard progression, form and rhythm) would, in my opinion, transfer 
just as successfully to the choral and string divisions of a school music program. Chief 
among my reasons used to validate this study is the consistently high rate of music 
dropouts from music programs as students matriculate from beginning band to high school 
to college and on to the adult world. In each step, a smaller and smaller percentage of 
students stay involved as active music makers. One would question whether the ensemble 
and activity-based curriculum we perpetuate is truly the best method of teaching children 
about music and the aesthetic experience of being creative and productive using the 
language of music as a central means for communication (Jim Ketch, personal 
communication, November 18th, 2007). 

 Composers of choral music like Russell Robinson, a noted music educator, composer, 

and clinician in the vocal music genre, has furthered Ketch’s position for the inclusion of 

improvisational directives, but in the realm of vocal music education. Robinson’s vast repertoire 

of choral compositions includes at least three that teach students jazz style,  “Jazzin’ It Up! (And 

Jazzin’ It Down!), “Let’s Sing Some Jazz!,” and “We’re Singin’ The Blues For You!” All three 

selections include many of the same improvisation concepts featured in the module.  
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 Ketch states that orchestra programs could benefit from learning and performing jazz 

styles and concepts. While not the focus of this study, the scores prepared for the improvisation 

module include voicing and arrangements for string orchestras.  

 Instrumentalists can and should learn to perform a melody in one’s early years of playing. 

The costs of not knowing, understanding, or performing an improvisation solo may never be felt 

in the band rooms of American schools during one’s developmental years, but then what cost 

does one put on losing another great American heritage from our curriculum altogether?  

 Finally, learning how to play any melody as well as possible is a significant 

accomplishment. Learning to vary the melody, however, while using its chord structure and its 

fundamental rhythmic pattern is also a significant accomplishment. But the most important idea 

that this study fosters is for the teacher to allow the student to be creative within a structured 

environment. The future of music programs may fall into the abyss of “gone by the way side,” as 

many current arts programs have gone before, if the individual student is not allowed to be 

creative and expressive while learning an instrument in the traditional beginning band program.   

Recommendations 

 One of the strengths of the improvisation module was that the melodies used were 

accessible to beginning instrumentalists, students who possess little technique. Most students 

were able to translate what technique they possessed into creative output, some more than others.  

The improvisation module however, could have been approached differently as expressed by 

statements from the two directors who participated in the teaching of the curriculum: 

1) The lessons for each unit could have been shorter, with less information and more lessons per 
week. 

2) The improvisational study could have contained one or two less variation exercises per 
melody to help reduce the amount of time needed to complete the lesson. 
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3) The idea of using technology in the form of electronic blackboards that would highlight the 
scales, chord tones, rhythms, and melodies electronically, would improve the lessons. 

4) The scales and arpeggios could have been presented separately in order to avoid confusion 
about where a scale ended and the arpeggio began. 

5) More care to the writing of the range of the arpeggios so the young brass players are able to 
play each arpeggio exercise in a more accessible range. Start with the concept of the triad and 
its inversions, and then work toward the extensions adding the sevenths and ninths as the 
student’s progress.  

6) Further research into the question as to how students perceive form in music? Many times in 
the assessment of the improvisation solos, the participants were unsure in knowing where to 
begin playing a solo in the form, in knowing where the chord changes were, or in knowing 
how to anticipate the chord changes and lead into it melodically.    

7) The participants were not granted enough rehearsal time one-on-one with the model CD so 
they could practice synchronizing their improvisational solo attempts with the tempo of the 
band model on the CD. They were given one opportunity to perform their solos. Granted the 
model CD was played during the class time, but individual rehearsal was not available to the 
students. This fact may have affected the playing for the audio samples. 

8) The concepts of the module could be used with the students to acquire more technique in 
their articulations and fingering of the notes, increase their pitch range, and gain a greater 
understanding music theory and harmony.   

9) Further research in the area of imitation, such as listening to recordings of professional 
musicians to learn traditional jazz ideas, could transfer the concepts of style.  Imitative 
concepts can be quickly attained though singing using the jazz vocabulary. Singing an 
improvised solo using fundamental stylistic rhythmic and melodic motives first and then 
perform one on their instrument could further bolster student confidence. 
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APPENDIX A 
LESSON PLANS 

Unit 1 Lesson 1 

• Melody 1:  Hot Cross Buns 
 
• Study goals include:  The National Standards for Arts Education (Goal #10 and #11 of the 

curriculum study) and 1 thru 12 of the curriculum’s study goals. 
 
• Style:  Boss Nova 
 
• Key center:  Bb Concert 
 
• Time:  4/4 
 
• Scales/Modes:  Bb scale, and F Mixolydian 
 
• Triads:  Tonic Bb (I), and Dominant F7 (V7) 
 
• Form:  An eight measure melody complete with a theme and six variations, two on the form, 

four on the melody. 
 
• Rhythmic concepts:  Simple quarter note-half note rhythmic concepts to dotted quarter note, 

syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, three, four, and five eighth note melodic 
motive development. 

 
• Melodic concepts:  Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic and dominant triads to support harmonic form.  
 
• Rhythm accompaniment:  Easy Bossa Nova beat using bass drum, snare drum and cymbals. 

All variations include a mallet part.  
 
• Improvisational concepts:  Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of the two chords involved in the harmony, identification and use 
of two chord scale relationships: tonic and dominant, rhythmic and melodic variations, and 
the student’s own creative input.  

 
• Goals for Unit 1 Lesson 1 

o Recognize and play the melody presented 
o Perform on at least one instrument (alone and in groups); demonstrating appropriate tone, 

articulation, and note recognition 
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o Understand the historic background of each stylistic arrangement of the six different 
melodies in the module; and 

o Learn about the composer who developed the style for each of the six arrangements 
featured in the module.  

  
History of the Bossa Nova 
• State to the class: The “Bossa Nova” defined is a Latin music style developed in Brazil and 

derived from the samba in the late 1950’s by Antonio Carlos Jobim and Joao Gilberto. The 
Bossa Nova style was first heard on a recording by Gilberto on a single release of a tune 
written by Jobim named “Chega de Suadade” in 1958. The origins of the Bossa Nova stem 
from the Latin style of the samba, but the harmonies of the Bossa are slightly more complex 
while the percussive rhythmic aspect of the Bossa is more subdued. One of the more 
noticeable percussive aspects of the “Bossa Nova” is the constant eighth note pattern found 
in the high –hat (the cymbal sandwich found to the left of the snare drum) and a tapping of 
steady quarter notes tapped out on the snare drum of a drum kit. The arrangement developed 
for this curriculum study finds the rhythm section of the band or orchestra portraying the 
“Bossa Beat,” while the instruments play smooth articulations in the melody above the beat. 
The exercises take the instructor through different traditional “Bossa Nova” rhythmic figures 
as well as some of the melodic motives.  

 
• Note to the instructor: The instructor will play CD 2, cut #10 from the Model CD-Jobims’ 

“Girl from Impanema” for one minute-long enough so the students may understand the 
stylistic concept and rhythmic feel of the piece. 

 
• State to the class: Notice the smooth articulated style and rhythmic feel of the piece.  

o Listen to the harmony-can you hear the chords as they change from one to another? 
(Have the students raise their hands for your acknowledgement).   

o Can you hear the bass line as it moves through the piece?  
o Can you hear the rhythm of the bass as it plays the part?   
o Can you hear how the bass line stays relatively the same? 
 

• State to the Class: Do you remember the melody Hot Cross Buns?  
o Now the rhythm of the “Bossa Nova” appears in the percussion parts and the melody and 

all variations should be played in a smooth articulated style to match the model we heard 
before.   

o Listen to the model CD #1 cut 1 as the ensemble plays through the tune.  
o Follow your music and finger your notes as the model CD plays.   
o Now find Letter A on your music and let’s all play the melody Hot Cross Buns, but this 

time let’s try to play the tune in a Bossa Nova style.  
o Play Letter A to Letter B Try to memorize the melody and put it in your memory. You 

got it?  Good!  Now we are going to play the Bb concert scale-the first scale found on 
your scale sheet #1 from the study. (Model CD #1, cuts 18 and 20)  

o (When finished)-great job!  Let’s try the second scale found on scale sheet #1.  
o It looks like an F Major scale-but it sounds a little different. (Model CD #1, cut 21 and 

22) 
o Let’s play the scale and listen to one another as we play.  
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o Can anyone tell the difference in the two scales? (The seventh note or scale degree is flat-
not raised like the 1st scale we played).   

o Can anyone tell me what key we are in? (Bb concert) Good Job!   
o Now look again at the Bb concert scale. Do you see the first note of the scale? This note 

has another name-it is also called the root or first scale degree of this scale.  
o Now, look at the second scale that begins on F concert-who can name its root or first 

scale degree? (F) That’s right!   
o Who can find the third note of the Bb concert scale? (D) That’s right!  
o This note is called the third of the Bb scale. Look at the F scale- can you find the third 

note? (A) That’s right!   
o Go back to the Bb scale and find the fifth note or fifth of the scale. (F)  
o Notice how the fifth note of the Bb concert scale is also the first note or root of the F 

scale.  
o Find the fifth of the F scale-that’s right it’s the note C.   
o We are going to play a triad- first a Bb triad-play your first, third, and fifth notes of the 

scale. (Make sure that each instrument uses the transposed scale for their instrument 
found on the studies 1st page.) Great job! 

o Now let’s try the F scale-first, third, and fifth notes. Play the triad!  Great!  
o Let’s try something new, find the seventh note of the F scale!  You got it? Good!  
o Now add that note to the root, third, fifth and then add one more note, the seventh note of 

the scale called the 7th! 
o Play the Bb triad one note after the other or in arpeggio style (three notes) and then play 

the F7 chord (four notes) one after the other the same.   
o The Bb triad comes from the Bb concert scale while the F7 chord comes from the F 

Mixolydian scale.  
o Every chord has a scale that it’s made from-or a chord from a scale relationship-much 

like you are in a family-you are one part but all together you make a whole family! 
 

• Note to instructor: You have reached two more goals of the lesson for today!  
o Look at measure 9 of Hot Cross Buns The chords you just played are also in this 

arrangement of the study.  
o The chord voicing for each instrument appear below. Start with the root, then the third, 

and fifth don’t forget to add the seventh on the V7 chord. 
o Have the students playing the same note listen to one another, and blend and balance each 

note as it’s played and then added.  
o Try to match pitch as you add notes to the chord. 

• Chord voicing for the first beat of measure 9: 

• Root note Bb tonic triad: basses, violas, tubas, F-horn, alto sax, clarinet, and bassoons. 

• Third, Bb tonic triad: violin, flute, oboe, and trumpet. 

• Fifth, Bb tonic triad: violin-cello, trombone, baritone, and tenor sax. 

• Chord voicing for the third beat of measure 9: 
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• Root, F dominant seventh chord: double basses, tuba, and bassoons. 

• Third, F dominant seventh chord: violin-cello, trombone, baritone, and tenor sax. 

• Fifth, F dominant seventh chord: viola, alto sax, clarinet, and F-horn. 

• Seventh, F dominant seventh chord: violin, flute, oboe, and trumpet. 

• Note to the instructor:  Explain to the students that there are two chords found in the 
harmony of the first tune Hot Cross Buns.  
o The second chord is also a major sounding triad with an added note.  
o Both chords are voiced in measure nine of the arrangement.  
o Have them play the two half notes one after another and ask them if they can hear the two 

chords change!   
o Begin in measure 9 (Letter B) and play the model CD #1 cut 2.  
o See if they can distinguish the chords as they change and then ask them which measures 

they heard the tonic chord (Bb) and  which measures they heard the dominant seventh 
chord (F7).   

o The suggested harmony includes three measures in which the two chords appear for two 
beats each (9, 11, and 16) and the rest of the chords will last the duration of the measure.  

o Have them identify each chord in each measure through listening to the chords as they 
then play through Letter B-C.  

 
• State to the class: Now we are going to play just the first note of every chord in the way we 

played the two chords.  
o This is called “root movement” of the two chords for the harmony. (CD #1, cut 3)  
o Play measure 17 (Letter C) through measure 24. (play)  
o The last eight measures suggest a pattern –don’t you think?  
o This pattern is called the “form” of the piece.  
o Form allows the block chords of the harmony to move in outlining the harmony for any 

given melody.  
o Learning the form of the harmony is one of the basic keys in learning how to improvise 

any melody.  

• Note the instructor:  To end the first day’s lesson, go back to the beginning and play to 
Letter D. 

o Keep the tempo slow and the Bossa Groove at a steady beat. After you have completed 
the last prompt, you will have completed another goal of today’s lesson. 
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Unit 1 Lesson 2 

Goals for Unit 1 Lesson 2 
o Perform, on instruments, different music styles including Bossa Nova, jazz waltz, soft 

rock, folk rock, calypso, and swing 
o Understand the concept of style and demonstrating the proper articulations and rhythms 

inherent to each musical style  
o Perform the arpeggios of the chords used in the harmonic form; tonic, subdominant, and 

dominant seven modes 
 
• Note to the Instructor: Begin the lesson by reviewing day one’s lesson plans.  

o This will involve playing the model CD #1 from cut 1 (Letter A) as the students listen and 
watch their music Hot Cross Buns from the beginning thru letter C (cuts 2 and 3). 

o  Then have the group play from letter A thru letter C. 

• State to the class: Do you remember the form of the piece we have just played?  
o Do you remember that there are two chords in the harmony? Can you name them? (Bb 

and F7) Great!  
o Today we are going to play some variations to the melody.  
o A variation is a slight change to the melody or theme.  
o The first variation begins at letter (D) with changing the notes or rhythms slightly in the 

root movement (the theme at letter C).  

• Note to the instructor: Letter D changes the rhythm of letter C to more of a dotted quarter 
eighth-note pattern to embellish the Bossa Nova rhythm.   
o Have the students vocalize the pattern using doo-dah-doo first, while listening to the 

model CD #1 cut 4, then play letter D. 
 

• State to the class:  Great job! Now letter E changes the notes and adds the second note of 
both the Bb concert scale and the F Mixolydian scale.  
o Looking at your scale sheet, look at scale note number three and number four.  See the 

note above the last note of the scale?  
o Can you name it and tell me where else you see the same note (the second scale degree).   
o Correct-both of the two notes are the same pitch only one is called a 2nd for being the 

second note of the scale and the other is called the 9th for being one note above the octave 
(8 + 1).  

o So really the ninth could also be called the 2nd and vice versa! For this study we will 
interchange the terms 2nd and 9th for the same pitch of the scale or exercise.  

• Note to the instructor:  First play the model CD #1 cut 5, having the students watch as the 
music goes by then play letter E thru to letter F calling attention to the use of the ninth and 
the different rhythm of the variation. 

 
• State to the class:   Excellent job! You all are a natural at this! Look at letter F.  

• Note to the Instructor: The next exercise beginning in measure 41 utilizes the root, second 
(ninth), third, fourth, and fifth of each chord on the harmony.  
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o The exercise is still based on the movement of the root of each chord, but now the first 
five notes of the scale that outlines each specific chord is introduced. Measure 41, 42, 43, 
and 44 use a rhythmic pattern of an eighth, quarter, and half notes to place the second, 
third, fourth, and fifth notes of the Bb concert scale into the melody of the variation.  

o Measure 48 shows a four-eighth-note motive that uses the fifth, fourth, third, second, and 
then the root of the Bb concert scale.  

o Tell the students that it’s a backward Bb concert scale and have them practice playing the 
motive at a quick tempo. 

• State to the class:  To play the next variation, we will need to look again at our scale sheets. 
Look at the first five notes of the Bb scale and then look at measure 48 of Hot Cross Buns.   
o Can you see any similarities?  
o Do you see that the first five notes of measure 48 and the first five notes of the Bb 

concert scale are similar?  
o The five-note pattern you see ends on the root of the scale, then the 2nd note (also  called 

the ninth), the third note of the scale, the fourth note of the scale and the fifth note of the 
scale going backwards.  

o When performing an improvised jazz solo, you want to try to connect the sweet tones, 
which are also the tones we played to make the Bb triad the root, third and fifth.   

o When you see an eighth note pattern like the five note scale-it is connecting the sweet 
tones using other scale tones found in between the sweet tones!  

o Do you see what I am saying? Trombones, do you understand? Saxes, flutes, percussion?   
o Great-now, can you find any other measures where there are similar notes either going up 

the scale or going down the scale?  
o Yes measure 41, 42, 43, 44 & 45.  Can you name what type of rhythmic note these scale 

notes are written in?  
o Yes, eighth notes, quarters, and half notes in measure 48 the fingers will have to move a 

little faster to play the “lick.”  
o Listen to the model CD #1, cut #6 and follow along by fingering your instrument as the 

music plays.  
o Do you think that you can play the variation?  Great-let’s try it! (Play letter F to letter G). 

• Note to the instructor:  Measure 49 begins exercises that use variations of the melody. 
 

Exercises in measure 49, 50, 51, and 52 use the basic Bossa Nova rhythm pattern and the 
note of the melody to alter the phrasing of the original melody.  
o Dotted quarter notes and eighths with half notes now replace the original half notes and 

whole notes of the first four measures of the original melody.  
o In measures 53 and 54, short rhythmic motives made up of eighth notes using the root, 

ninth, back to root, of the tonic chord (measure 53) and are used again in sequential 
fashion (in measure 54) this time outlining the fifth, sixth, back to fifth of the dominant 
seventh chord. 

o This new rhythm of measure 53 and 54 replaces the straight quarter notes of the original 
melody.  

o The last two measures are altered slightly rhythmically and melodically in an attempt to 
gain more variance of the original melody. 
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• State to the class:  The variation that begins at letter G uses the rhythm of the “Bossa Nova” 
to add a bit more of a challenge technically.   
o The rhythm used to add a “Bossa beat” or groove is the dotted-quarter note-eighth note 

rhythm.  
o To help us learn this we will use syllables from the jazz language, doo- dit- dah, doo for 

the long dotted quarter note, dit for the short eighth and dah for the long half note.  
o Let’s all practice saying this rhythm together in time one, two, three, four doo-dit dah. 
o Do you see the measures that include this rhythm?  
o Right- measure 49, 50, 51, and 52. Great job!  
o This variation also includes more patterns using two eighth and a quarter note 
o Can you find the measures you see this pattern?  
o Right measure 53 and 54. Measure 53 uses the root, the second (9th),back to the root, of 

the Bb concert scale, while measure 54 uses the fifth, sixth, and back to the fifth, which 
are notes borrowed from the F Mixolydian scale.  

o You can also find all of the notes of the two scales and modes on your scale sheets.  
o Look over the variation and listen to the model and follow along fingering the notes of 

the variation. 
o Notice the rhythms we practiced and the eighth note patterns we voiced. 
o (Play the model CD #1, cut 7). (After the cut say)  
o Are you ready to try this variation? Okay, good luck! 

• Note to the instructor:  The eight measure exercise in measure 57 (Letter H) continue with 
using the melodic content, but now the rhythm varies to an off-beat syncopation instead of 
playing directly on the beat as shown in the original melody.  
o The first four measures of the last variation each differ slightly in rhythm and note 

selection.  
o The middle two measures (61 & 62) use the concept of playing in an eighth note pattern 

to “walk up” the third of both the Bb concert scale and then the F Mixolydian mode.  
o The final two measures use the thirds of the tonic and the dominant chord and the Bossa 

Nova rhythm used at the beginning of the variations to close out the exercise.    
o State to the class:  Letter H is the last variation of Hot Cross Buns. Yeah!!!  
o But it is not the last time you will play the tune.  
o The rhythm of the original melody changes to an offbeat jagged kind of “feel.” This type 

of rhythm is called “syncopation.”  
o Measure 57 begins with an eighth rest, then an eighth note tied to a quarter note, another 

eighth rest, then an eighth note tied to a quarter note.  
o To help us learn the concept of a syncopated eighth note rhythm found on the upbeat (and 

of one, and of three) use the jazz syllable dit for the eighth note rest (even though rests 
are silent) and the syllable dah for the tied eighth note to quarter note. 

o The vocalized phrase will be dit- dah, dit-dah.  
o Now, think the “dit” but don’t say it out loud. Make sure you think “dit”  
o Clearly on beat one and three and the “dah” will sound correct.   
o Let’s try it together. (after) Great!  
o Now look at measure 58 and 59.  
o Measure 58 has an eighth note rest followed by two tied eighth notes and one-eighth note 

by itself then a half note. 
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o The jazz syllables used for this rhythm again start with dit-dah-dit-dah. 
o Then drop the first dit- and you have dah-dit dah. 
o Measure 59 also begins with an eighth note rest followed by two tied eighth notes then 

three eighth notes and a quarter.  
o Can anyone guess the jazz syllables we should use here? Right!  
o Dit-dah-dah-doo-dit-dit.  
o Now take out the first dits in both measures and you have dah-dit-dah (measure 58) and 

dah-dah-doo-dit-dit measure 59.  
o Measure 60 is similar in rhythm to what other measure you already know? Measure 58. 
o Great! Try vocalizing all four measures together. Ready? 
o Dah - dah,  dah- dit- dah, dah-dah-doo-dit-dit, dah-dit-dah.  
o The rhythm in next two measures include four eighth and one half notes.  
o Try using the jazz syllables, doo-doo-doo-doo-dah, doo-doo-doo-doo-dah for help in 

clarifying the rhythm.  
o The next two measures’ rhythm uses two eights a quarter that repeat. 
o Use the syllables doo-doo-dah, doo-doo-dah to help clarify this rhythm. 
o In the last measure the dotted quarter, eighth, and half notes will sound,  
o Using the rhythmic syllables, doo-dit-dah.  
o If you out the two measures together the rhythm syllables would sound doo-doo-dah, 

doo-doo-dah, doo-dit-dah.  
o Let’s try voicing these four measures together. 
o Using a smooth articulation called legato to connect each together. 
o Great! Now lets listen to the model CD #1 cut 8 and finger your notes and use the jazz 

syllables when you hear the patterns.  
o After the CD is played say; Okay let’s try the variation! Good luck! 

• Note to the instructor: After the class has experienced all of the variations assign sections to 
different variations.  
o You are going to begin the melody, then loop the harmony at letter B playing it the 

number of times that you have assigned each section of the band a variation.  
o Make the section performing the variation the soloist, while everyone else plays the 

accompaniment (letter B).  You may choose to listen to all of the variations with harmony 
first, model CD #1 cuts 9 (letter c w/ b), 10 (letter d w/ b), 11 (letter e w/ b), 12 (letter f 
w/ b), 13 (letter g w/ b), and 14 (letter h w/ b). 

o When all sections are done playing, then play the melody one last time- 
o Pointing to your head before the last section plays to signify to go 
o Back and play the beginning one last time, then end at letter B. 
o When you are done, tell the students we will review on Friday.  
o They will have a chance to play an individual solo with or without using the variations on 

the last day’s lesson in improvisation. 
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Unit 1 Lesson 3 

• Goals for Unit 1 Lesson 3:  perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own 
instrument using one or all of the options listed below: 
o By using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
o By using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
o By using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate to 

the chord progressions; and 
o By creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas 

 
• Note to the Instructor:  The last day of the week includes a review of all of the variations 

the Bb concert scale and F Mixolydian modes. Model CD #1 cut #23. Scales are cuts 18, 20, 
21, and 22.  
o Remind the class that notes choices from both the Bb scale and the F Mixolydian mode 

are for use in their own improvised solo.  
o So, keep the scale sheets handy. 
o At first ask for volunteers, however if the shy students need a gentle shove you can 

accomplish this feat by having the students cheer each other on.  
o The important aspect of this run through is that the tune needs to be played in a healthy 

environment, one which allows mistakes and fosters having fun.  
o Prepare the soloist the same way you prepared the sections when they  
o Played their variations at the end of day two’s lesson. 

• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 
by reassigning different sections of the ensemble playing a different variation than they did at 
the end of day two.  
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A.  
o I will replay the model CD once for final comprehension, and then we will start from the 

beginning.  

• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 
the group’s efforts.  
o Then ask for volunteers to try their hand at improvising their own solo. 
o If they want to use their own ideas-great, emphasize that it’s okay to use ideas from the 

variations as well.  
o Each soloist may take one ride (once through the harmonic chord progression) or if there 

is a small showing of volunteers twice through the solo section.  
o Once all of the volunteers have completed their solos with band accompaniment-point to 

your head and replay the melody at letter A stopping at letter B. 
o I will give the volunteers award points for attempting an individual solo. 
o These points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  
 

• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day? You will 
receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your self.  
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o All of us will applaud your effort!  
o Reward points will be redeemed at the end of the study for all students who attempted an 

individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN! 

• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensemble’s ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 2 Lesson 1 

• Melody 2: Lightly Row 

• Study Goals include: The National Standards for Arts Education (Goal #10 and #11 of the 
curriculum study) and 1 thru 12 of the curriculum’s study goals. 

 
• Style: Soft Rock Ballad 

• Key Center: Bb Concert 

• Time Signature: 4/4 

• Scales/Modes: Bb scale, and F Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Bb (I), and Dominant F7 (V7) 

• Form: An eight-measure melody complete with a theme and seven variations, three forms, 
four melodies. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Simple quarter note-half note rhythmic concepts to dotted quarter note, 

syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, three, four, and five eighth note melodic 
motive development. 

 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic and dominant triads to support harmonic form.  

• Rhythm accompaniment: Easy soft rock ballad beat using bass drum, snare drum and 
cymbals. All variations include a mallet part.  

 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of all three chords involved in the harmony, identification and 
use of two chord scale relationships: tonic and dominant, rhythmic and melodic variations, 
and the student’s own creative input.  

 
• Goals for Unit 2 Lesson 1 

o Recognize and play the melody presented 
o Perform on at least one instrument (alone and in groups); demonstrating appropriate tone, 

articulation, and note recognition 
o Understand the historic background of each stylistic arrangement of the six different 

melodies in the module; and 
o Learn about the composer who developed the style for each of the six arrangements 

featured in the module 
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Historic Background of a Soft Rock Ballad 
 

• State to the Class: Week three begins with remembering an old ballad Lightly Row. The 
ballad is arranged into an easy rock and roll style for the purposes of this study. Elvis 
Presley’s Love Me Tender recorded August 24, 1956 on RCA records, is an excellent 
example of the rock ballad that Lightly Row, is patterned after stylistically. The man named 
simply “Elvis” invented the soft rock ballad style. He became famous in the late fifties as a 
ballad, early rock and roll singer from Tupelo, Mississippi. In the sixties at the height of his 
fame he made over 33 movies and had 150 of his albums go platinum. 

 
• Note to the instructor:   Legato articulation, smoothly played, must be used to play through 

the melody and variations.  
o The key center for Lightly Row remains in Bb concert and uses only two chords in the 

suggested harmony to outline the form of the melody, the tonic or one chord Bb major 
triad, and the dominant seventh chord of Bb major, F7.   

o Play Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley for the students. Model CD #2, cut #11. 

• State to the class:  Remember the scale sheets you used for Hot Cross Buns? You will need 
them again for this tune.  
o We need to remember the Bb concert scale, the root, the third, and the fifth that make up 

the Bb concert triad, and the F Mixolydian scale and the root, third, fifth, and seventh that 
make up the F7 chord. 

o  Lets all play through both scales adding the arpeggio for the Bb triad and F7 chord at the 
end. (Model CD #1, cuts 40, 41, 42, and 43) 

o (After the group plays) Great Job! You did remember! Excellent! 
o Now play the melody Lightly Row, which is presented in unison measures 1-8 (letter A) 

of the study. (Model  CD #1, cut #24) 
o The concept of the piece is that the same type of rhythmic characteristics used in the 

rhythm section as found in the Elvis Presley song Love Me Tender, is also present in the 
percussion section’s rhythm.  

o (After you play the melody) Great! You have remembered the tune! It’s not too tough 
now, is it?  

o We will listen to the model CD #1 cuts 24 thru 33, watching our music as we listen to the 
melody at letter A, harmony at letter B,  the form at Letter C, and the rest of the 
variations.  

o (Play the model). 
o Did you like the variations? Hope so, they become a little more difficult as we go! Let’s 

try to add the harmony by first playing through the voicing of the two chords Bb major 
and F7 starting at letter B. 

• Note to instructor:  The chord voicing for each instrument appear below.  
o Start with the root, then the third, and fifth don’t forget to add the seventh on the V7 

chord. Have the students playing the same note listen to one another and blend and 
balance as each note is played and then added.  

o Try to match pitch as you add notes to the chord. 

• Chord voicing of the harmony at measure 9: 
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• Root, Bb tonic chord: double bass, violin cello, tuba, trombone, tenor sax, bassoon. 

• Third, Bb tonic chord: violas, French horns, alto sax, and clarinets. 

• Fifth, Bb tonic chord: violins, trumpets, flutes and oboes. 

• Chord voicing of the harmony at measure 10: 

• Root, F dominant seventh chord: double bass, tuba, and bassoon. 

• Third, F dominant seventh chord: violin cello, trombone, baritone, and tenor sax. 

• Fifth, F dominant seventh chord: violin, trumpet, flute and oboe. 

• Seventh, F dominant seventh chord: viola, French horn, alto sax, and clarinet. 

• State to the class:  Excellent job at building these two now familiar chords. 
o Let’s try the harmony voiced in the arrangement at letter B. (Model CD #1, cut 25)  
o Remember to keep your articulations smooth! (After the run through). 
o Now we are ready to tackle the form of the melody through playing the roots of the two 

chords of the harmony as they progress through the form at letter C.  
o Listen for similarities between this progression and Hot Cross Buns.  
o (After the run through) Great Job!  
o You are fast learners when it comes to playing the harmony and the form! 
o  All right, let’s try it from the top, all the way through from A to letter C. 
o  (After the run through) Great job!  
o Now you will have the melody the harmony, and the form of the piece running through 

your head for day two’s session on improvisation.  
o Don’t forget to look at the variations and practice them BEFORE class time on day two.  
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Unit 2 Lesson 2 

• Goals for Unit 2 Lesson 2  
o Perform, on instruments, different music styles including Bossa Nova, jazz         

waltz, soft rock, folk rock, calypso, and swing 
o Understand the concept of style and demonstrating the proper articulations and rhythms 

inherent to each musical style 
o Perform the arpeggios of the chords used in the harmonic form; tonic, subdominant, and 

dominant seven modes 
 
• Note to the instructor: After a quick review of the melody and harmony the students played 

during the first days lesson, have the students follow the bass line of the harmonic structure 
by listening to the double bass, tubas, and bassoon section of the ensemble.  
o Then play the example from model CD #1 that corresponds to day one’s exercises, cuts 

24, 25, and 26. Once the review has been completed, move on with the next section. 

• State to the Class:  You have completed the review and now we are ready to try some of the 
variations beginning in your music at letter D or measure 25. 
o The variation at letter D uses the same notes as letter C, but uses quarter notes and half 

notes in place of the whole notes and half notes.  
o It should be easy for you! 
o Let’s listen to the model then try our hand at it! (CD #1, cut 27) 

• Note to the instructor: Play the model and have the students listen to both cuts 27 and 28, 
while they finger their parts in silence and listen to the model.  

 
o After the CD has played the two cuts continue with the following exercise. 

• State to the class:  The rhythm was similar at letter E but what was different?  

o Did you notice the added notes-the second note of the Bb concert scale and the second 
note of the F Mixolydian scale- that’s right!  

o This is called using the root- ninth of the scale or chords they represent, the Bb major 
triad and the F7 chord.  

o Let’s try letter D and E together!  
o Remember to use a smooth legato articulation and listen to one another as you play 

through the variations.  
o (After playing through letter D and E) Great job! Pretty easy huh?  
o Look at letter F. I see an added note and the rhythm changes. 
o Take a look at the rhythm first-I see a dotted quarter note followed by an eighth note then 

a half note.   
o Try a rock and roll syllable to help learn the rhythm!   
o How about using the syllables doo-dit-dah, that will work for all measures 
o That has this same rhythm.  
o Practice saying it with your teacher a couple of times using good time.  
o Now what about the two measures using quarter-eighth, quarter-eighth note rhythms?  
o Try using doo-dit-doo-dit for the rock syllable.  
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o Let’s all try saying the rhythms of letter F together using the rock syllables. (After 
completion of the exercise) There you go great job!  

o Now, listen to this variation on the model (CD #1, cut 29) and see if we were close!  
o (After you play the model and they finger their parts) 
o Now, let’s try to play the section! (Go for it!)  
o Great job again-you all are natural born improvisers.  
o Look at Letter G. The rhythm is the same, notes have changed. (CD #1, cut 30) 
o Take a look, do they look familiar?  
o Yep, it is the notes from the melody using the rhythm of letter F.  
o I bet you can sight read Letter G.  
o Let’s try it-you already know the rhythms and the syllables, so, let’s try it from letter G to 

Letter H.  
o (After they play) All right! Good job! The last two variations begin at letter H and I.  

• Note to the instructor:  The last variation at letter H is the most technically demanding.  
o I would teach it to everyone, but maybe save the solo aspect for your most technically 

advanced players. 
o They will work at it because it presents a challenge.  
o The variation includes, five note motives in eighth notes form the Bb scale and F 

Mixolydian and syncopated rhythms.  
o Letter I continues with the same kind of challenges. 

• State to the class:  When you look at letter H, there are more eighth notes on four and five 
note groupings called motives.  
o Measure 57 itself includes a grouping of four eighth notes followed by a half note. 
o When you look at the pattern closely where else have you seen these notes in this pattern? 

Very good! The Bb concert scales’ first five notes.  
o Look at next measure same rhythm pattern different notes but from a familiar scale.  
o The F Mixolydian only it’s backwards from the seventh note. 
o Measure 59 uses the notes from the Bb scale again only in a different rhythm pattern-

eighth note to two eighth notes tied together to another eighth note to a dotted quarter 
note, then a single eighth note. 

o This is a syncopated rhythm or a jagged uneven rhythm pattern.  
o The rock syllable for this measure is doo-dit-doo-dah-dit.  
o Let’s practice rhythmic pattern a few times with our instructor.  
o (To aide in learning, repeat the rock syllables over and over a few times).  
o Measure 60 is another eighth note pattern that uses the root, seventh, ninth, seventh, root 

of the F7 chord/scale and can be articulated smoothly. 
o Measure 61 is a backwards Bb scale from the fifth note to the root.  
o Measure 62 is exactly like measure 57, the syncopated rhythm of  
o measure 59 appears again in measure 63 and in measure 64 the  
o Bb scale from the fifth to the root repeats.  
o Let’s listen to the model play this variation.  
o Follow along with fingering your own instrument while the music plays at letter H, then 

I, which has similar rhythms and more four and five note motives in eighth notes.  
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• Note to the instructor: Go ahead and play the model (CD #1, cuts 31 and 32) several times 
so the students will grasp the rhythm and the style of the two variations.  
o Make sure the students are watching the music and fingering their notes, if they have 

them quietly voice the rock syllables.  
 
• State to the students: Okay are you ready to give it a go?  

o Try the last two variations back to back without stopping. 
o If you get lost jump right back in. 
o Remember to look ahead when you are playing.  
o (When finished) 
o Man you guys are great! Way to go, some of that stuff was tough but you hung in there.  
o Now we are going to play all the variations from the very beginning.  

• Note to the instructor:  After the class has experienced all of the variations assign sections 
to different variations.  
o You are going to begin the melody, then loop the harmony at letter B playing it the 

number of times that you have assigned each section of the band a variation.  
o Make the section performing the variation the soloist, while everyone else plays the 

accompaniment (letter B). Model CD #1, cuts 33 (letter C w/ B), 34 (letter D w/ B), 35 
(letter E w/ B), 36 (letter F w/ B), 37 (letter G w/ B), 38 (letter H w/ B), and 39 (letter I 
w/ B). 

o When all sections are done playing, then play the melody one last time-pointing to your 
head before the last section plays to signify, go back and play the beginning one last time, 
ending at letter B. 

o When you are done, tell the students we will review on Friday.  
o They will have a chance to play an individual solo with or without using the variations on 

the last day’s lesson in improvisation. 
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Unit 2 Lesson 3 

• Goals for Unit 2 Lesson 3:  perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own 
instrument using one or all of the options listed below: 
o Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
o Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
o Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate to 

the chord progressions 
o Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas 

 
• Note to the Instructor:  The last day of the week includes a review of all of the variations, 

the Bb concert scale, the F Mixolydian mode and their arpeggios. Model CD #1, cut 44 
melody with all variations and cuts 40-43 scales and arpeggios with harmony.  
o Once the exercises have all been reviewed, it is now time for individual students to 

attempt a solo.  
o At first ask for volunteers, however if the shy students need a gentle shove you can 

accomplish this feat by having the students cheer each other on.   
o The important aspect of this run through is that the tune needs to be played in an 

improvisational environment.  
o Prepare the soloist the same way you prepared the sections when they played their 

variations at the end of day two’s lesson. 
 
• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 

by reassigning different sections of the ensemble playing a different variation than they did at 
the end of day two.  
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A.  
o I will replay the model CD once for final comprehension, and then we will start from the 

beginning.  

• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 
the group’s efforts.  
o Then ask for volunteers to try their hand at improvising their own solo. 
o If they want to use their own ideas-great, but emphasize that it’s okay to use ideas from 

the variations as well.  
o Each soloist may take one ride (once through the harmonic chord progression) or if there 

is a small showing of volunteers twice through the solo section.  
o Once all of the volunteers have completed their solos with band accompaniment-point to 

your head and replay the melody at letter A stopping at letter B. 
o I will give the volunteers award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o These points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  
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• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  
o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by 

yourself.  
o All of us will applaud your effort!  
o Reward points will be redeemed at the end of the study for all students who attempted an 

individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN! 

• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 3 Lesson 1 

• Melody 3: Down In the Valley 

• Style: Jazz Waltz 

• Key center: Eb Concert 

• Time: 3/4 

• Scales/Modes: Eb Ionian, and Bb Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Eb (I), and Dominant Bb7 (V7) 

• Form: Twenty four-measure melody in binary form (AB) complete with a theme and six 
variations –two on the form, four on the melody. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Simple quarter note-half note rhythmic concepts to dotted quarter note, 

syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, three, four, and five eighth note melodic 
motive development. 

 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic and dominant triads to support harmonic form.  

• Rhythm accompaniment: Easy jazz waltz beat using bass drum, snare drum and cymbals. 
All variations include a mallet part.  

 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of two chords involved in the harmony, identification and use of 
three chord scale relationships: tonic, and dominant, rhythmic and melodic variations, and 
the student’s own creative input. 

 
• Goals for Unit 1 Lesson 1 

o Recognize and play the melody presented 
o Perform on at least one instrument (alone and in groups); demonstrating appropriate tone, 

articulation, and note recognition 
o Understand the historic background of each stylistic arrangement of the six different 

melodies in the module; and 
o Learn about the composer who developed the style for each of the six arrangements 

featured in the module 
 
• Note to the instructor: Mondays lesson moves on to a ballad Down in the Valley. 
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o The style setting is that of a jazz waltz in three four with a full measure pick-up before 
the rhythm section enters.  

o The format for teaching of the lesson will be similar in scope to the first lesson. Lesson 
two begins with a history lesson regarding a jazz waltz feel and historic orientation.  

• State to the class:  Miles Davis was a giant of a jazz performer who basically rewrote the 
concept of “cool jazz.” His album of 1961 titled Some Day My Prince Will Come was 
recorded when Davis was 35, some 17 years into the recording business. Miles became a 
household Name in the 60’s and 70’s. The style in which we will approach Down in the 
Valley is a smooth jazz waltz similar to Mile’s Davis’s Some Day My Prince Will Come. 
 

• Note to the instructor:  Down in the Valley is scored in unison in the opening measures of 
the second tune developed in the study.  
o It will be familiar to the students as the melody was introduced to the students in the early 

part of the previous semester.  
o Play Miles Davis’s Some Day My Prince Will Come, cut # 12 on the model CD #2, while 

the students listen for the jazz waltz feel, then play CD #1, cut 59,  on the model and have 
the class listen to the full piece. Have the students follow along reading their individual 
parts.  

o Once the students have reacquainted themselves with the melody, ask them to notice the 
time signature of the melody-3/4 same as the melody for Some Day My Prince will Come 
while slower, the melody has the same rhythmic feel as the famous Miles Davis 
arrangement.  

o The instructor will then ask the students to notice the concert key signature of the piece 
(Eb major), and the length in measures of the melody (24).  

o The instructor will point out 24 measures requires a lot of focus, time, and endurance to 
play through the entire tune. 

• State to the class:  Today’s lesson in improvisation uses a tune in which you all are familiar 
with from last week, Down in the Valley a longer melody in 3/4 time that is really a jazz 
waltz.  
o Your instructor told you a little bit of history about Miles Davis and played the cut Some 

Day My Prince Will Come, which is a famous tune that is played in a jazz waltz “feel.”  
o You have listened to the model CD #1, cut # 45, and heard Down In The Valley 

performed in the same jazz waltz style.  
o Let’s try playing the melody at letter A, then the harmony at letter B (model CD #1, cut 

46), now in Eb concert, still using only two chords, but now the Eb triad becomes the 
tonic chord and Bb7 becomes the V7 or dominant seven chord.  

o We will build the notes to each chord before we play the arrangement just like we have 
done on the two tunes before.  

• State to the class: Look at your scales and find sheet #3.  
o You will see Eb concert scale and Bb Mixolydian scale.  
o Lets identify the root, third and fifth of the Eb triad. Can you name the notes in concert 

pitch?  
o That’s right Eb, G, and Bb for the Eb triad.  
o Now try the Bb7 chord. Who has it? Great!  
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o The notes for the Bb7 chord are Bb the tonic, D the third, F the fifth, and Ab the seventh.  
o We have used one of these chords in the harmony last week and the week before that-

which one was it?  
o Yes, the Bb triad, but now the Bb triad includes another note Ab concert which changes 

the Bb triad to a dominant seventh chord in Eb major.  

• Note to the instructor: Have the class play both the Eb concert scale and its triad, the Bb 
Mixolydian scale and the full seventh chord using their scale sheets. Model CD #1, cuts 55, 
56, 57, and 58. 
o Then voice the two chords in the harmony.  
o The chord voicing appears in measure 25 (Eb triad) and measure 29 (Bb7 chord).  
o Stack the chords starting with the root, third, fifth, seventh, blending and balancing each 

as each note sounds, build each chord until the students have a firm grasp on the new 
harmony.  

o Then play through letter B to C to let the students hear parts.  

• Chord voicing for measure 25: 

• Root, Eb tonic triad: double basses, violins, tubas, bassoons, flutes, and trumpets. 

• Third, Eb tonic triad: violin cellos, trombones, baritones, tenor sax, and clarinets. 

• Fifth, Eb tonic triad: violas, F-horn, and alto sax. 

• Chord voicing for measure 29: 

• Root, Bb dominant seventh chord: double basses, tubas, bassoons. 

• Third, Bb dominant seventh chord: violins, trumpets, flutes and oboe. 

• Fifth, Bb dominant seventh chord: violin cellos, trombones, baritones, and tenor sax. 

• Seventh, Bb dominant seventh chord: violas, F-horns, alto sax, and clarinets. 

• State to the class: Now we need to outline the form of the piece, letter C begins the Root 
movement of the two chords Eb concert and Bb7. 
o Let’s sight read through the exercise and see if we can hear the root of the chords change 

in time with the melody.  
o Try to hear the melody as you play through letter C. (Play the model CD #1, cut 47, then 

have the students play their corresponding parts)  

• Note to the instructor:  Once the ensemble completes this exercise, remind the students of 
the length of this particular melody, it is a 24 bar form, meaning the melodic structure takes 
24 measures to complete itself.  
o This exercise concludes the lesson for the first day of the week. 
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Unit 3 Lesson 2 

• Goals for Unit 3 Lesson 2  
o Perform, on instruments, different music styles including Bossa Nova, jazz, waltz, soft 

rock, folk rock, calypso, and swing 
o Understand the concept of style and demonstrating the proper articulations and rhythms 

inherent to each musical style  
o Perform the arpeggios of the chords used in the harmonic form; tonic, subdominant, and 

dominant seven modes 
 

• Note to the instructor: After a quick review of the melody and harmony the students played 
during the first day’s lesson, have the students follow the bass line of the harmonic structure 
by listening to the double bass, tubas, and bassoon section of the ensemble.  
o Then play the CD cut that corresponds to day one’s exercises (model CD #1, cuts 45, 46, 

and 47. Once the review has been completed, move on with the next section. 

• State to the class:  Letter D begins the variation of the root movement of the chords Eb to 
Bb7.  
o Measure 73 adds the 2nd (or 9th ) note of the Eb concert scale while measure 79 adds the 

2nd note (or 9th ) of the Bb Mixolydian scale.  
o Measure 85 adds the 3rd with the root and the 9th of the Eb concert scale while measure 

91 adds the 3rd with the ninth and the root of the Bb Mixolydian scale/chord.  
o Quarter notes replace the long dotted half notes for a change of rhythm. Listen to the 

model (CD #1, cut 48) and finger your notes as the music plays through letter D.  
o (After the music plays) You think you can play letter D? Let’s try it! 

• Note to the instructor: Since Letter D is 24 bars long, the students may have a little trouble 
negotiating the variation.  
o If this happens divide the variation into two 12 bar phrases.  
o When the ensemble completes letter D, letter E provides a slightly harder variation on the 

melody. 
o We will slow down the tempo as the students attempt to negotiate the two 12 bar phrases. 

 
• State to the class:  The variation at letter E uses the melody as a basis for its rhythms and 

melodic content.  
o Eighth note rhythms replace quarter note and quarter notes replace eighth notes in the 

first 12 bars of letter E.  
o Five notes of the Eb concert scale are written backwards in eighth notes in measure 98 

connect to measure 99 the root of the scale.  
o Measure 103 shows another eighth note scale, the first five notes of the Bb  Mixolydian 

mode connect to a quarter note in measure 104, which is the seventh of Bb Mixolydian 
mode.  

o The second part of the twenty-four-measure variation begins in measure 109 and uses the 
notes of the melody in a different rhythm.  

o The long dotted half notes are replaced by half notes and eighth notes, but the melody is 
still outlined in the new rhythms.  
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o Listen to the model CD #1, cut 49 and finger your parts as the music plays. (After 
listening) 

o Do you think you can play through this variation? Great! Let’s try it! 

• Note to the instructor:  This last variation may be the toughest one yet- 

o As the students play through letter E. slow it down for the first time through.  
o Measure 109can be vocalized using jazz syllables doo-dit-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo.  
o Measure 115 and 118 are the same rhythm with the same vocalization. 
o Have the students try all three measures saying the syllables and fingering the notes on 

their instruments before they attempt playing the last phrase of letter E.  
o After the class has experienced all of the variations assign sections to different variations. 

Model CD #1, cuts 50 (letters C w/ B), 51 (letter D only), 52 (letters D w/ B), 53 (letter E 
only) and 54 (letter E w/ B).  

o You are going to begin the melody, then loop the harmony at letter B playing it the 
number of times that you have assigned each section of the band a variation.  

o Since this melody is longer and splits into two 12 bar phrases, when you assign a 
variation to different sections of the band try splitting up the 24 bar sections into 12 bar 
phrases. 

o Make the section performing the variation the soloist, while everyone else plays the 
accompaniment (letter B).  

o When all sections are done playing, play the melody one last time-pointing to your head 
before the last section plays to signify, go back and play the beginning one last time, 
ending at letter B. 

o When you are done, tell the students we will review on Friday.  
o They will have a chance to play an individual solo with or without using the variations on 

the last day’s lesson in improvisation. 
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Unit 3 Lesson 3 

• Goals for Unit 3 Lesson 3 
o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives; 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module; 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas.  

 
• Note to the Instructor: The last day of the week includes a review of all of the variations the 

Eb concert scale and Bb Mixolydian modes. Model CD #1, cut 59 (letter A though E) and 
cuts 55, 56, 57, and 58 (scales and arpeggios w/ harmony) 
o Remind the class that notes choices from both the Eb scale and the Bb Mixolydian mode 

are for use in their own improvised solo.  
o So, keep the scale sheets handy.  
o At first ask for volunteers, however if the shy students need a gentle shove you can 

accomplish this feat by having the students cheer each other on.  
o The important aspect of this run through is that the tune needs to be played in a healthy 

environment, one which allows mistakes and fosters having fun.  
o Prepare the soloist the same way you prepared the sections when they played their 

variations at the end of day two’s lesson. 
 
• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 

by reassigning different sections of the ensemble playing a different variation than they did at 
the end of day two.  
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A.  
o I will replay the model CD #1, cut 59 once for final comprehension, and then we will 

start from the beginning.  

• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 
the group’s efforts.  
o Then ask for volunteers to try their hand at improvising their own solo. 
o If they want to use their own ideas-great, emphasize that it’s okay to use ideas from the 

variations as well.  
o Each soloist may take one ride (once through the harmonic chord progression) or if there 

is a small showing of volunteers twice through the solo section.  
o Once all of the volunteers have completed their solos with band accompaniment-point to 

your head and replay the melody at letter A stopping at letter B. 
o I will give the volunteers award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o These points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  
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• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  
o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by 

yourself.  
o All of us will applaud your effort!  
o Reward points will be redeemed at the end of the study for all students who attempted an 

individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!  
 

• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensemble’s ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 4 Lesson 1 

• Melody 4: Mary Ann 

• Style: Calypso 

• Key center: Bb Concert 

• Time: 4/4 

• Scales/Modes: Bb scale, and F Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Bb (I), Dominant F7 (V7) 

• Form: A sixteen-measure melody complete with a theme and six variations –three forms, 
three melodies. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Simple quarter note-half note rhythmic concepts to dotted quarter note, 

syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, three, four, and five eighth note melodic 
motive development. 

 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic, and dominant triads to support harmonic form.  

• Rhythm accompaniment: Calypso beat using bass drum, snare drum and cymbals. All 
variations include a mallet part.  

 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of all three chords involved in the harmony, identification and 
use of three chord scale relationships: tonic and dominant, rhythmic and melodic variations, 
and the students own creative input.  

 
• Goals for Unit 4 Lesson 1 

o Recognize and play the melody presented 
o Perform on at least one instrument (alone and in groups); demonstrating appropriate tone, 

articulation, and note recognition 
o Understand the historic background of each stylistic arrangement of the six different 

melodies in the module; and 
o Learn about the composer who developed the style for each of the six arrangements 

featured in the module 
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History of the Calypso Style 
• State to the class: Historically the origins of the calypso beat began in the French and British 

colonial isles of Trinidad around the beginning of the 20th century. African slaves were 
brought to serve at first the French, then Spanish, and finally British caretakers, each 
conquest imprinted their culture into the social society of the African musical genre already 
instilled in the slaves. Not being able to talk the slaves developed songs to communicate with 
one another with topics entering into almost anything of importance including political 
corruption. The French brought Carnival to Trinidad as early as 1834 to celebrate the 
abolition of slavery. Each year to this very day Carnival is celebrated with large steel drum 
bands that all perform in the large parades. There is competition among the bands for the 
prize of the best group.  

 
The first recordings were pressed into vinyl in 1914 with the Golden Age of Calypso. Lord 
Kitchener, one performer of calypso who enjoyed a long career along with Harry Belafonte 
promoted calypso style music. Belafonte made history with releasing the Banana Boat Song, 
in 1956 of his album Calypso. This particular release is included with the CD that 
accompanies the curriculum study. Have the students listen to the recording before they look 
at the music after sharing a bit of the historical context for the style that they are about to 
perform.  
 

• Note to the instructor: The tune Mary Ann is arranged to the style of a calypso rhythm and 
should include a steel drum in the instrumentation of the performing ensemble.  
o Some school’s general music classes at the elementary level usually include a steel drum 

in their inventory.                   
o Although it is not necessary to include a steel drum to perform the melody and variations 

for Mary Ann, adding one in the percussion section would add insight and provide an 
outlet for learning about a different culture.  

o Learning how to improvise on a relatively unique instrument, like the steel drum, would   
include having a bit of fun for the whole ensemble interjected into an already intriguing 
concept of “learning to improvise.”  

o Play Belafonte’s Banana Boat Song for the class. CD #4, track 1. 
o This particular tune in the study adds a tougher challenge, both in the length of the tune 

(16 measures) and in the rhythmic and melodic variations.  
o The variations begin with easier rhythmic patterns and then progress into tougher 

rhythms indicative to the nature of calypso style along with more running eighth note 
patterns some students may have trouble negotiating at first.  

o If the going gets tough, stop at a variation that most students can play easily, and then 
have your more advanced students attempt to negotiate the remaining exercises.  

o The concept is for everyone to have an opportunity to experience improvisation and to 
enjoy the “ride.”  

o However, experience has shown that if one student learns some of the simple four, five, 
and even seven eighth-note motives, most of the other students take on the challenge.  

 
• State to the class:  The Banana Boat Song is a tune with a different beat isn’t it? 

o We are going to play a tune today that has a lot of the same rhythms of the Banana Boat 
Song, remember Mary Ann? 
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o  It too is a tune that has a calypso beat in its rhythm.  
o We are going to listen to the model (CD #1, cut 82) to hear the tune Mary Ann and its 

variations first, then try to play it together.  
o Remember to follow along in your music and finger the notes on your instrument as you 

see them go by! (Cut 82 is the melody plus the harmony and all variations).  
o Well what do you think?  
o This tune has a lot of rhythm to it that I think we can have fun with learning how to 

improvise using the song Mary Ann. 
o Let’s begin by playing the melody at Letter A.  
o Who can tell me what key center we are in? That’s right, Bb concert!  
o And the time signature is?  Good, we are in 4/4!  
o Now let’s try playing the head –what does that word mean? Yes, the main melody.   
o Are we ready to try the main melody? Great! 
o From the top then! (After they have played the melody) Great job! 
o Okay no tune is just melody alone-let’s add the harmony at letter B. (CD #1, cut 60) 
o You already know the Bb triad and the F7 chord, we have used both triads before!  
o Look at you scale sheets from Hot Cross Buns find the Bb major scale and triad, and the 

F7 Mixolydian scale and chord.  
o We will play the chords in arpeggio style. (CD #1, cuts 80 and 81) 
o (Run the scales and chords, pointing out the root, third, and fifth for the Bb triads, then 

the root, third, fifth, and seventh for the F7 chord).  
o Now look at letter B in the study 
 

• Note to the Instructor: The chord voicing for the harmony appear below.  
o By now there is nothing new to this drill, the students know each chord in the harmony, 

you will just need to go over the voicing stacking the triad and seventh chord from the 
root going up.  

o Remember blend each section together as they sound each note then balance the full 
band.  

• Chord voicing for measure 17:  

• Tonic Bb triad root: double basses, violins, tubas, trumpets, bassoons, flutes, oboes.  

• Tonic Bb triad third: violin cellos, trombone, baritone, and tenor sax. 

• Tonic Bb triad fifth: viola, F-horn, alto sax, and clarinet. 

• Chord voicing for measure 19:  

• Dominant F7 root: double basses, tubas, and bassoons. 

• Dominant F7 third: violas, F-horns, alto sax, and clarinets. 

• Dominant F7 fifth: violins, trumpets, flutes, and oboe. 
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• Dominant F7 seventh: violin cellos, trombones, baritones, and tenor sax. 

• State to the class:  Great job! You have already started to listen and blend and balance the 
Bb triad and F7 chord much better.  

 
o Now lets play the harmony at letter B. (Model CD #1, cut 61) 
o You will the chords change as you play through the piece. 
o (Play through letter B to C).  
o Excellent job-did you hear the chords change?  Great!  
o Now we will try to outline the form of the piece by playing the root movement of the two 

chords in the harmony. (Model CD #1, cut 62) 
o Make sure you use a smooth legato articulation as you play through the section!  
o (Play letter C) (After they play) Excellent job!  
o Today you learned about calypso style through listening to the Banana Boat Song, played 

Mary Ann in the same style, learned the harmony, and identified the form of the melody! 
Whew! Good job! 

o On day two we will play through all of the variations and have a section play off on 
which section can play their variation the best! 
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Unit 4 Lesson 2 

• Goals for Unit 4 Lesson 2   
o Perform, on instruments, different music styles including Bossa Nova, jazz, waltz, soft 

rock, folk rock, calypso, and swing  
o Understand the concept of style and demonstrating the proper articulations and rhythms 

inherent to each musical style.  
o Perform the arpeggios of the chords used in the harmonic form; tonic, subdominant, and 

dominant seven modes.  
 
• Note to the instructor: After a quick review of the melody, harmony and scales the students 

played during the first day’s lesson, have the students follow the bass line of the harmonic 
structure by listening to the double bass, tubas, and bassoon section of the ensemble.  
o Then play the CD cut that corresponds to day one’s exercises. (CD #1, cuts 60 thru 62).  
o Once the review has been completed, move on with the next section. 

• State to the class:  By now you all have a pretty good idea of how the day’s lesson will 
develop.  We will start by looking at letter D.  
o This is also a variation of the form through using the root of the two chords, but now the 

study adds notes from the two scales of Bb concert and F Mixolydian.   
o In measures 49 and 50 the notes concert C and concert A (the second scale degree and 

seventh scale degree of the Bb concert scale) are added to the root  of  concert Bb.  
o In measures 53 and 54 concert G and concert Eb (the second scale degree and seventh 

scale degree of the F Mixolydian scale) are added to the root of F Mixolydian.  
o Measure 57 shows the root, second (9th), and third of the Bb concert ascending then again 

descending in the next measure.  
o The same pattern appears in measure 61 and 62 with the same scale degrees for the F 

Mixolydian scale.  
o The rhythm is all quarters and eights except for measure 59 and 63 where the dotted 

quarter –eighth note pattern is seen in the rhythm.  
o Use to syllable doo-dit dah to voice this rhythm. 
o Let’s try saying that voicing together. (practice voicing a few times together)  
o Do you think you can play through the variation?  
o Listen to the model CD #1, cut 63, while you finger the notes for your instrument on this 

section.  
o (After they have listened). Now let’s try playing the variation!  
o Remember to use smooth or legato tonguing. Here we go! (Play Letter D)  
o (After they complete the variation) Good job! Let’s continue with letter E!    
o Notice something familiar in the rhythm? Yes, it’s the same dotted quarter-eighth note 

rhythm used in the two measures of letter D. 
o Letter E also adds a few more notes to the rhythm pattern.  
o Measure 66 adds the notes concert F and Eb (the fifth and fourth scale degree of the Bb 

concert scale), while measure 70 adds the notes concert C, D and Eb (the fifth, sixth, and 
seventh of the F Mixolydian scale).  

o Listen to the model CD #1 as it plays cut 64, and see if you can vocalize the rhythm as 
you finger the notes of the variation. (Play the cut)  

o Okay, how did you do?  
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o Did you hear the rhythm of the dotted quarter eighth note pattern?  
o Let’s try to platy through the variation! (Play letter E) (After completion)  
o Great job! You all are getting better!!  
o Look at letter F, this variation uses the outline of the melody as a basis for the content in 

its variation.  
o The rhythm changes a bit with two eighth notes appearing on the first beat of almost 

every measure of the variation.  
o  Let’s try using the syllables doo-doo-dah-dah for this rhythm pattern.  
o The notes of this variation at letter F are taken from the melody with a few additions from 

both the Bb concert scale and the F Mixolydian scale.  
o In measure 89 concert Eb and concert G are added.  
o These two tones are used as passing tones, tones that pass chord tones, which are concert 

D (the third of the Bb triad, and concert F (the fifth of the Bb triad).  
o Measure 92 the concert F is the root of the chord in the harmony and Eb is the note from 

the melody.  
o Measure 93 and 94 the concert D and Bb eighth notes are also passing tones.  
o Try vocalizing these syllables all the way through the variation, staying in “time” with 

one another, and while you finger the notes of the variation on your instruments.  
 

• Note to the instructor:  Once the students have worked through the variation using 
syllables, play the model CD #1, at cut 66 and have them follow along while they finger their 
notes and say the rhythmic syllables.  
o Then have the students play letter F.  
o Technically the variation uses the same notes of the melody, but in a repeated four eighth 

note pattern.  
 

• State to the class: Letter G rearranges where the two eighth notes fall in the measure, from 
the second beat and then to the first beat and second beats. 
o The first phrase uses all of the same notes from the melody but the rhythmic pattern is 

different.   
o The rhythm pattern in measure 97, 98, 101, 102 should be vocalized as doo-doo-dit-doo-

dit.  
o Measures 103, 104, 109, 110, and 111 all use four consecutive eighth notes one the first 

two beats of the measure. Use the syllables doo-doo-doo-doo-doo-daht to help internalize 
the rhythm.  

o Let’s try to vocalize this rhythm several times before we try playing the variation at letter 
G. (After the students have the rhythm). 

o Now, let’s listen to the model CD #1, cut 67 and vocalize this rhythm and finger the your 
notes as the music plays.  

• Note to the instructor:  Play the model (CD #1, cut 67) and have the students participate 
verbally and technically (fingering the notes in time).  
o Once the model has played through, have the class play at letter G. 
o Letter H is a bit advanced rhythmically for the class.  
o The last phrase breaks up the repeated four eighth note pattern and puts it in a syncopated 

rhythmic pattern of eighth-quarter-eighth half note configuration.  
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o So practice these rhythms using the vocal syllables offered in the “class” section. 

• State to the class:  You have successfully completed five out of six variations, now, look at 
letter H.  
o The first phrase of the variation at letter H uses the rhythmic pattern of eighth-quarter-

eighth-half note in seven out of eight measures.  
o Vocalize this rhythm using doo-dit-doo-dah and practice the rhythm several times 

together in time.  
o Measure 121 drops the first eighth note in the measure and works on a syncopated pattern 

on the and of one with variations to this rhythm.  
o Vocal syllables would sound as (doo) doo –dah (doo) doo-dah, doo-doo-dit dah. The first 

doo is in parentheses because it is silent in the rhythm-teach the rhythm with the down 
beat first then take it away.  

o Measure 124 to the end use doo-doo-doo-dah for syllables.  
o Now we will listen to the model CD #1 cut 68 and finger the notes on our instruments as 

we also verbalize the rhythms as we listen to the music.  
o (After the music plays) Are you ready? Here we go!!  

 
• Note to the instructor: This is the last variation for Mary Ann. 

o After the class has experienced playing through all of the variations assign a section of 
the ensemble to different variations.  

o The ensemble will begin the melody, then loop the harmony at letter B playing it the 
number of times that you have assigned each section of the band a variation. 

o Make the section performing the variation “the soloist” while everyone else plays the 
accompaniment (letter B). Use the model CD #1, cuts 69 (letter C w/ B), 70 (D alone), 71 
(letter D w/ B), 72 (E alone), 73 (E w/ B), 74 (F alone), 75 (F w/ B), 76 (G alone), 77 (G 
w/ B), 78 (H alone), 79 (H w/ B) to give the students the concept. 

o After all sections have performed through their variation, then play the melody one last 
time-pointing to your head before the last section plays to signify “go back and play the 
beginning one last time” then end at letter B. 

o When the ensemble has competed the theme and variation exercise, tell the students we 
will review on Friday.  

o They will have a chance to play an individual solo with or without using the variations on 
the last day’s lesson in improvisation. 
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Unit 4 Lesson 3 

• Goals for Unit 4 Lesson 3 

o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 
the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas 

 
• Note to the Instructor: The last day of the week includes a review of all of the variations the 

Bb concert scale and F Mixolydian modes. Use the model CD #1 cut 82 (Melody, harmony, 
and all variations in a row) and cuts 80 and 81 to review the scales and arpeggios.  

 
o Remind the class that notes choices from both the Bb scale and the F Mixolydian mode 

are for use in their own improvised solo.  
o So, keep the scale sheets from Hot Cross Buns with the same scales and modes on the 

music stand close by. 
o At first ask for volunteers, however if the shy students need a gentle shove you can 

accomplish this feat by having the students cheer each other on.  
o The important aspect of this run through is that the tune needs to be played in a healthy 

environment, one which allows mistakes and fosters having fun.  
o Prepare the soloist the same way you prepared the sections when they played their 

variations at the end of day two’s lesson. 

• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 
by reassigning different sections of the ensemble playing a different variation than they did at 
the end of day two.  
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A.  
o I will replay the model CD once for final comprehension, and then we will start from the 

beginning.  

• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 
the group’s efforts.  

 
o Then ask for volunteers to try their hand at improvising their own solo. 
o If they want to use their own ideas-great, emphasize that it’s okay to use ideas from the 

variations as well.  
o Each soloist may take one ride (once through the harmonic chord progression) or if there 

is a small showing of volunteers twice through the solo section.  
o Once all of the volunteers have completed their solos with band accompaniment-point to 

your head and replay the melody at letter A stopping at letter B. 
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o I will give the volunteers only award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o These points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  
 

• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  
o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your 

self. 
o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  

• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 5 Lesson 1 

• Melody 5: Kum Ba Yah 

• Style: Early Folk Rock  

• Key Center: Bb Concert 

• Time: 4/4 

• Scales/Modes: Bb scale, Eb Lydian, and F Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Bb (I), Subdominant Eb (IV), Dominant F7 (V7) 

• Form:  A sixteen-measure melody complete with a theme and six variations –two forms, 
four melodies. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Dotted quarter note, syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, 

three, four and five eighth note melodic motive development. 
 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic, subdominant, and dominant triads to support harmonic 

form.  
 
• Rhythm accompaniment: Soft rock beat using bass drum, snare drum, and cymbals. All 

variations include a mallet part.  
 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of all three chords involved in the harmony, identification and 
use of three chord scale relationships: tonic, subdominant, and dominant, rhythmic and 
melodic variations, and the students’ own creative input.  

 
• Goals for Unit 5 Lesson 1 

o Recognize and play the melody presented 
o Perform on at least one instrument (alone and in groups); demonstrating appropriate tone, 

articulation, and note recognition 
o Understand the historic background of each stylistic arrangement of the six different 

melodies in the module; and 
o Learn about the composer who developed the style for each of the six arrangements 

featured in the module 
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History of Folk Rock and Roll 
• State to the class:  The mid sixties of the twentieth century brought many cultures together 

as a melting pot of ideas and struggles carved arguably the mainstream of the early rock and 
roll generation. The confluence of many famous songwriters and vocal groups such as Pete 
Seeger, Woody Guthrie, and the Kingston trio all formed a folk like culture in their quest to 
tell their story and protest against war torn U.S.A in the middle to late sixties.  

 
Singer-songwriter Bob Dylan made the movement famous in his Hey Mr. Tambourine Man 
released in the summer of 1965 after the Byrds first released the same song earlier in the 
year. Bob Dylan used an easy rock beat that added momentum to the tune later described as 
“Folk Like” and the term stuck renamed “Folk Rock” for the music written in this genre.  
 

• Note to the instructor: The Model CD includes the tune Mr. Tambourine Man in its content 
(Model CD #2 cut 14).  
o So, after a brief discussion of what the Folk Rock concept is play the tune for the class 

drawing attention to its steady underlying beat that lays beneath the melody.  
o After the students have listened to the recording of Mr. Tambourine Man inform the class 

that they will be playing Kum By Yah, in the same style of the Folk Rock tune sung by 
Bob Dylan.  

o Next play the model CD of the tune Kum By Yah for the class to follow as they watch 
their music, fingering their notes on their horns as they listen.  

• State to the class: Do you remember playing Kum By Yah?  
o It’s a long melody (16 measures) that has three chords in its harmony to the melody.  
o We will begin today’s lesson like we have in the past by first playing through the melody 

at letter A.  
o Make sure that your articulations or played smoothly in a legato style, and listen to one 

another using the basic concepts of blend and balance.  
o Percussion section, you all hold the key to the rhythmic style of the melody, let’s hear 

your parts first to make sure that the rhythm of the piece is correct before we all join in 
and play together. 

o The style we are looking for, a steady easy rock beat, appears in the rhythm of the parts 
written for the percussion section! 

o Are you ready to try your parts Percussion? Great!  
o (After the percussion section plays through the rhythm of the chart, have the ensemble 

play their parts at letter A).  
o Great job everyone! You have remembered this melody and played it well!  
o We will move on to the harmony section now as this particular song adds a new triad to 

the harmony, the Eb major triad. (Model CD #1, cut 84) 
o The Eb major triad uses the fourth note of the Bb concert scale as it’s starting point or it’s 

root.  
o Bb concert is also the key center of this tune.   
o Look at your chord/scale sheets and find the Eb Lydian scale/mode.  
o Notice that this scale has all of the same notes as the Bb concert scale.  
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o Eb Lydian mode begins on the fourth note of the Bb concert scale, but because the Eb 
Lydian mode, like the F Mixolydian mode uses the same notes as Bb concert it sounds a 
little different than a major scale.  

o The fourth note of the Eb Lydian mode is concert A natural.  
o Concert A natural is also the seventh note of the Bb concert scale because it’s the seventh 

note of the Bb concert scale.  
o Since the Eb Lydian mode uses the same key center as Bb concert, when you play this 

particular mode concert A natural makes the mode sound different than the Bb major 
(concert) scale.  

o We will play the Bb concert scale, then the Eb Lydian mode, and finally the F 
Mixolydian mode, as they appear on your scale sheets. 

o See if you can hear the difference between the three scales or modes. 
o (After playing all three scale/modes) Did you hear a slight difference? 
o I thought you might! 
o We will play each triad or chord and their respective arpeggios and then play them in 

“block” form so you can hear the difference between the three triads. 

• Note to the instructor: Remember to begin this exercise with the instruments who play the 
root, then stack the instruments that sound the third, then fifth, and finally seventh. 
o Always remember to blend and balance the chord tones within section as they are 

sounded.  

• Chord Voicing for measure 18 

• Root, Bb tonic triad: Double bass, tuba, baritone sax, bassoon, flutes and oboe. 

• Third, Bb tonic triad: cello, trombone, baritone, trumpet, tenor sax, and clarinet. 

• Fifth, Bb tonic triad: viola, F-horn, and alto sax. 

• Chord voicing for measure 19 

• Root, Eb subdominant triad: double bass, viola, violin 2, tuba, baritone sax, bassoon. 

• Third, Eb subdominant triad: violin, F-Horn, alto sax, and clarinet. 

• Fifth, Eb subdominant triad: cello, trombone, baritone, tenor sax, flute, oboe   

• Chord voicing for measure 24 

• Root, F dominant seventh chord: double bass, tuba, bary sax, bassoon.  

• Third, F dominant seventh chord: viola, 2nd violin, F-horn, alto sax. 

• Fifth, F dominant seventh chord: cello, trombone, baritone, tenor sax, and clarinet. 
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• Seventh, F dominant seventh chord: violin, trumpet, flute, and oboe.  

• State to the class:  Once every instrument has sounded their pitches in measure 18, 19, and 
24 each chord of the harmony will be defined.  
o We will now play through the sixteen-measure sequence beginning at letter B outlining 

the harmony.  
o See if you can hear the chords change as the ensemble plays through the harmony.  
o Playing the chords of the harmony is also called playing through the “changes.”  
o Are you ready? Okay! 

o Note to the instructor:  Play through the harmony at letter B first, then go back and play the 
melody at letter A, then the harmony at letter B.  
o Tell the class this is called playing the head (the melody), then the changes (the 

harmony)! 

• State to the class: Identification of the form begins at letter C where all instruments voice 
the root of each triad in unison defining the sixteen-measure form.           
o  Playing through this variation allows the class to better understand the outline of the 

harmonic structure.  
o This particular concept is not a new one as we have played through similar drills like this 

one using earlier tunes prepared in the same format.  
o You will hear a difference in faster chord movement with some triads moving from chord 

change to chord change in one beat.  
o Letter C though should be fairly easy. Are you ready? Great, lets try it! 

• Note to the instructor:  Once the class has played through letter C, outlining the form, play 
the model CD #1, cut 83-thru 85 once, then have the class begin at letter A and play through 
letter C reviewing what they have learned for the day, completing the day’s lesson. 
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Unit 5 Lesson 2 

• Goals for Unit 5 Lesson 2 
o Perform, on instruments, different music styles including Bossa Nova, jazz, waltz, soft 

rock, folk rock, calypso, and swing 
o Understand the concept of style and demonstrating the proper articulations and rhythms 

inherent to each musical style 
o Perform the arpeggios of the chords used in the harmonic form; tonic, subdominant, and 

dominant seven modes 
 
• State to the Class:  Today we will begin the lesson with a review of the melody Kum Ba Yah 

the harmony of the tune and the root movement of the chords in harmony to outline the form 
of the sixteen-measure melody.  
o Before we play let’s listen to all of the variations on the model CD (cuts 11a thru 11h) as 

we finger our notes on each of our instruments as the music plays on the CD.  

• Note to the instructor:  After the model CD plays thru cuts 11a thru 11h, have the have the 
students play thru letter C of this weeks tune.  
o Then we will be ready for the first variation. 

• State to the class; Letter D begins the first variation of the form. 
o The second note and the root of the Bb concert scale appears in measure 50, the root and 

the second (ninth) of the Eb Lydian Mode appear in measure 51. 
o The second note and also the root of the F Mixolydian mode appear in measure 56.  
o Measure 58, 60, 61, and 64 adds the third note of the Bb concert scale.  
o The rhythm of letter C changes slightly from half and whole notes to quarter and half 

notes, 
o Some half notes also appear tied across the bar, much like the original melody.  
o Play the model CD #1, cut 86. 
o Let’s try playing thru this variation.  
o (Play letter D) 

• Note to the instructor:  After the class plays through letter D, the next variation uses the 
melody as the basis for its material.  
o The rhythm of the dotted quarter-eighth note appears, along with half notes and quarter 

notes mixed with two eighth notes replace the tied half to whole note rhythm. 

• State to the class:  The variation at letter E will remind you of the melody.  
o The original melody has been changed slightly in the rhythm and by adding a few new 

notes in the variation at letter D.  
o Half, quarter, and eighth notes replace the long whole notes of the original melody.  
o The dotted quarter note rhythm written for the original melody is also found in this 

variation.  
o To aide in counting the rhythm of the dotted quarter-eighth note rhythm pattern found in 

several measures of the variation at letter E, try using the syllable doo-dit-dah to vocalize 
the rhythm together, in time.  
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o Do you think you can play through this variation? (Model CD #1, cut 87) Good! Let’s try 
it! 

• Note to the instructor:  Practice saying the jazz syllables a couple of times together at a low 
volume so the students can hear each other keeping good time!  
o Then cue up the model CD #1 to cut 87 and have the class listen to the variation as they 

finger their notes and chant syllables for the rhythms.  
o Go ahead and play CD #1, cut 88, then have students listen as the music plays thru the 

next variation.  
o Quarter notes replace whole notes and the dotted quarter-eighth note pattern appear one 

either beat one or beat three in several measures different  in an attempt to vary the 
rhythm of the original melody. 

o Measure 82’s rhythmic pattern of a dotted quarter note, eighth note to two quarters 
returns throughout the variation. Use the syllables doo-dit-doo-daht to help internalize the 
rhythm.  

o When the students play this rhythm play the rhythm smoothly in legato style and accent 
the last note.  

• State to the class: Great job on letter E. You have already heard letter F.  
o Letter F places the dotted quarter-eighth note rhythm combination on different beats 

through the variation. Measure 82 shows the dotted quarter note eighth note pattern 
combining with two quarter notes. Use the syllables doo-dit-doo-daht doo.  

o For the accented notes, use separation, for consecutive quarter notes use a legato 
articulation but move the line to the accented quarter notes found at the end of the phrase.   

o Try to vocalize these two rhythm patterns together using the jazz syllables.  
o For this variation, it’s the rhythm pattern that varies note the pitch of the original melody! 
o (After they have vocalized the patterns) Great job! 
o  Now, play the model CD #1, cut 89 and listen to the variation at letter G.  

• Note to the instructor:  Have the students play through letter G after they have practiced 
vocalizing the rhythmic patterns using the syllables as suggested.  
o The variation at letter H maybe on the advanced level for some of the students to 

comprehend and play technically and rhythmically.  
o Teach the variation to the class, and then have your more advance students perform the 

variation first. 
o If they are successful then the class will follow, if not, stop at letter F.   
o The four eighth note run that starts the variation at letter G, appears again in measure 101,  
o The first five notes of the Bb concert scale are represented in the notes of this rhythmic 

pattern.  
o The same five note rhythmic pattern is written, descending from the fifth note of the Bb 

concert scale, in measure 110. 
o Use the jazz syllables doo-doo-doo-doo-dah using legato articulation, for both of the 

short rhythmic motives.  
o Another eighth note run that incorporates the Bb concert scale beginning on the root and 

then ascends in eighth notes up to the seventh of the scale (a quarter note on beat four) 
appears in measure 112. 
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o To aide in teaching this rhythm use legato articulation, the syllables doo-doo-doo-doo-
doo-doo-daht, and play the rhythm in strict time.  

o The syncopated rhythm pattern of eighth-quarter-eighth beginning on beat one seen in 
measure 103, 104, and 105 can be vocalized by counting out loud saying one-and-and-
three-(four) and by using the syllables doo-dit-doo-dah-. 

• State to the class: All right you are doing great!!  
o Now let’s try the last variation at letter I. 
o Do you see the eighth note runs and the syncopated rhythms we have played before in 

other tunes in this study?  
o The runs are a part of what scale? (Bb Concert).  
o First let’s define the rhythm of the first measure of letter I.  
o Count three-an-four-an-one or vocalize in syllables using doo-doo-doo-doo-dah. 
o (After the ensemble rehearses the rhythm, say) 
o Do you think you can play the first five notes of that scale in eighth notes using a legato 

articulation?  
o If you can’t tongue the eighth notes that fast try slurring them!  
o (Try it first using a legato articulation then slurred). 
o (Play the first five notes of the Bb concert Scale).  
o Great! You got it, now try slurring the same notes!  
o (After they play)  Great! Now, can you move you fingers a little quicker? Try it! 
o Now try the whole scale but stop on the seventh note, like you see in measure 112. (Play 

the scale) (After playing) Great! 
o (Have the class try to gain a little speed by staying relaxed and blowing faster air!)  
o (Play the scale) (After playing) Great! That’s it-way to go! 
o Now look at the rhythm pattern in measure 103, 104, and 105. 
o The rhythm is eighth-quarter-eighth-quarter or three- and- and- one.  
o Use the jazz syllable doo-dit-doo-dah to vocalize the rhythm.  
o Try saying together several times keeping good time as a group! 
o Now your instructor will play cut 11i of the model CD. 
o (Have the class count out loud using the jazz syllables and fingering their notes! 

• Note to the instructor: This is the last variation for Kum By Yah  
o After the class has played through all of the variations assign different sections of the 

ensemble to a variation.  
o You are going to begin the melody, then loop the harmony at letter B playing it the 

number of times that you have assigned each section of the band a variation.  
o Make the section performing the variation the soloist, while everyone else plays the 

accompaniment (letter B).  
o When all sections are done playing, then play the melody one last time, pointing to your 

head before the last section plays to signify, “go back and play the beginning one last 
time” ending at letter B. 

o When you are done, tell the students we will review on Friday.  
o They will have a chance to play an individual solo with or with-out using the variations 

on the last day’s lesson in improvisation. 
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Unit 5 Lesson 3 

• Goals for Unit 5 Lesson 3 
i. Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
1. Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
2. Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
3. Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
4. Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas  

 
• Note to the Instructor: The last day of the week includes a review of all of the variations the 

Bb concert scale, the Eb Lydian and F Mixolydian modes. 
o Remind the class that notes choices from both the Bb scale the Eb Lydian and the F 

Mixolydian modes are for use in their own improvised solo.  
o So, keep the scale sheets from Kum Ba Yah on the music stand close by. 
o At first ask for volunteers, however if the shy students need a gentle shove you can 

accomplish this feat by having the students cheer each other on.  
o The important aspect of this run through is that the tune needs to be played in a healthy 

environment, one which allows mistakes and fosters having fun.  
o Prepare the soloist the same way you prepared the sections when they played their 

variations at the end of day two’s lesson. 
 
• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 

by reassigning different sections of the ensemble playing a different variation than they did at 
the end of day two.  
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A.  
o I will replay the model CD once for final comprehension, and then we will start from the 

beginning.  
 
• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 

the group’s efforts.  
o Then ask for volunteers to try their hand at improvising their own solo. 
o If they want to use their own ideas-great, emphasize that it’s okay to use ideas from the 

variations as well.  
o Each soloist may take one ride (once through the harmonic chord progression) or if there 

is a small showing of volunteers twice through the solo section.  
o Once all of the volunteers have completed their solos with band accompaniment-point to 

your head and replay the melody at letter A stopping at letter B. 
o I will give the volunteers only award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o These points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  

• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  
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o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your 
self. 

o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  

• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 6 Lesson 1 

• Melody 6: Freddie Freeloader 

• Study Goals include: The National Standards for Arts Education (Goal #10 and #11 of the 
curriculum study) and 1 thru 12 of the curriculum’s study goals.  

 
• Style: Cool Jazz  

• Key Center: Bb Concert 

• Time: 4/4 

• Metronome Marking: Quarter note = 112. 

• Scales/Modes: Bb Mixolydian scale, Eb Mixolydian, F Mixolydian, and Ab Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Bb7 (I7), Subdominant Eb7 (IV7), Dominant F7 (V7), Flat Locrian Ab7 
(bVI7) 

 
• Form: Repeated 12 bar blues or 24 bar with first and second endings complete with 

harmonic voicing in all instruments and six variations, two using root movement of the 
harmony and two using melodic material. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Quarter note, three, four and five eighth note melodic motive 

development, short five and six note motives using jazz style, jazz phrasing and articulations.  
 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of Dominant seventh chords off the tonic, subdominant, dominant, 

and flat Locrian scale degrees to support harmonic form.  
 
• Rhythm accompaniment: Straight ahead swing for rhythm section and wind instruments. 

All variations include a mallet part.  
 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of all four dominant seventh chords involved in the harmony.  

• Plus identification and use of four chord scale relationships: tonic, subdominant, dominant, 
and flat Locrian dominant Mixolydian scales, rhythmic and melodic variations, and the 
students own creative input.  
 

• Goals for Unit 6 Lesson 1 
o Recognize and play the melody presented 
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o Perform on at least one instrument (alone and in groups); demonstrating 
appropriate tone, articulation, and note recognition 

o Understand the historic background of each stylistic arrangement of the six 
different melodies in the module; and 

o Learn about the composer who developed the style for each of the six 
arrangements featured in the module.  

 
History of Cool Jazz 
 
• State to the class: Miles Davis is the name most closely associated with the term “Cool 

Jazz.” Miles began his career pursuing Charlie Parker instead of attending classes at the 
Famous Julliard School of Music in New York City. After honing his skills as a successful 
sideman in Charlie Parkers’ quintet, Davis eventually formed his own group and made his 
own path through the development of playing jazz that was more soothing, and not quite as 
vivacious as Parkers’ concept of Be-Bop.  

 
In late 1959, Miles set about recording one of his infamous albums, titled Kind of Blue, one 
of the best selling jazz albums of all time, featuring many tunes that would define his artful 
ability in portraying “cool jazz” tunes and licks paving his way in jazz history. The album 
features jazz greats such as Julian (Cannonball) Adderly, playing alto saxophone, John 
Coltrane on tenor saxophone, Wyn Kelly on piano, Bill Evans on piano, Paul Chambers on 
bass and James Cobb on Drums and leader Miles Davis on Trumpet. Freddie Freeloader is 
one of the cuts from this album.  
 

• Note to the instructor: The tune is performed as a slow blues that uses an even moderate 
steady beat, not to fast so younger students catch on quickly.  
o The melody uses mainly half notes and quarters to define itself over a 12 bar blues 

format.  
o Have the students listen to cut #15 from the album found on the model CD #2 and follow 

along as their variations will follow the form of the tune.  
o There are some direct quotes from Miles Davis’s solo, see if your students can find them.    

 
• State to the class: We will try to play the melody (head) of the piece found at letter A. 

o Articulation of “cool jazz” for the most part is legato, very smooth so when the 
articulation changes to short detached notes they stand out and are very noticeable.  

o The beginning of Freddie uses legato articulation for the half notes until measure eight 
where a quarter note appears on beat four.  

o The articulation for this note is short or ‘dit,’ the same for beat four of measure nine.  
o The two eighth notes in measure 10 pose a different problem; they are to be played in 

“swing” style.  
o “Swing” style lengthens the first note and shortens the second eighth note.  
o We will try using an eighth note triplet figure where the first two eighth notes of the 

triplet have been tied together to equate the length of the first eighth note in ‘swing style.’  
o The length of the last eighth is then cut short leaving just enough time in the beat for it to 

voiced “in time.”  
o Typically, the jazz syllable used to voice this kind of swing eighth note style is doo-dit! 
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o The jazz syllable used here in measure 12, however would be doo-bah where the last 
eighth note on beat four is tied to the whole note signifying the syllable should be voiced.  

o So the jazz phrasing using vocalization starting on beat four of measure 8 would be dit-
dah, dit-dah, and doo-bah.  

o For the second ending starting with beat four of measure eight dit-dah, dit-dah, and dit-
doo dah. 

 
• Note to the instructor:  Have the class try the articulations several times before they try 

playing letter A and then play through to letter C. (Model CD #2, cuts 1, 2, and 3) 
o Letter B is the same melody with the harmony used on the album. 
 

• State to the class:  That was a different sounding harmony wasn’t it.  
o Do you like it? 
o Speaking of a different harmony, the chords used to harmonize this particular tune are 

four dominant seventh chords Bb7, Eb7, F7 and Ab7.  
o And because they are all dominant seven chords, each chord is formed form its own 

Mixolydian mode.  
o So we will not use any major scales in the harmony for this tune.  
o We will also learn the Bb, Eb, F, and Ab blues scales because you can substitute the blues 

scale for the Mixolydian mode when you play a blues solo.  
o Look at your scale sheets and find the Bb, Eb, F, and Ab Mixolydian modes for this tune 

and also find the Bb, Eb, F, and Ab blues scales.  
o Just as you have before identify the root, third, fifth, and now seventh for each dominant 

seven chord of Freddie Freeloader. 
o Let’s play each mode and broken chord that accompanies each mode.  
o (Play the four Mixolydian modes and their ‘broken chords’) 
o You already know two of the four dominant seventh chords you have just played, you 

have used them before in other tunes of this study-can you name them?  
o (Bb7 and F7) That’s correct!  
o Now the two other dominant seven chords are Eb7, in which you already now the Eb 

triad, and Ab7, a totally new mode and chord.  
o Did you hear how all of the modes and dominant seventh chords sound similar? That’s 

right!  
o They are related because of the using the same Mixolydian formula which the basis for 

building every dominant seventh chord.   
o Okay, now let’s try the four blues scale up and down.  
o (Play the scales).  
o The blues scale is made up of notes that are called altered notes (notes from the major 

scale, which are raised or lowered by sharps or flats to make a bluesy sound).  
o Each blues scale includes a root note, a flat third, a fourth, a flat fifth, a regular fifth, and 

a seventh.  
o You can use the notes in these scales over the dominant seven chords that have the same 

root.  
o Let’s sound the harmony written in the study and listen for the voicing of all four of the 

dominant seventh chords.   
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• Note to the instructor: The notes for the four Mixolydian modes and four blues scales the 
students can use as note choices are written in the students’ own scale sheets for the study, 
they are also included below for your information. 

 
• Scale tones of the Mixolydian modes, blues scales, and chord tones for each dominant 

seventh chord of Freddie Freeloader. 
o Bb dominant seventh chord: Bb, D, F, Ab  
o Mixolydian scale: Bb, C, D, Eb, F, G, Ab, Bb. 
o Bb blues scale: Bb, Db, Eb, E, F, Ab, Bb. 
o Eb dominant seventh chord: Eb, G, Bb, Db 
o Mixolydian scale: Eb, F, G, Ab, Bb, C, Db, Eb. 
o Eb blues scale: Eb, Gb. Ab, A, Bb, Db, Eb. 
o F dominant seventh chord: F, A, C, Eb  
o Mixolydian scale: F, G, A, Bb, C, D, Eb, F. 
o F blues scale: F, Ab, Bb, B, C, Eb, F. 
o Ab dominant seventh chord: Ab, C, Eb, Gb 
o Mixolydian scale: Ab, Bb, C, Db, Eb, F, Gb, Ab. 
o Ab blues scale: Ab, Cb, C, Db, Eb, Gb, Ab. 

 
• Chord voicing measure 33 

 
• Root, Bb dominant seventh chord: double bass, tuba, bassoon, bary sax. 

• Third, Bb dominant seventh chord: violin cello, trombone, baritone, tenor sax. 

• Fifth, Bb dominant seventh chord: viola, French horn, alto sax, clarinet. 

• Seventh, Bb dominant seventh chord: violins, trumpet, flute, oboe. 

• Chord voicing measure 37 

• Root, Eb dominant seventh chord: double bass, tuba, bassoon, bary sax 

• Third, Eb dominant seventh chord: viola, French horn, alto sax, clarinet. 

• Fifth, Eb dominant seventh chord: violins, trumpets, flutes, oboe. 

• Seventh, Eb dominant seventh chord: violin cello, trombone, baritone, tenor sax. 

• Chord voicing measure 41 

• Root, F dominant seventh chord: double bass, tuba, bassoon, bary sax. 

• Third, F dominant seventh chord: violins, trumpets, flutes, oboe. 
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• Fifth, F dominant seventh chord: violin cello, trombones, baritones, tenor sax. 

• Seventh, F dominant seventh chord: viola, French horn, alto sax, clarinet. 

• Chord voicing measure 43 

• Root, Ab dominant seventh chord: double bass, tuba, bassoon, bary sax. 

• Third, Ab dominant seventh chord: violins, trumpets, flutes, oboe. 

• Fifth, Ab dominant seventh chord: violin cello, trombones, baritones, tenor sax. 

• Seventh, Ab dominant seventh chord: viola, French horn, alto sax, clarinet. 

• Note to the Instructor:  To sound the notes of each chord stack from the root thru the 
blending and balancing as you add instrument sections.  
o Have each section listen and tune as they add their respective note to the chord.  
o Once each chord has been sounded, go through the exercise at letter C and play the 

harmony to the tune. (Model CD #2,  cut 3) 
o When finished, go back to the beginning and play from letter A to C. 

• State to the class:  (After the ensemble finishes the exercise, have the class look at their  
scale sheets) 

o Now let’s use the Mixolydian scale and blues scales we just played in a solo exercise.  
o  Play through the scales in quarter notes ascending and descending.  
o As we are playing the scales, see if you also hear and visualize the root, third, fifth, and 

seventh of each scale.  
o (After they complete the exercise). Great!  
o We know that the root, third, fifth, and seventh notes of the Bb Mixolydian scale create the 

Bb dominant seventh chord.  
o Since the Bb dominant seventh chord is made form the Bb Mixolydian scale, you can also 

use the individual notes of the Bb Mixolydian scale as note choices in an improvised solo 
when the Bb seventh chord is played.  

o The same idea is true for all four scales and chords of the harmony used in Freddie 
Freeloader, the notes in the Eb Mixolydian scale can be played over the Eb dominant 
seventh chord, same for the F Mixolydian scale and the F dominant chord, and Ab 
Mixolydian scale and the Ab dominant chord.  

o These four Mixolydian modes are arranged on your scale sheets so the notes of each scale 
match up to the harmony used at letter C in Freddie Freeloader.  

o Each section of the ensemble will take a turn at playing the four modes through the harmony 
while the rest of the band accompanies the section that is performing.      

                              
• Note to the instructor: Assign one section to run the scale exercise while the rest of the 

band plays the harmony at letter C.  
o The blues scales are arranged in the same manner.  
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o When each section finishes playing the Mixolydian scale exercise play through the four 
blues scales, then number off which section is playing first and then repeat the exercise 
using the blues scales.  

 
• State to the class: One final exercise for the day, outlining the root progression. 

o  It will be a bit different due to the fact that the melody repeats, making the form longer 
plus adding a fourth chord in the harmony, also adding a fourth note in the harmonic 
progression.  

o In this variation where we will outline the form, the rhythm changes to three quarter notes 
written in succession, for every measure of the variation.  

o We are implementing the swing style; slightly emphasize the second note in the  group 
of three.  

o Use the jazz syllable daht-doo-dit, emphasizing doo. 
o The second ending shows the rhythm changing to a quarter then two eighth notes on beat 

one then two-an.  
o Now use the jazz syllables daht, doo-dit for every measure. 
 

• Note to the instructor:  Once the class has played through letter D, then run the tune from 
the beginning through letter D.  
o Keep the swing aspect in their minds reminding them to use the jazz syllables in their 

head as they play through the theme, harmony, form exercises. 
o Once the class has finished the last exercise the lesson concludes.           
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Unit 6 Lesson 2 

• Goals for Unit 6 Lesson 2 
o Perform, on instruments, different music styles including Bossa Nova, jazz, waltz, soft 
rock, folk rock, calypso, and swing 
o Understand the concept of style and demonstrating the proper articulations and rhythms 
inherent to each musical style 
o Perform the arpeggios of the chords used in the harmonic form; tonic, subdominant, and 
dominant seven modes 

  
• State to the class:  Today is our last day to learn new variations, however every variation 

we will play today uses jazz phrasing and syllables.  
o First, we will review the tune Freddie Freeloader using the model CD. 
o We will listen to cut 9. (Melody, harmony, plus all variations) 
o This time when you listen, see if  you can say the jazz syllables with the actual rhythm.  
o While you are vocalizing the jazz rhythm also finger your notes, but finger them in time 

with the rhythm and feel of jazz swing.  
o Okay, its time to swing in band class!  
o I hope you all are probably pretty pumped up about playing a real jazz chart! 
o And that’s okay as long as we all understand what we are playing is “cool jazz,” which 

uses smooth articulations, not harsh blatting and squawking.  
 
• Note to the instructor: After the replay of the model, play the real cut #15, Miles Davis’s 

group.  
o Let them hear and get excited about playing a real jazz tune in the feel of “cool swing.”  
o This variation outlines root movement, plus one other and then two more that use the 

fragments of the original melody. (Model CD #2, cut 4) 
 

• State to the class:  We have already played through letter D, now look at letter E.  
o The four note motives at letter E outline the root, the third, and the second (also the 9th) 

scale degree of each dominant seventh chord in the harmony.  
o Each four eighth note motive begins on the downbeat of every measure in the variation.  
o The rhythm, one and two an, translates into jazz syllables using doo-bah-doo-dit.  
o The eighth note on beat one and two are elongated while the “an” of both of the beats are 

pronounced with a shorter syllable.  
o Use the shortest syllable, “dit”, on the up beat of two.  

 
Note to the instructor: If you can make your class swing on this variation, they can play most 

jazz phrases.  
o The trick is in the preparation and the vocalization of the syllables.  
o Have the class listen to the model CD #2, cut 5. 
o Make them say the syllables IN TIME, use a metronome if you have to, then say the 

syllables with them over and over and they will take over, guaranteed!!! 
 
• State to the class: Now that we have a ‘rhythmic feel’ for the variation, let’s give it a go!  

o Are you ready? Okay then! Start at letter E! 
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o When you play through this variation listen for the harmony as the four-note motives 
move through Them Changes.  

o (After they have played)  Let’s keep going! 
 
• Note to the instructor: The variation at Letter F introduces a new rhythm and a melodic line 

based on the original melody.  
o The variation is actually four two-measure phrases and two four-measure phrases.  
o To aide in teaching the four two-measure phrases, a break down of the rhythms, counting, 

and suggested jazz syllables one may use to further define each rhythmic motive is 
outlines below. 

o First have each student voice the counting, then have the students voice each phrase with 
the jazz syllables as they finger the notes on their instrument for each rhythmic motive. 

o Measure 81 and 82:  the rhythmic pattern shows two quarter notes on beats one and two, 
followed by four eighth notes on beat three and four tied to a half note on beats one and 
two of measure 82, followed by a half rest on beats three and four. 

o The counting for the two bar phrase is: one, two, three and four and tied to a half note, 
rest. 

o Jazz syllables for the rhythmic phrase in measure 81 and 82:    
o Daht, Daht, doo-bah-doo-dah----.  
o Measures 85 and 86, 87 and to beat four of 88 are the same rhythmic configuration as 

Measures 81 and 82.   
o The first four-bar phrase, measures 89, 90, 91, and 92 rhythm pattern begins with a pick 

up quarter note on beat four, followed by three eight notes and an eighth rest on the first 
two beats of measure 89, followed by a quarter rest, and a quarter note on beat three and 
four.  

o The four bar phrase continues with three eighth notes and an eighth rest on first two beats 
of 90, followed by four eighth notes on beat three and four tied to a whole note in 91 and 
another half note with a half rest in 92. 

o The counting for the four-measure phrase begins with the pick up note on beat four 
measure of 88; four, one and two, rest, rest, four, one and two, rest, three and four an-----.  

o Adding the jazz syllables for the rhythmic phrase in measure 89 thru 92 also beginning 
with the pick up note on beat four of measure 88 looks like this, dit, doo-bah-dit, rest, 
rest, dit, doo-bah dit, rest, dit-doo-bah. 

o The second four bar phrase, measures 93, 94, 95 and 96 also includes a pick up quarter 
note on beat four of measure 88,  to a half note, quarter rest, two eighth notes in 89, half 
note quarter rest, two eighths in 90, two half notes in 91 with the second half note tied to 
another half note on beat one of measure 92, followed by a half rest on beat three to 
complete the measure. 

o The counting for measures 93,94, 95 and 96 starts with the same pick-up quarter note in 
88 should sound like four, one- (two), rest, four-and, one-(two) rest, four-and one-(two), 
three-(four), one-(two), rest. 

o Adding jazz syllables for the rhythmic phrase in measures 93 thru 96, also staring with 
beat four of measure 88, sounds like; Dit, dah. rest, doo-bah-dah, rest, doo-bah, doo dah--
---. 

• State to the class:  Are you ready to try this variation? Let’s listen to the model on more 
time. (Model CD #2, cut 5) 
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o Did you hear some of the same rhythms that you have already learned?  
o This variation reuses some of the same rhythmic ideas of letter F, and then adds a few 

new notes.  
 

• Note to the Instructor: To aide in teaching the counting of the five two measure phrases 
found at letter G in this arrangement, a break down of the  rhythms, counting, and suggested 
jazz syllables one may use to further define each rhythmic motive. 
o First have each student voice the counting, then have the students voice each phrase with 

the jazz syllables as they finger the notes on their instrument for each rhythmic motive. 
o  The rhythm of measure 97 begins with a  quarter rest, quarter note, dotted quarter note, 

followed by an eighth note. 
o The rhythm of measure 98 includes, two eighth notes on beat one, followed by a quarter 

note on beat two, and concludes with two eighth notes, and quarter note rest on beat four. 
o The counting for both of the two measures is: “rest, two, three (and four), and, one-and, 

two, three-and.” 
o Adding jazz syllables for all of the rhythms in measure 97 and 98 voices the phrase: “dit-

dah-bah-doo-bah-dit-doo-dit.” 
o For measure 99 and 100 the same principles apply as there are in 97 and 98. 
o  The next two-bar phrase in measure 101 and 102 begins with a quarter rest on beat one 

followed by a quarter note and four eighth notes on beats two, three, and four.  
o The rhythm for measure 100 includes two-quarter notes and a half rest. 
o  The counting for this two-bar phrase is: “rest, two, three-and-four-and (one), two, rest.” 
o Adding jazz syllables for all of the rhythms in measure 101 and 102 voices the phrase: 

“rest, dit, doo-bah-doo-bah, dit.”  
o Looking at the rhythm in the next two-bar phrase in measure 103 and 104, you see  a  

quarter rest on beat one, followed by an eighth note, dotted quarter on beat two-three, 
followed by an eighth rest, and eighth note on beat four.  

o Measure 102 begins with two eighths on beat one followed by one quarter note, two 
eighth notes on beat three, and ends with a quarter rest. 

o The counting for the two measures is: “rest, two, and (three and) rest and, one-and, two, 
three-and, rest.” 

o Adding the jazz syllables for all of the rhythms in measure 103 and 104 voices the 
phrase:  “rest, doo-bah, rest, bah-doo-bah, dit, doo-dit, rest.” 

o The first four-bar phrase of letter G is found in measures 105, 106, 107, and 108.  
o The rhythm of the four-bar phrase includes four eighth notes on beat one and two of 

measure 105 followed by two-quarter notes on beat three and four.  
o Measure 106 rhythms include three eighth notes and an eighth rest on beats one and two 

and, followed by a quarter note, and two eighths on beat three and four and.  
o The and of four in measure 106 is tied to a whole note in measure 107, and that whole 

note is tied to a half rest on the first two beats of measure 108.  
o A half rest completes the four bar phrase.   
o The counting for the four-bar phrase beginning in measure 105 is: 
o “one-and-two-and, three, four, one and two, rest, three, four and--------.” 
o Adding jazz syllables for all of the rhythms in measure 105 thru 108 voices the phrase: 

“doo-bah-doo-bah, doo, dit, doo-bah-dit, rest, dit, doo-bah--.” 
o The second four-bar phrase includes measures 109, 110, 111, and 112. 
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o The rhythm  of the four measures contains a half note on beats one and two of measure 
109, and then a  quarter note, followed by two eighths on beats three and four.  

o The rhythm in measure 100 shows a half note on beats one and two, followed by a  
quarter rest, two eighths on beats three and four.  

o Two half notes take up the time in measure 111 with the half note on beat three of 
measure 111 being tied to a half note on beats one and two of measure 112.  

o A half rest completes the rhythm in measure 112.   
o The counting of the second four-bar phrase beginning in measure 109 is:” one-two, rest, 

three and, one-two, rest, three and, one-two, three-four, one-two, rest, rest.” 
o Adding jazz syllables for all the rhythms in measure 109 thru 112 voices the phrase: 

“dah, rest, do-bah, dah, rest, doo-bah, doo, bah---.”  
 

• State to the class:  Now that we have practiced the rhythms using counting and voicing each 
two bar phrase, let’s listen to the model one last time as we vocalize the jazz syllables and 
finger thru the notes as the music plays. (Model CD #2, cut 7) 
o (After the music plays)  
o We will try playing the variation together. (After they have played through the variation) 

Great job! 
o Now we will play through the melody at letter B, because that’s where the melody is 

harmonized, then play letter C as many times as there are sections playing a variation.  
o After each section completes playing their variation, go back and play the melody at 

letter B one time with the repeat, stopping at letter C.  
o When the ensemble completes this exercise remind them that on Friday they will be 

playing individual solos, so practice their Mixolydian modes, blues scales and the 
variations we just played through.  
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Unit 6 Lesson 3 

• Goals for Unit 6 Lesson 3 
o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives; 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module; 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas.  

 
• Note to the Instructor: The last day of the week includes a review of all of the variations, 

the Bb, the Eb, the F, and the Ab Mixolydian modes and the Bb, Eb. F. and Ab blues scales. 
(There is no model for the scales so use cut 9 to hear the complete melody, harmony, and 
variations) 
o Remind the class that notes choices from the Bb, the Eb, the F, and the Ab Mixolydian 

modes and blues scales are for use in their own improvised solo.  
o So, keep the scale sheets from Freddie Freeloader on the music stand close by. 
o At first ask for volunteers, however if the shy students need a gentle shove you can 

accomplish this feat by having the students cheer each other on.  
o The important aspect of this run through is that the tune needs to be played in a healthy 

environment, one which allows mistakes and fosters having fun.  
o Prepare the soloist the same way you prepared the sections when they played their 

variations at the end of day two’s lesson. 
 
• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 

by reassigning different sections of the ensemble playing different variation than they did at 
the end of day two.  
o We will play letter B, (the harmonized melody) then each section not playing a variation 

will play letter C to D until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate 
the melody at letter A.  

o I will replay the model CD once for final comprehension, and then we will start from the 
beginning.  

 
• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 

the group’s efforts.  
o Then ask for volunteers to try their hand at improvising their own solo. 
o If they want to use their own ideas-great, emphasize that it’s okay to use ideas from the 

variations as well.  
o Each soloist may take one ride (once through the harmonic chord progression) or if there 

is a small showing of volunteers twice through the solo section.  
o Once all of the volunteers have completed their solos with band accompaniment-point to 

your head and replay the melody at letter B stopping at letter C. 
o I will give the volunteers only award points for attempting an individual solo.  
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o These points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  
• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day? 

o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your 
self. 

o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  
 

• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 7 Lesson 1 

• Goals Unit 7 Lesson 1:  Review Unit 1 Lesson 3 
o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas 

 
• Melody 1: Hot Cross Buns  

• Style: Bossa Nova 

• Key Center: Bb Concert 

• Time: 4/4 

• Scales/Modes: Bb scale, and F Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Bb (I), and Dominant F7 (V7) 

• Form: An eight measure melody complete with a theme and six variations, two on the form, 
four on the melody. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Simple quarter note-half note rhythmic concepts to dotted quarter note, 

syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, three, four, and five eighth note melodic 
motive development. 

 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic and dominant triads to support harmonic form.  

• Rhythm accompaniment: Easy Bossa Nova beat using bass drum, snare drum and cymbals. 
All variations include a mallet part.  

 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of the two chords involved in the harmony, identification and use 
of two chord scale relationships: tonic, and dominant, rhythmic and melodic variations, and 
the students own creative input. 
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• Note to the Instructor:  This is review week, which includes a review of all six tunes and 
their chords, scales, and variations played during the six-week improvisation study.  
o Once the exercises have all been reviewed for each week, group five or six students to 

perform an improvisational solo on the six different tunes.  
o Melodies in the study are arranged in a progressive order pertaining to technical 

difficulty.  
o Group your students according to ability shown in improvising a solo as demonstrated 

during the six weeks when they performed in their first attempt at an improvising.  
o The melodies are arranged in a progressive manner so have the more technical and 

creatively challenged student perform earlier in the week on easier melodies. 
o We will need to record their solos as each one plays their improvisatory solo. 
o The important aspect of this run through is that the tune needs to be played in an 

improvisational environment.  
o Prepare the soloist the same way you prepared each section as they played their 

respective variations at the end of each day two’s lesson. 
 

• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 
by assigning different sections of the ensemble playing a variation for a review of week one’s 
tune Hot Cross Buns. 
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A. 
o I will replay the model CD once for a final review of the tune, and then we will start from 

the beginning. (Model CD #1, cut #23) 
 
• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 

the group’s efforts.  
o The primary goal of the study is to allow every student an opportunity to improvise and 

create ideas within the curriculum provided in the improvisational study.  
o By now the ensemble can recognize the routine when it comes to accompanying soloist.  
o We will be reviewing two tunes a day for three days, have your improvisational or 

creatively challenged students participate on the easier tunes at the beginning of the week 
and the more advanced students play towards the middle and latter part of the week every 
student need to play one solo during the week, at thirty students in class that’s five 
students per tune or five times through the harmony of every tune.  

o I will still give each student award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o These points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  

• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day? You will 
receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your self. 
o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  
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• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 7 Lesson 1B 

• Goals Unit 7 Lesson 1:  Review Unit 2 Lesson 3 
o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas 

 
• Melody 2: Lightly Row 

• Style: Soft Rock Ballad 

• Key Center: Bb Concert 

• Time signature: 4/4 

• Scales/Modes: Bb scale, and F Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Bb (I), and Dominant F7 (V7) 

• Form: Is an eight-measure melody complete with a theme and seven variations –three forms, 
four melody. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Simple quarter note-half note rhythmic concepts to dotted quarter note, 

syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, three, four, and five eighth note melodic 
motive development. 

 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic and dominant triads to support harmonic form.  

• Rhythm accompaniment: Easy soft rock ballad beat using bass drum, snare drum and 
cymbals. All variations include a mallet part.  

 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of all three chords involved in the harmony, identification and 
use of two chord scale relationships: tonic and dominant, rhythmic and melodic variations, 
and the students own creative input.  Played their variations at the end of each day two’s 
lesson. 
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• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 
the Bb concert scale and its arpeggio, and the F Mixolydian scale and its arpeggio by 
assigning different sections of the ensemble playing a variation or a mode or a scale for a 
review of week two’s tune Lightly Row. 
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A. 
o I will replay the model CD once for a final review of the tune, and             

then we will start from the beginning. (Model CD #1, cut 44) 
 
• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 

the group’s efforts.  
o The primary goal of the study is to allow every student an opportunity to improvise and 

create ideas within the curriculum provided in the improvisational study.  
o By now the ensemble knows the routine when it comes to accompanying a soloist. Set up 

the five or six soloist’s and make sure that the video recorder is on!  
o I will still give the volunteers only award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o These points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  
 

• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  
o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your 

self. 
o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  
o Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 

comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations 
and the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s 
lesson. 
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Unit 7 Lesson 2A 

• Goals for Unit 7 Lesson 2: Review Unit 3 Lesson 3 
o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas  

 
• Melody 3: Down In the Valley 

• Style: Jazz Waltz 

• Key center: Eb Concert 

• Time: 3/4 

• Scales/Modes: Eb Ionian, and Bb Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Eb (I), and Dominant B7 (V7) 

• Form: Is a twenty four-measure melody in binary form (AB) complete with a theme and six 
variations –two on form, four on the melody. 
 

• Rhythmic concepts: simple quarter note-half note rhythmic concepts to dotted quarter note, 
syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, three, four, and five eighth note melodic 
motive development. 

 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic and dominant triads to support harmonic form.  

• Rhythm accompaniment: Easy jazz waltz beat using bass drum, snare drum and cymbals. 
All variations include a mallet part.  

 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of two chords involved in the harmony, identification and use of 
three chord scale relationships: tonic, and dominant, rhythmic and melodic variations, and 
the students own creative input. 
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• State to the class:  Today we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 
the Eb major scale and the Bb Mixolydian mode and their arpeggios by assigning different 
sections of the ensemble playing a variation for a review of week three’s tune Down in the 
Valley. 
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A. 
o I will replay the model CD once for a final review of the tune, and then we will start from 

the beginning. (Model CD #1, cut 59) 
 
• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 

the group’s efforts.  
o The primary goal of the study is to allow every student an opportunity to improvise and 

create ideas within the curriculum provided in the improvisational study.  
o By now the ensemble knows the routine when it comes to accompanying a soloist. Set up 

the five or six soloist’s and make sure that the video recorder is on!  
o I will still give the volunteers only award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o The points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  

 
• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  

o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your 
self. 

o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  

 
• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 

comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 7 Lesson 2B 

• Goals for Unit 7 Lesson 2: Review Unit 4 Lesson 3   
o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas 

 
• Melody 4: Mary Ann 

• Style: Calypso 

• Key center: Bb Concert 

• Time: 4/4 

• Scales/Modes: Bb scale, and F Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Bb (I), Dominant F7 (V7) 

• Form: A sixteen-measure melody complete with a theme and six variations –three form, 
three melody. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Simple quarter note-half note rhythmic concepts to dotted quarter note, 

syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, three, four, and five eighth note melodic 
motive development. 

 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic, and dominant triads to support harmonic form.  

• Rhythm accompaniment: Calypso beat using bass drum, snare drum and cymbals. All 
variations include a mallet part.  

 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of all three chords involved in the harmony, identification and 
use of three chord scale relationships: tonic and dominant, rhythmic and melodic variations, 
and the students own creative input.  
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• State to the class:  Next we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 
the Bb concert scale, it’s arpeggio, the F Mixolydian mode and it’s arpeggio, assigning 
different sections of the ensemble playing a variation or a scale or mode for a review of week 
four’s tune Mary Ann. 
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A. 
o I will replay the model CD once for a final review of the tune, and then we will start from 

the beginning. (Model CD #1, cut 82) 
 

• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 
the group’s efforts.  
o The primary goal of the study is to allow every student an opportunity to improvise and 

create ideas within the curriculum provided in the improvisational study.  
o By now the ensemble knows the routine when it comes to accompanying a soloist. Set up 

the five or six soloist’s and make sure that the video recorder is on!  
o I will still give the volunteers only award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o The points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  
 

• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  
o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your 

self. 
o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  
o Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 

comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations 
and the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s 
lesson. 
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Unit 7 Lesson 3A 

• Goals for Unit 7 Lesson 3: Review Unit 5 Lesson 3 
o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas 

    
• Melody 5: Kum Ba Yah 

• Study Goals include: The National Standards for Arts Education (Goal #10 and #11 of the 
curriculum study) and #9 of the curriculum’s study goals. 

 
• Style: Early Folk Rock  

• Key center: Bb Concert 

• Time: 4/4 

• Scales/Modes: Bb scale, Eb Lydian, and F Mixolydian 

• Triads: Tonic Bb (I), Subdominant Eb (IV), Dominant F7 (V7) 

• Form: A sixteen-measure melody complete with a theme and six variations –two forms, four 
melodies. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Dotted quarter note, syncopated eighth-quarter-eighth note rhythms, 

three, four and five eighth note melodic motive development. 
 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of tonic, subdominant, and dominant triads to support harmonic 

form.  
 
• Rhythm accompaniment: Soft rock beat using bass drum, snare drum , and cymbals. All 

variations include a mallet part.  
 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of all three chords involved in the harmony, identification and 
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use of three chord scale relationships: tonic, subdominant, and dominant, rhythmic and 
melodic variations, and the students’ own creative input.  

 
• State to the class:  Next we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 

the Bb concert scale, it’s arpeggio, the Eb Lydian and F Mixolydian modes and their 
arpeggios by assigning different sections of the ensemble playing a variation for a review of 
week five’s tune Kum Ba Yah. 
o We will play letter A, then each section not playing a variation will play letter B to C 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter A. 
o I will replay the model CD once for a final review of the tune, and then we will start from 

the beginning. ( Model CD #1, cut # 98) 
 

• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 
the group’s efforts.  
o The primary goal of the study is to allow every student an opportunity to improvise and 

create ideas within the curriculum provided in the improvisational study.  
o By now the ensemble knows the routine when it comes to accompanying a soloist. Set up 

the five or six soloist’s and make sure that the video recorder is on!  
o I will still give the volunteers only award points for attempting an individual solo.  
o The points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward.  
 

• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  
o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your 

self. 
o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  
 

• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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Unit 7 Lesson 3B 

• Goals for Unit 7 Lesson 3: Review Unit 6 Lesson 3 
o Perform a solo demonstrating improvisation on his/her own instrument using one or all of 

the options listed below: 
 Using single notes borrowed from the roots of the chords in the harmonic form set to 

short rhythmic motives 
 Using variations or fragments of the given melody borrowed from the exercises from 

each unit of the module 
 Using short three-, four-, and five-note motives borrowed from the scales that relate 

to the chord progressions; and/or 
 Creating his/her own rhythmic and melodic ideas 

 
• Melody 6: Freddie Freeloader 

• Study Goals include: The National Standards for Arts Education (Goal #10 and #11 of the 
curriculum study) and #9 of the curriculum’s study goals..  

 
• Style: Cool Jazz  

 
• Key center: Bb Concert 

• Time: 4/4 

• Metronome marking: Quarter note = 112. 

• Scales/Modes: Bb Mixolydian scale, Eb Mixolydian, F Mixolydian, and Ab Mixolydian, Bb, 
Eb, F, and Ab Blues scales.  

 
• Triads: Tonic Bb7 (I7), Subdominant Eb7 (IV7), Dominant F7 (V7), Flat Locrian Ab7 

(bVI7) 
 
• Form: Repeated 12 bar blues or 24 bar with first and second endings complete with 

harmonic voicing in all instruments and six variations, two using root movement of the 
harmony and two using melodic material. 

 
• Rhythmic concepts: Quarter note, three, four and five eighth note melodic motive 

development, short five and six note motives using jazz style, jazz phrasing and articulations.  
 
• Melodic concepts: Original melody, ascending and descending triads of chord harmony, 

borrowed fragmented material from theme.  
 
• Harmonic concepts: Use of Dominant seventh chords off the tonic, subdominant, dominant, 

and flat Locrian scale degrees to support harmonic form.  
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• Rhythm accompaniment: Straight ahead swing for rhythm section and wind instruments. 
All variations include a mallet part.  

 
• Improvisational concepts: Identification of the melodic style and origin of the melody, the 

harmonic form, the chord outline, root movement of each chord in the supportive harmony, 
identification of all and use of all four dominant seventh chords involved in the harmony.  

• Plus identification and use of four chord scale relationships: tonic, subdominant, dominant, 
and flat Locrian dominant Mixolydian scales, rhythmic and melodic variations, and the 
students own creative input.  
 

• State to the class:  Next we will revisit the melody and all of the variations of the melody, 
Bb, Eb, F, and Ab Mixolydian modes and their arpeggios and the Bb, Eb, F, and Ab blues 
scales by assigning different sections of the ensemble playing a variation for a review of 
week six’s tune Freddie Freeloader. 
o We will play letter B, then each section not playing a variation will play letter C to D 

until all sections have played their variation, then we will restate the melody at letter B. 
o I will replay the model CD once for a final review of the tune, and then we will start from 

the beginning. (Model CD #2, cut # 9) 

• Note to the instructor: When the ensemble completes the run through, be complimentary of 
the group’s efforts.  
o The primary goal of the study is to allow every student an opportunity to improvise and 

create ideas within the curriculum provided in the improvisational study.  
o By now the ensemble knows the routine when it comes to accompanying a soloist. Set up 

the five or six soloist’s and make sure that the video recorder is on!  
o I will still give the volunteers only award points for attempting an individual solo. These 

points can be cashed in at the end of the seven-week study for a special reward. 
 

• State to the class:  Who wants to be the first soloist of the study and the day?  
o You will receive award points for being brave and attempting an individual solo by your 

self. 
o All of us will applaud your effort! 
o Reward points will be redeemed at then end of the study for all students who attempted 

an individual solo, whether they used the variations or not!  
o So everyone GO FOR IT! And HAVE FUN!!!!  
 

• Note to the Instructor:  Assessment of the class’s comprehension of the week’s lesson 
comes from two sources, observation of the ensembles ability to negotiate the variations and 
the individual’s solo attempts at playing an improvisational solo during the last day’s lesson. 
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APPENDIX B:  
DIRECTOR’S EVALUATION OF ALL LESSONS USED IN THE MODULE 

Unit 1 

Lesson 1 
Directors comments on Lesson 2 Unit 1 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

6/7 6/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

3/7 3/7 
Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

6/7 6/7 

The concepts were 
achievable, but too much 
material to cover for one 
day, especially if trying to 
compact (it) in 15 to 20 
minutes. 
 

1) Music layout was 
confusing-ex. Starting a 
scale in the last measure. 
2) Note ranges were too 
low for brass. 
3) Vocabulary in 
directions was too 
advanced.  
4) Assign line numbers to 
the scales and arpeggios 
for easier identification. 

Total     15/21 Total     15/21   

 

Unit 1 

Lesson 2 
Directors comments on Lesson 2 Unit 1 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

5/7 3/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

3/7 4/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

6/7 4/7 

Too much material for one 
lesson 

No comment 

Total    14/21             11/21   
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Unit 1 
Lesson 3 

Directors comments on Lesson 3 Unit 1 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

5/7 5/7 
Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed?  

3/7 5/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?         

6/7 4/7 

Total 14/21 14/21 

Articulations for 
beginners a problem. 
The students have 
difficulty making 
discernable stylistic 
differences.  

Hard to get through all of the 
materials. 

 

 

Unit 2 

Lesson 1   Lightly Row 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 1 Unit 2 
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

6/7 3/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

4/7 5/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

6/7 4/7 
Total  16/21             12/21 

Objectives 3, 4 and 12 a 
stretch to teach the 
students. A lot to do in 
15 or 20 minutes. 

No comment 
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Unit 2 
Lesson 2 

Directors comments on Lesson 2 Unit 2 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

4/7 3/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

5/7 5/7 
Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?         

6/7 4/7 
Total 15/21                  12/21 

Objectives 6 and 7 a 
stretch to aurally 
identify all of the 
rhythms for this lesson

Hard to teach all of the mat- 
erial for this lesson. 

Unit 2 
Lesson 3 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 3 Unit 2  
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

6/7 4/7 
Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

5/7 5/7 
Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

6/7 5/7 
Total  17/21 14/21 

No comment Good material 
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Unit 3 
Lesson 1  Down in the Valley 

Directors comments on Lesson 1 Unit 3 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

6/7 3/7 
Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

4/7 5/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?         

6/7 5/7 

Total 16/21            13/21 

To much material for 
one lesson. 

No comment  

Unit 3 
Lesson 2 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 2 Unit 3 
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

6/7 5/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

5/7 5/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

6/7 5/7 
Total   17/21 15/21 

No comment The days get easier as we 
teach the material. 
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Unit 3 
Lesson 3 

Directors comments on Lesson 3 Unit 3 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

6/7 5/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

6/7 5/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?          

6/7 5/7 
Total 18/21 15/21 

No comment They catch on and 
understand the material as the 
week goes on.   

Unit 4 
Lesson 1    Mary Ann 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 1 Unit 4 
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
 Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

4/7 4/7 
Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

3/7 2/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

6/7 3/7 

Total  13/21 9/21 

Question 1) Not in the 
time allowed. 
Question 3) Able to 
perform activities, but it 
took more than 15 or 20 
minutes. 
A lot to know teach and 
digest for the students in 
one lesson.  
 

The students took 
awhile to catch to the 
tied notes used in the 
rhythms of Mary Ann.” 
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Unit 4 
Lesson 2 

Directors comments on Lesson 2 Unit 4 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 
Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

3/7 4/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

3/7 3/7 
Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?         

5/7 4/7 
Total 11/21             11/21 

Question 1) Need more 
than one lesson to teach 
these concepts.  
Again biggest issue is 
finding time to teach the 
material. Each lesson 
needs review, then move 
ahead. Overall stuff is 
very good.  
 

Tied notes used in the 
rhythms written for the 
exercises in MaryAnn were 
better today. The scale 
were the drawback today. 

Unit 4 
Lesson 3 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 3 Unit 4 
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

5/7 4/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

6/7 3/7 
Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

6/7 6/7 
Total  17/21            13/21 

 The students don’t 
reproduce “Stylistic 
Art” to well. 

Some students were able 
to improvise today! 
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Unit 5 
Lesson 1   Kum Ba Yah 

Directors comments on Lesson 1 Unit 5 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

4/7 5/7 
Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

4/7 3/7 
Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?          

5/7 5/7 

Total  13/21             13/21 

Identification of the root, 
third, seventh and ninth in 
each class aurally is a 
stretch for the students to 
understand. A worthy 
goal, but needs time and 
practice on just that 
aspect.  

Great way to intro the 
dotted rhythms! 

Unit 5 
Lesson 2 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 2 Unit 5 
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

5/7 5/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

4/7 3/7 
Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

6/7 5/7 

Total   15/21            13/21 

I think the “state to the 
class sections” will go 
right over their heads, if 
it is not well prepared in 
advance. The aural 
vocalization of the 
rhythms will be a little 
rough, but is good stuff 
and should be done. 

No comment. 
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Unit 5 

Lesson 3 
Directors comments on Lesson 3 Unit 5 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

6/7 5/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

6/7 3/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?          

6/7 6/7 

Total  18/21            14/21 

It seems in each unit 
lesson one is the  
toughest as far as  
material and 
comprehension.  
Lesson two is better  
and then day three is 
easier. I think  
stretching out the  
learning of the  
material would work 
better-maybe have  
5 or six lessons  
Instead of just three.  

The students really enjoyed 
the rock beat; the listening 
examples did a great job of 
teaching the style. 

Unit 6 
Lesson 1   Freddie Freeloader 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 1 Unit 6 
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

4/7 3/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

4/7 3/7 
Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

4/7 3/7 

Total  12/21              9/21 

No Comment. Freddie Freeloader was a 
tough lesson to teach.  
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Unit 6 
Lesson 2 

Directors comments on Lesson 2 Unit 6 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

5/7 4/7 
Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

4/7 3/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?         

5/7 5/7 
Total 14/21            12/21 

No comment. This lesson needed more 
days to complete. 

Unit 6 
Lesson 3 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 3 Unit 6 
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

5/7 3/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

6/7 3/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson? 

5/7 3/7 

Total  16/21             9/21 

No Comment. The students struggled on the 
whole unit with trying to 
play Freddie Freeloader  
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Unit 7 
Lesson 1  Review of Units 1 and 2 

Directors comments on Lesson 1 Unit 7 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

0/7 4/7 

Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

0/7 4/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?         

0/7 5/7 
Total   0/21            13/21 

Unit seven was not 
taught. The end of the 
school year  
preempted the units  
lesson plans.  

The review session was 
easier for the students to 
play, they had gained more 
confidence by then. 

Unit 7 
Lesson 2 Review of Units 3 and 4 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) 

Directors comments on Lesson 2 Unit 7 
 

Director A Director B Director A Director B 
Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

0/7 4/7 

Question 2) Were the learning 
activities 

appropriate for the time allowed? 
0/7 2/7 

Question 3) Were the students able 
to 

perform the activities in this 
lesson? 

0/7 5/7 
Total   0/21           11/21 

Unit seven was not taught. 
The end of the school year 
preempted the units lesson 
plans. 

I think the students need 
longer in each lesson to 
become more proficient at 
improvisation. 
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Unit 7 
Lesson 3 Review of Units 5 and 6 

Directors comments on Lesson 3 Unit 7 

Likert Scale Score (1thru 7) Director A Director B 

Director A Director B 

Question 1) Were the objectives 
appropriate for this class? 

0/7 4/7 
Question 2) Were the learning activities 
appropriate for the time allowed? 

0/7 4/7 

Question 3) Were the students able to 
perform the activities in this lesson?          

0/7 5/7 

Total   0/21            13/21 

Unit seven was not 
taught. The end of the 
school year preempted 
the units lesson plans.  

I think this module would 
be a great curriculum for a 
beginning jazz class. The 
concepts are clear and easy 
to understand.  
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APPENDIX C 
EVALUATOR LETTER AND COMMENTS 
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APPENDIX D 
FULL SCORES FOR THE MUSICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF ALL MELODIES 

PRESENTED IN THE IMPROVISATION MODULE 

Unit 1, melody 1, page 1. 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 2. 
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Unit 1, melody1, page 3. 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 4. 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 5 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 6 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 7 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 8 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 9 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 10. 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 11. 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 12. 
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Unit 1, melody 1, page 13. 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 1. 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 2. 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 3. 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 4. 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 5 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 6 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 7 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 8 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 9. 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 10. 
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Unit 2, melody 2, page 11. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 1. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 2. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 3. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 4. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 5. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 6. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 7. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 8. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 9. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 10. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 11 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 12. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 13. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 14. 
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Unit 3, melody 3, page 15. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 1. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 2. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 3. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 4. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 5. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 6. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 7. 

 



 

252 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 8. 

 



 

253 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 9. 

 



 

254 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 10. 

 



 

255 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 11. 

 



 

256 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 12. 

 



 

257 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 13. 

 



 

258 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 14. 

 



 

259 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 15. 

 



 

260 

Unit 4, melody 4, page 16. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 17. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 18. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 19. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 20. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 21. 
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Unit 4, melody 4, page 22. 
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Unit 5, melody 5, page 1. 
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Unit 5, melody 5, page 2. 

 



 

269 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 3. 

 



 

270 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 4. 

 



 

271 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 5. 
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Unit 5, melody 5, page 6. 

 



 

273 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 7. 

 



 

274 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 8. 

 



 

275 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 9. 

 



 

276 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 10. 

 



 

277 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 11. 

 



 

278 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 12. 
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Unit 5, melody 5, page 13. 

 



 

280 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 14. 

 



 

281 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 15. 

 



 

282 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 16. 
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Unit 5, melody 5, page 17. 

 



 

284 

Unit 5, melody 5, page 18. 
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Unit 5, melody 5, page 19. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 1. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 2. 

 



 

288 

Unit 6, melody 6, page 3. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 4. 

 



 

290 

Unit 6, melody 6, page 5. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 6. 

 



 

292 

Unit 6, melody 6, page 7. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 8. 

 



 

294 

Unit 6, melody 6, page 9. 

 



 

295 

Unit 6, melody 6, page 10. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 11. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 12. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 13. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 14. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 15. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 16. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 17. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 18. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, page 19. 
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APPENDIX E 
SCALES AND MODES, WITH ARPEGGIOS FOR ALL MELODIES  

CONTAINED IN THE IMPROVISATION MODULE. 

Unit 1, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for both melodies 1 and 2. 
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Unit 1, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for both melodies 1 and 2. 
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Unit 1, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for both melodies 1 and 2. 
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Unit 3, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 3. 
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Unit 3, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 3. 
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Unit 3, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 3. 
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Unit 4, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 4, 5. 
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Unit 4, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 4, 5. 
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Unit 4, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 4, 5. 
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Unit 4, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 4, 5. 
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Unit 4, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 4, 5. 
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Unit 6, Mixolydian Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 6. 
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Unit 6, Mixolydian, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 6. 
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Unit 6, Mixolydian, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 6. 
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Unit 6, Mixolydian, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 6. 
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Unit 6, Mixolydian Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 6. 
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Unit 6, Mixolydian Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 6. 
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Unit 6, Scales, Modes, and Arpeggios for Melody 6. 
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Unit 6, Melody 6, Blues Scales. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, blues scales. 
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Unit 6, melody 6, blues scales. 
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